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Barn Cellars.
it has become
very commou practice in
tin* erection of barns, to provide a cellar,
or basement
hcuculh for the reception of

1

manui

ic

\<

easily disposed of in Winter by dropping
them through scuttles in the
w of the
stable. Another argument, in f:*.\ or of their
Utility is. that the manor, thus stored hx-es
Our Heroine,
none of it> oleuniils by leaching, as no
applying stone broken up finely with angular edges, to tiie ground surface, and leavrain
his is a very
Her
mime shines not in bannered field
ing it to be worked in by the passage of
Where right and wrong so boldly war;
desirable end n !.< mi.a im-l, as many of teams and vehicles. It was a
popular plan Nor rings her voire in any cause
the comp Minot p irl> ■! he manui e. and esn r a time and is still often imitated by igWhich men and women battle for.
norant and incompetent surveyors, but has
Vet in her presence, subtle, sweet.
pecially tin* most v.-th: bV, are easily soluYou long to kneel and kiss her feet.
in fact been long since discarded by all inable, and by baching they nr.- borne o«l and
telligent road makers, and the Telford road No wondrous romance wreathes her life;
often io>t.
has taken its place.
Nor has she led a martyr train;
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Nor beautiful nor rich is she.
But poor—and some would call her—plain;
Vet in her two dear eyes you see
A beauty shining constantly.
No silken robe enfolds her form:
Nor dainty leisure hath her hands;
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Road^

!ui\v •I'-'i i" c I t!: !:
!:ir !»cIUOSt civilized (
it; !'l
in road l>U<id
it
not
out
he
<>!
to
state
ing,
may
pia*-e
briefly, how this most important art was
regarded and exercised by the Romans
more Ilian two thousand years ag-i.
That
great nation was remarkably industrious
in the construction of roads, which they
considered of such essential importance,
and all their great cities wen? connected
by superb roads which for magnitude
would almost equal some of our important
lines of railway, and for durability surpass
anything of the kind in modern times, and
have been alike the astonishment and admiration of mankind.
The Homan roads ran in nearly direct
lines, with little regard to the natural diilicnllies to be overcome, and the manner in
which they were overcome remain as magnificent memorials of their ingenuity and
In low swampy places they
perseverance.
were built up so as to give an extensive
view of the surrounding country, and if the
foundation was soft, they resorted to pilAs
Iiind

\vc

■-

for the purpose of

ing

giving solidity

to it.

Vrelies and piers were constructed vvhere•»
it was necessary
gain elevation
over streams etc., and the surface or crust
of the roadway was generally formed three
feet deep, and made of four strata.
1st. The foundation, all soft matter being carefully removed.
•Jnd. A layer of broken stones earthenware etc., set in cement.
3rd. A bed of mortar.
4th.
The crust or outer coat, of brick
ever

or

stones.

Near the ci'y of Home this last or upper
•oat was of granite.
In other and more
remote places it was generally of hard lava

•

jointed closely.
But the system adopted, the dignity of
those who had charge of tin? roads and the
elliciency of the supervision, are worthy of
special remark.
he < unit,or \ larum, or MjjMTintcudcni
of Roads, was ail officer of great dignity
and irnpo rtanee. Julius Ca-sar held this
high oliice at one time, and after him the
•office was rarely conferred upon any one
In faet tin1 posibelow a Roman Consul.
tion was regarded n< on-1 ol the very highest honor in the empire.
Tlie Appian Wav. extending from Rome
\<v
Brundisiuni, three hundred and III tv
miles was one of the most celebrated of
Roman roads, on account of its length and
the difficulties it was necessary to overits construction.
come in
It was built
three hundred and eleven years before
Christ, and it was in excellent order in the
sixth century after Christ, or eight, or nine
hundred years after it \v.n constructed,
etany parts of it we traveled over eight
years ago and could not help being amazed at the solidity with which it was constructed and the extent to which it had
withstood the wear and the neglect of ages.
The Appian Way was built wide enough
i<» allow two
carriages to pass readily. The
•stones used in its construction were extremely hard and must have been brought
from a great distance, as none of the stone
to be found in its vicinity.
was
These
stones were cut smooth and squared and
fitted closely together, and they still adhere
so firmly as to appear to have been formed
by nature and not cemented by art, and
though they have been traveled over by so
many beasts of burden and so many carriages for so many ages, the stones do not
seem to have moved from their place at all,
or to have lost anything of t heir original
smoothness.
But the difficulty with such roads, and
with the great roads made by the Chinese,
which consisted of solid granite blocks, cut
and laid with great labor, is that after long
continual wear they were cut into ruts, to
the great injury of the road and the inconvenience of travel. The solid black stone
.pavements of the streets of Pompeii were
worn into deep ruts, as we can testify from
personal inspection, so that it must have
been a matter of great difficulty to turn out
on meeting another vehicle.
What they did
on such occasions does not appear, but it is
clear that the condition of the streets and
the deep ruts must have been a great public
And some parts of the
inconvenience.
Appian Way became cut into ruts in the
same manner in the course of years of constant wear.

The invention of McAdam consisted in

The Telford road is made with a rough
and solid foundation with a.macadam surface, and if well made it forms one of the
most solid, smooth and easy roads imaginable.
Our roads are in a most wretched condiare a
ring;
tion. The side gutters are scraped up and Ilor jewels binds simple
her hair's soft bands;
A ribbon
thrown into the drive way, a mass ot sand
Vet in her garment's simple grace
and loafn with all sorts of organic matter,
Her soul's regality your trace.
which on the lirst smart rain is apt to be
No gi(t has she to charm and thrill
washed oil' again, and if not it makes the
A thankless world with warbled songs;
nastiest kind of mud, and it. grinds up into And art that wakes the
ivory keys
To other hands than hers belongs:
impalpable dust in a dry time, and that is
almost as disagreeable as the mud itself.
Vet in her words of tender cheer
A richer music meets the ear.
There is no need of either, and a road
properly built and properly cared for will She walks in humble ways of life
be iree from both.
1 Mass. Ploughman.
That leads oftimes through gloom and shade.
And cares and crosses not a few.
Are on her patient shoulders laid;
“Are you all Ready?”
Vet smiles and drinks each hitter cup.
And keeps her brave eyes lifted up.
“Are you all ready for action on the gun
deck," said Lord Nelson to his head gunner, And homely ways she wreathes with grace;
at the commencement of one of the sanHarsh duty turns to loving zest;
guinary sea lights in which lie was engaged. And cheery hope and steadfast will
Are at her side in work and rest;
“All ready, sir,” came the response. “Then
Yet never dreams she that you spy
keep so,” was the stern order of the great
That angel looking from her eye!
captain. We send the same query and the
same order to every one of our reader.
The duties of the opening spring will soon
crowd heavily, and all hands he needed for
A Newspaper Advertisement.
action.
Get ready and keep so.
Some years ago, a Quaker Knight of
The wood pile, we dare say, is all worked
Three weeks ago, when on the shears and thimble, who exercised his
up for the lire.
avocation in Canterbury, was imposed
a little jaunt in the country, we found a
horse power to which a circular saw was upon by an adroit scoundrel, who conattached, moving from farm to farm, saw- trived to get a suit of clothes on credit,
ing up the farmers' wood for the stove. and afterwards decamped without paying
They were getting ready.
for them.
1'he Quaker was too poor to
Take advan- lose the debt; but like
Keep ahead of your work.
many others of
tage of the little time that remains and get his cloth, he had apparently no other aleverything ready that will be required for ternative. The account was placed upon
spring work upon the farm. Get home the his books, and soon
forgotten. About
special fcrtilr/.ers, (if not already obtained.' live
years afterwards lie was examining
ami also be sure you have a supply of all
his old records of debt and credit, profit
the seeds, grains, &c., that you wish to sow
and plant. Place them hist where you can and loss, when his attention was attracted to this account, and all the cirput your hand on them when wanted. Get
cumstances attending it came fresh to
ready and keep so.
Look at. all the implements and tools. mind.
Suddenly an odd thought suggestFind out what new ones are needed and ed itself.
what demand repairs, and have them made
‘I’ll try an experiment.’ said he, ‘perDon't neglect it a day longer.
at once.
haps 1 may succeed in catching the rogue
As soon as it will answer, remove all
j and getting my pay.’
winter coverings from vines, plants, &c.,
lie immediately prepared an advertiscand clear up all the rubbish from about
ment, in substance as follows, which he
your giounds and buildings, that has been inserted in the Kent Herald :
accumulating through tin* winter. This is
‘If Mr. Henry Webber, who was in Canterone ol the lirst jobs that can be done, and
burr about tlit* month of August, in the year
will really need doing but once in the sea1 s.V,, will >, nd his address to the editor of this
son: as afterwards by a little care and atpaper, he will hear of something to advantage.’
tention t he premises can be kept m at and
Having instructed the editor not to disclean.
close his name to the rogue if he should
Prepare a hot-bed in which to put out |
call, but to request the latter to leave his
1 he tomatoes, vines, 4kc., you may have
started within doors. Kvery farmer ought address, the Quaker patiently awaited the
result of his experiment.
In a short time
to know how to make one.
Look out for some early peas, salads, po- In* was informed by a note from the editor
tatoes, and other garden vegetables. Se- that the individual alluded to in the adlect the warmest laud you have—we hope
vertisement, having arrived from London,
you prepared it last fall—and plant them
might be found at the ‘Rose Hotel.’
as soon as the frost is out.
The tailor lost no time in preparing a
i
Fences can be repaired as Soon as any- transcript of the account, not forgetting
thing can be done on the farm. Attend to to charge interest from the time the debt
this so that when stock of any kind is ready
was incurred,
"faking a bailiff with him,
to
he turned out, there will be no danger
who bore a legal process suited to the ocof their getting
beyond the enclosure. casion. he soon arrived at the
lodgings of
This negh et to mend fences early in the
the swindler. The bailiff was instructed
spring, makes breathy cattle.
at a little distance till a signal
Failure in the spring is equivalent to [ to stand olf
should indicate the time for him to apfailure for the entire season.
Therfore he j
in time.
Piaut and sow in season, that proach.
The Quaker now entered the coffeehoeing will not be delayed into haying, !
!hat haying and harvesting will not drive I room and rang the bell: and when the
you that, your crops will escape the frost ; servant appeared, requested him to in•itid all he secured In*fore they are damagform the gentleman of whom he was in
ed by unfavorable weather in the fall.
si arch, that a friend wished to
speak with
him. The waiter obeyed the summons,
Finally get ready and keep so.
and soon the debtor and creditor were
each other in the face.
The looking
Cn:i<‘i>> Hauiis or Bkavkks.
‘How dost thou do?’ kindly inquired the
ion-4 of heavers furnish
!::»1 »its ami
Quaker, in his bland tone. ‘Perhaps thou
many intcre-ting lessons for study to tin* dost not know me?’
woodim n ami hunters, whether scientific
•I believe 1 have not had the pleasure
In our boyhood the
naturalists or not.
of your acquaintance,' politely answered
principal sources of information respect- the swindler, with a forced smile.
ing tin m were the old dams and traces ot
‘Host thou remember purchasing a suit
dam> that. av«‘-re found on every little brook
of clothes several years ago of a poor
when* we lishud. The beaver dams con! tailor in thi- city, and forgetting to pay
sisted of ridges of earth from four to live for
them ?" asked the Quaker.
the
common
feet above
level of the ‘bea- j
> no !’ said the man,
blushing slightly,
\ i• r meadow*’ Hat,
each
from
way
running
must be mistaken in the person.
It
the brook to rising land, 'flic law of in- ‘you
cannot possibly be me that you wished to
the
beavers
is
atworking
dustry among
tested by hunters. These dams or houses
Hut tho Quaker was not to be shaken
are built anew, or remodeled, every auoff by this denial of his debtor’s identity.
tumn. in a way to suit the height, of the
‘Ah! Henry, I know thee well. Thou
water the succeeding winter and spring.
art the very man 1 wished to see.
Thou
The object ot the dam seems to be to reghast on at this moment the very waistcoat
ulate the height of water at their houses,
that 1 made for thee. Thou must acwhere they have two or three berths at
it was of good stuff and well
different height, where they sleep high knowledge
made, or it could not have lasted thee so
ami dry, hut with their tails in the water,
thus bring warned of anv change in the long.’
‘O yes,’ said the gentleman, appearing
ri-“ ».r lall of water.
Some houses stand
suddenly to recollect himself, T do re-;\ 1 eel at least above the surface of the
member now the circumstance to which
meadow, covereii with mud. in the form
you allude. Yes, yes—-1 had intended to
ol a round coalpit, hut, intersected with
call and settle that little bill before leav.-ticks of wood, so as to he strong; and
and you may depend on
the weight of three or four men makes no ing Canterbury,
mv doing so.
I have come here to take
A
it.
“full
as
family,”
impression upon
possession of a large amount of property
hunters call them, consists of the parentwhich has fallen to me by will. See,
al pair, and all the males of the next genhere is the advertisement which apprises
When the me of
eration, with their mates.
my good fortune.’
tribe gets larger than this, they colonize.
Here he handed to the Quaker a copy
Sometime in the autumn, all single ones
of the paper containing the advertisement
of both sexes congregate from considerawhose history we have given above. The
ble distance all at the deepest lake in the
Quaker looked at it with imperturbable
vicinity, where they choose their mates— gravity, and continued: ‘Yes,
I see thou
how ceremonious the nuptials we cannot
art in luck; imt as my demand is a very
-ay: then they all go home, the female small one, 1 think I must insist on
payfollowing her mate, and all go to work, ment before thou contest into possession
first putting the dam in order for tin*
of thy great estates.’
winter, then laying in their stock of wood
A tap at the Window here brought the
the hark of winch is their food. They go
court bailiff into Hie presence ot
county
up stream some three miles for their the parties. The swindler was
particuwood, and run it down to their houses,
astonished
at the appearance of this
larly
and then, in some mysterious way make
who
immediately began to
it lie in a pile at the bottom of the pond, functionary,
execute his part of the drama.
outside the house, where they may take
‘What !’ exclaimed the rogue in an anit at any time in the winter for use.
Augry tone, ‘you surely haven’t sued me?’
tumn is a busy time with them, and it is
Yes, 1 have,’replied the Quaker, ‘and
j
interesting to see their new dams in pro- thou shouldst be thankful that nothing
cess of building, as we sometimes find
worse lias happened to thee.’
them across large streams, and river-dri‘Conte in, then,’ said the debtor, finding
vers tear away their dams and get a
good himself fairly caught, ‘come in, and I will
head of water for their use. They usualpay you if 1 must.’
ly build at the outlet of natural ponds,
The three went into his room together,
and sometimes they flow large lakes and
and tin? slippery gentleman, having ascerpieces of dead water, hut they are always tained the amount of his bill, paid it in
moving and reconstructing. How they full. The tailor
having signed the rekeep their teeth in order for so much eat- ceipt, placed it in the hands of his late
ing, when the best steel would wear out, debtor, with such feelings as may be
is a mystery. They cut logs sometimes
readily imagined. The swindler took it,
a
foot through, and every stroke of the and for the
first time glanced at the vatooth tells toward the job and never a
rious items of which it was composed.
tooth gets dull, as we can see.
He said nothing till lie came to the last
charge, which was ‘lor advertising,’ when
>

The

‘Now,’ said (he tailor, good-naturedly,
‘let mo give thee a piece of advice.
When next thou hast occasion to get a
suit of clothes, thou liadst better not attempt to cheat the poor tailor, but pay
him honestly; for then will thy conscience
not trouble thee, and
thy sleep will be
sweej and refreshing. Farewell!’
[From the New York Sur,.J

Entangled

in

Cobweb.

a

The ways ot matrimonial advertising
are so numerous, and the fools that walk
therein so common, that there names are
hardly worth mentioning unless by some
accident they are prominently brought before the public. Of that rather numerous
class who have not met with success in
their dealings with the fair sex through
the columns of the newspapers, Mr. .John
S. Paddock may be mentioned as a prominent and conspicuous member. This gentleman had a business. lie was a thriving
manufacturer of buttons in the city of
Buffalo, and as such was considered more
than ordinarily skillful. He'had lived the
life of a bachelor, and up to the time of
the event which is herein recorded, had
never been suspected of matrimonial intentions.
I5ut the following advertisement
which appeared in a prominent daily newspaper, published in this city, attracted his
attention:
THB

MYSTERK)US ADVERTISEMENT.

‘•Companion.

A

laily

of

retiring

manners

and moderate fortune, would like to form the
acquaintance of a gentleman with a view to
travelling through Europe, and if agreeable permanently residing abroad. A party of unquestionable good character, and one who would be
willing to defray a portion of the travelling expenses, may address E. M., General I’ost-otlice,
New York.*’
Mr. Paddock is very communicative,
and had no objections to publicity being
given to his case if by such means others
may he warned from the trap lie fell into.
The following is a copy ot the letter he
wrote in answer to the advertisement:
Buffalo, February 9,1*71.
Dear Madam: Tf you are sincere in your
wish to secure a companion fora trip to Europe,
I should like very much to form your acquaintance, with the hope that we may be found
agreeable to each other. 1 have always had a
desire to travel; but until recently my means
have been too limited to gratify my wishes. I am
forty-seven years of age ; blit my friends flutter
with the compliment that I look ten years
younger. Of course if I make an arrangement
with you I shall expect to defray my share of the
An early
expenses, if not more.

me

travelling

will oblige.
Yours, sincerely,

answer

In

reply

to

John s. Paddock.
the above Mr. Paddock re-

ceived the following:
New York, February 11, 1871.
Dear Sir

:
I am so unaccustomed to write to
strangers that 1 feel as though I was committing
some act of impropriety in addressing you. The
loss of my only brother has left me without a
friend ill the world. 1 am naturally of a cheerful disposition, and I feel that l must turn in
some direction for a companion.
Hence the advertisement you saw.
I do not know what
foolish notion prompted me to write it; hut if it
shall secure me such a friend ns I could wish, I
shall indeed be happy.
My father's estate has
fallen entirely into my hands, and I have ample
It is not necessary that you
means to travel.
should he troubled with a protracted correspondence. Consequently, if you can conveniently come to New York. I will state in my
next where I can meet you.

Yours, respectfully,
Emm

k

Messenger.

THE NEW YORK SPIDER AND THE BUFFALO
1LY.

Two or three letters passed between Mr.
Paddock and the Miss Messenger, when it
was decided that he .should meet her in the
ladies’ room of the Jersey (’it.y ferry-house,
at the foot of Cortland street.
Before
;
leaving Buffalo, Mr. Paddock arranged his
business for a long absence from home,
presuming that he should be abroad some
time. As he wisely remarks, however.
**A man never stops to think when he is
engaged in any women business." 'Phis
will probably account for what befell him.
Promptly at the time appointed, the
gentlemanly Paddock made his appearance at the rendezvous, and there found a
lady about the medium height, dressed in
black, with a very pretty face, and of most
agreeable manne rs. He was at once struck
with her engaging and laity-like appearance, and he involuntarily came to the
conclusion that fortune had thrown in his
way the being that was to complete his

earthly happiness.
It dm

long

nut take Alias

huim

.Messenger

tell her story.
Il was the one she
had foreshadowed in her letter, with a few
details concerning her dear father’s death.
She was so artless in her description of
her deceased parent’s love for her, and
she related, in such an interesting and
mournful way, how cruel fate had robbed
her of her only earthly friend, that Mr.
Paddock was quite overcome. She also
spoke of her yearnings tor some one to
love, and how under such circumstances
she had been induced to write the advertisement Mr. Paddock had read. She did
not fail to impress upon that gentleman’s
mind her joy over receiving his letters,
and how happy it made her to iind him all
that her fancy had painted. This, and a
great deal more of the most Mattering
language imaginable, did she pour into
her willing listener’s car.
Finally
to

THE
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a drive on the avenue.
The invitation was readily accepted, and during
the afternoon she induced him to partake
of several glasses of wine, the result of
which was that before darkness closed
over the city lie was in line spirits, and
had taken much time in talking over his
prospective visit to Europe. Hut when
night fell, Mr. Paddock suddenly remembered that he had made no arrangements
for hotel accommodations. In this emergency the lady came to the rescue, and as
Mr. Paddock was a stranger in the city,
she proposed to introduce him to a gentleman friend of hers who kept a lirst-class
hotel in Prince street. Mr. Paddock at
once decided
that the hotel on Prince
street should be his
abiding-place durino
his stay in the city. This matter
he suggested as a fitting conclusion' to the
day’s entertainment, that they should visit
the theatre.
Miss Emma Messenger consented. After the theatre came supper
and more wine. The Mow of champagne
proved too copious for Air. Paddock, and
in a short time he became perfectly oblivious to all his surroundings. How he
found his hotel or reached his room he
does not know ; but when he got up the
next morning somebody had carried oft'
his watch and money—in fact every thing
he had save his clothes.

Proposed

settled?

While Stewart and Morton were wrangSchurz upon this point, Mr.
of Ohio, appeared in the rear
i of Stewart’s seat and asked Schurz the
date oi tin- message of President Tyler
from which lie had quoted. Schurz replied promptly, whereupon Thurman said
that
tor some time before there was any
;
war
between Mexico and the United
| States, Texas was represented in Con| gross. This was a center shot, highly appreciated by the spectators, and Stewart
I sat down as it lie had been struck down
by lightning. That was the last attempt
lie made to interrupt Mr. Schurz.

A wife wanted her husGood Retort.
band to sympathize with her in a feminine
quarrel; but ho refused, saying: I’ve lived long enough to learn that one woman’s
just as good as another if not better.”
“And I,” retorted the exasperated wife,
“have lived long enough to learn that one
man is
as bad as another if not worse !”

just

great

torted the rogue.

‘Convince

of that,' said the imperturbable Quaker, ‘and thou wilt find mo
ready to confess the fault.”
‘You said in your advertisement that I
should hear of something to my advantage, if I would come here.’
‘Thou art mistaken,’ immediately responded the Quaker, ‘I only promised
that thou shouldst hear of ‘something to
advantage,’ and is it not to the advantage
of a poor tailor to collect an old debt?’
‘If I can catch you in the street,’ said
the swindler, in the deepest rage, ‘I’ll
give you such a thrashing as will not
leave the breath in your body!’
‘Nonsense, now,’ said the Quaker, ‘if
thou really intendest to do anything of
that sort, we had better step out into the
back yard, and finish the business at
once.’
The rogue was completely abashed by
the coolness of the Quaker, and stood
speechless, and almost petrified.
me

Fearful

Situation.

Sketoh of a Remarkable Character.

Supreme Judicial Court,—Waldo Co.

Professor S. A. King, the asronaut, adA correspondent of the Araenia N. Y.
vertised that lie would make an ascension Times has written for that Journal an acfrom Atlanta on the 1st of January, 1870. count of a singular old hermit named DaEight thousand persons assembled to wit- vid Tonkory, or better known as Old Tonness it, but a sleet storm was coming up,
kery, the Hermit, who formerly lived in a
and Professor King would not risk an as- hut situated in a wild ravine or mountain
cent. lie offered to return the money, slope near Mt. Riga, in the
neighborhood
and acted fairly in every way. Dr. Al- of Amenia. Where tins
strange character
bert Happe, who had already made one canto from no one knew, lie
brought
ascent, stepped up to Professor King and plenty of money and settled on a tract of
said: “the people are terribly disappoint- land containing about one hundred acres.
ed. I have been up with you once, and The thoughts and conversations of this old
you know whether you can trust me. If hermit were always about witches, and
you’ll lend me the old chebang, I’ll take like most hermits he was a woman hater,
her up, storm or no storm.” “Very well,” not allowing one to enter his
dwelling on
replied King, “I know your coolness and any pretence. He believed all black eyed
mind
if
of
:
women
to
be
presence
you may go up,
you
witches, and it was not safe
want to.” “You had better take in some for one to go near his
dwelling, as he alballast,” said King, as Dr. Happe stepped ways kept a gun loaded with a silver ball
into the basket.
Instead of taking in ready to shoot any witches that
might momore ballast, the Dr. threw out two bags lest him; at
night ho always placed his
of sand already in and cut the ropes. He gun across two chairs, the muzzle
pointmade the first mile upward in two min- ing direct towards the door. He owned a
utes and a half.
The descent was accom- fine strawberry patch, and w'ould allow
plished in one minute. Hound trip of two school girls to pick all they wished, except
j miles, three minutes and a half. Here is the black-cycd ones; these he would march
the doctor’s own account of the journey : off his premises instanter.
The small quantity of ballast carried,
lie was never known to harm but one
gave such great ascentive power that it person; that was a poor woman by the
required but two minutes and a half to name of Mrs. Hamblin. Her cow had
reach the altitude of one mile. The cheers wandered from home, and she went
up the
from the crowd below could no longer be
heard. All was silent except the spiteful
driving sound of the winter rain. I was
well aware of the rapidity with which I
was traveling, but as the nock of the balloon was twenty-five inches in diameter
and entirely open, no danger was apprehended. The sides gave no evidence of
being tense, and the possibility of an explosion was not thought of.
A heavy sleet and snqw commenced
falling, ami it was so intensely cold that
I was anxious to get through the clouds
and into the bright sunshine beyond. Already imagination pictured the little
craft as sailing smoothly above the bad
weather, and my heart swelled with enthusiasm as fancy painted the beauties of
a
winter sunset—a sunset above the
clouds. I had decided to remain up all
night, and to prolong the voyage as long
as

possible.

I was awakened from my reverie by a
sharp explosion. The balloon had burst
near the point of its greatest diameter,
and had collapsed.
Et began to descend
witli great rapidity.
Its peculiar shape
gave to it a rotary motion that was rather
unpleasant, 1 iully realized the danger of
my situation. Death was inevitable, unless 1 could succeed in forming the wreck
into a parachute, and to do this required
much physical strength and perfect coolness. The loss of self
possession or a neglect to preserve oscillating motion of 1113craft would l.e attended with loss of life.
However, “I knew the ropes,” and determined to pull them.
It was necessary that the rotten cloth
should be not only retained in the netting,
but kept in such a position as to oiler the
greatest possible resistance to the atmosphere. My craft proved to lie unruly.
It soon plunged violently, with the peculiar motion of a kite that lias lost its ballast.
At each plunge it swung through
the air like a great pendulum. I soon
attained a terrible velocity, being frequently thrown higher than any portion
of
the wreck, and was several times
!
I thrown entirely out of the basket.
Like Mieawber, I “confidently expectj ed something to turn up”—in fact there
| was great danger of the basket “turning
; up” on top of the canvas, which would
result in instant death,
“lfy a strict attention to business” those mad lunges
were modified, and the velocity was more
uniform, though still very rapid.
i now decided to throw out a
portion
°r all of the ballast, and lifted a
;
bag to
the edge of tin basket for that
purpose,
when the thought occurred that it would
lie less dangerous to
keep it in the basket.
1 threw out a letter and
by watching it as
ii fluttered in the air, was enabled to tell
with considerable accuracy as to where
the wreck would strike. To throw out
ballast at this time would prolong the
voyage to the woods beyond, even if it
did not cause the basket and contents to
be thrown on top of the wreck.
Taking
this view, it was decided to retain all the
in
the
basket
1
that
weight
possibly
could.
WIiimi within three hundred feet of the
ground i cut the cord attached to the anchor rope, and watching the “rise and descent,” managed to throw at the proper
moment.
It struck in time to lessen the
force with which I would have otherwise
struck the ground. As it was the shock

produced unconsciousness.
On awakening there was no sensation
of pain save numbness, that always at-

tends

heavy fall. The cold rain was
in my i'ace, and could not lift my
head for the long briers that encircled me
like a net-work. Near by stood a lady.
Alter gazing a moment, I bowed my compliments and wished her “a happy new
year,” She smiled and inquired whether
1 was hurt. “No ma’am.” To convince
her of the fact I arose, and after securing
a peculiar black bottle,
stepped forth.
The “Hyperion” presented a sorry
spectacle. Hopes, netting and fragments
of rotten cloth, it lay among the bushes
and briers an utte>- wreck. With the exception of a few slight scratches, I had
received no injury. The loss of a paper
collar and a few “incidentals” was all
that needed attention. All wants were
supplied, and in a few minutes I was
again with my friends.
a

falling

mountain to the old man’s farm just before
dark and climbing upon a fence looked
over his farm for the lost cow.
The old
hermit saw her, and it so happened that
there came a hurricane or
very heavv wind
that night and blew down a grove of line
chestnut timber for old Tonkerv. lie
thought at once that the poor woman was a
witch and had been up the
night before to
see where she could do him the
greatest
A
few
after
he met the
damage.
days
woman in the road.
He caught her and
with a sharp stone cut a cross in her forehead between the eyes, to kill the witches
in her, he said.
But this proved a dear
witch to old Tonkery, for she sued him and
recovered damages to the amount of $600,
and the man was obliged to sell ten acres
ot his best wood land to pay suit and case.
lie did his own cooking, washing and
housekeeping, and hired help to do his
farm work when necessary. When visitors came to see him, il he liked their
appearance, he would give them apples and
cider, iiis chief study was how he should
rid himselt of pestering witches; as he became advanced in age his
fancy grew upon
him, and his imagination was assisted and
excited by a wicked neighbor who sought
to get the old man’s
property by Mattery
and deceit. He willed his property to this
but
the
town authorities interfered,
man,
and when at last the old hermit arrived at
the point of death he was taken in charge
by the poor master and cared for until his
demise. The will was broken and the
property appropriated to the support of
the town poor.
The rock, bordering on a stream where
lie has arranged a water wheel for
shaking
witches to death, is now pointed out to visitors.
It was supposed that the old hermit
had money buried on the premises, and
more or less search has been made
every
year by different parties to find it, but
money was ever discovered, we believe,
until about one year ago, a man by the
name of Abyron Bishop, while
picking
whortleberries in the vicinity, found a
wooden trough hidden in a ledge of rocks.
Great was his surprise on pulling it out, to
find it filled with silver coin; tie- shiny
pieces were of all descriptions, many of
them as bright as when lirst from the mint
Tin; mail that found the trough was so excited that he ran down the mountain,
scattering the silver pieces as he ran, and
screaming at the top of his voice—“Tin*
devil is after me! the devil is after nit' !”
The box was supposed to have contained
over one hundred dollars.
The trough,
with over twenty dollars of the monev is
now in possession of
George Dakin, Ib-j
of Mount Riga.

Judge Dickerson, Presiding.

Wednesday, April 10.
THE BREACH OF PROMISE CASE.
The, next ease was that of Hannah E. Barlow
vs. William Sibley, for damages caused by a
breach of promise of marriage. The parties
live in Freedom.
Tt. is claimed that about two
years ago the plaintiff contracted an engagement of marriage with defendant, which defendant has refused to carry out. and has since
married another person. Miss Barlow is an attractive young woman, 26 years of age, of fresh
complexion, blue eyes, auburn hair, round,
full face, and of medium height. She appeared
in Court dressed very becomingly, and took a
seat beside her counsel, in front’of the jury.
The defendant is a young man of 24, of medium
height and good figure, dark complexion, and
wearing side whiskers. He is the son of Wm.
(I. Sibley, a well known and prominent citizen
of Freedom. Miss Barlow lived in the family
of Mr. Sibley at the time of the alleged engagement. and assisted at doing housework. A. (i.
Jewett conducted the case for plaintiff, and N\
Abbott for defendant.
Miss Iiariow, plainhli, tostihed.
Went to
Mr. Sibley’s in Jan. ISOS; Mr. Sibley and wife
came for* me; lived a mile away; lived at Mr.
Sibley’s to do housework-; remained there, first
time, 12 weeks; then went home; was absent
5 or six weeks; when I left Mrs. Sibley wished
me to return; said I would let her know in a
week or two; in two weeks told her I would
return, if she wanted me; J worked on wastes;
while there, Win. Siblcv one dav. came into
hou.se, and came to me; put his arm around
me saving1 ‘•you are a darling, I wish you was
mine." Said I “Why, Will.-do you mean that?"
He said “Yes, l had rather have you than any
one I know of."
I said “Will, if you are sincere. and mean as you say, 1 will l e yours any
time you say." Said he “When I have a home
of my own. I shall come and get you.” 1 said
“When do you think that

will Ik?"

Interesting

Case

of Consciousness.

In 180(5 a merchant received through
the post-office a letter, written in a dis-

guised hand,

as

follows:

"I owe the firm of-, 8—, which I
stole, and am anxious to pay. I hope to
tell you of it personally, some day. In

time 1 will mail yon ten dollars
a week, commencing the first of July,
till paid; interest and principal will he
two thousand dollars.Do not try
to discover me. I send one dollar now;
if you accept please advertise in the Herald “Personals,” and sign yourself x.y.z.”
The merchant replied as requested.
Every week, from that date, an envelope
was received through the mail,
enclosing
ten dollars, with no other writing but the
number of the payment, until the two
the

mean

hundredth payment
the

following

was

received, with

fendant.

Mary Barlow, the mother, testified that she
treated the. defendant as she did the other
suitors to her married daughters.
Nancy L. Barlow, brother*- wife, te>ri!ied to
her rising in her sleep and talking of <1* f n l int;
appeared deranged, -aving that she heard
Will’s footsteps; also that defendant freipi'-n:ly visited plaintiff at home; was with her occasionally in the parlor. In regard to _ud letter of plaintiff to defendant she testified as follows :
I read the second letter which plaintitf sent to
defendant by her father. I will give the sub"
stance of it. She said:
Dear William : Why don't you conn* to .son
me

thought

being

--

••

-•>

seeing

inquire
they hadn’t;
hang
coming

>

Well, Pop

along

sitting
big,
gal talking
chap
just giving

losing

upand

;‘l)id

anything
‘my son,’says
chain,’

she,

Pop,

buy good
always

replied,

disgusted

honesty, “fifty
boy's
by

principle
early experience

Morrissey,

night

Albany.
early
steaming along

morning

pillow

engine

Entering

hands—having

by
departure.

Morrissey

party.”

elderly

gratuity

pulled

pocket-book
greenback—a
repetitions

“My
daughter,

something
carriage.”

request

her beau, who
with it.

to

immediately complied

Some drunken loafers ill Chicago lately stole
corpse from the dead-house of a hospital, and
of a lager beer saloon, threw
it in oniony the guests’ and then ran. They
have not been arrested.

a

opening the door

Witness continues, and gives what she remembers to he the contents of the letter.
I
I showed the letter to my brother’s wife.
I met
never received any letter from Win.
him afterwards coming from Freedom village;
asked him to stop and speak with me.
He
stopped. I said “Will, what have I done that
should eause you to treat me iu the way you
have.” Said lie “I don’t know as you have.”

FOR THE 1>K1*ENCE.
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■
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you
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|
|

arid

that
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“Honesty

Island,I spied something
magnificent gold

know

Sibley, sworn. Am brother
live in Belfast now: wa M hone*
in summer of ISljO. from 10th of June to *JTr!i
rf Aug: was at. home two weeks in the winto
knew Margaret Morse; my broth, r William
carried her to public places and to ri*l«*:
no acts of partiality of my brother toward'
Miss Barlow.
William G. Sibley, sworn.
Am fithwdefendant; never kn*nv of courtship b**tw
Miss Barlow and Wm: first intimation
from Hannah’s father, in the winter follow hm
knew Wm. went over there two \vo»*k.>
n
Mr. B. spoke to me; did not know of tie lotto:
being sent, at the time they came; Wm. In
chief management of horses A -.. I. t•
lame; Miss ’Barlow slept in chamber of <•;:
tirst; she changed to main house. :.b mt !i iyir
time, and slept with school teaeher. win*
tied there;
William slept direetiv over im
room; Hannah slept in room adimning. \vi,:
cloths press and doors between; -h-* -|.-pr wi
school teacher up to Aug. fir-h: after tea*-he:left Hannah returned to original rm,,; w n
back to main house. Sept, sth; she w-mt hack
because in great gale the roof was stove in b\
chimney falling; staid there till few day- before she went home: heard a person go from
Wni's room to Hannah's: mv wife had gum* tip
stairs, and just returned when 1 heard
|
going across; wife, was gone from in to \:,
nt to
minutes; Hannah was afterwards
another room ; and slept with a young girl.
Cross Ex. Hannah slept with that youn
girl below about the last of Sept;
u-a
4 (by- before she went home: Wm. ! :i
eupied the same room; there was a door aHo
from Hannah’s room to parlor chamber: coy
wife arranged annul tno rooms; always Knew
Hannah: sin- is a good domestic: saw no impropriety on her part while there; sin* had b •■n
gone only three days when we sent foi her:
she took care of mv wife in -iektv-s. :,n 1 w
there three days; lidn't get her to sleep with
my son; don't like the Inved w *!1 enough:
wouldn’t hire a girl who was sleeping with a
man in the house; didn't toll Barlow 1 knew
Win. was partial to Hannah: said r had
•■■u
.in act of partiality: I denied knowing of u n■
gagenient: he told mo his daughter wa- in d
tress: my son had gone to Koeklaini: di>in'!
advise him to tell her that Wm. lu 1 g-me ;
Belfast instead of Rockland; Wat. I c n gli t hiwife home I think in January the latter pari :
Wm. carried Hannah home many times; ,lidn‘t
consider it attention, and made no nhie.*;imi :
frequently called on him to do so; never !monished them not to ride together: M
Morsc was a music t. acher. and ga
daughter lessons; she is not le-tv.
Direct resumed.
Never knew th if Wm.
rode with her except to take her h *;n ; the a
of partiality I kite v of was tha* he w> nt t
Barlow's mw Sunday: didn't know m- h.-d 1
sent for; tin* tlirei days 1 got h-*rb-mk w;i- !•••
cause my wife wa- sick: it wa- of mv own motion entirely.
Cross Ex. resumed.
Mv wife didn't obi- m
to her attentions; she treated her well, a- -h
always does her girls.
Mrs. Sibley, sworn.
i y
Am mother
Hannah was a good girl to work: knew of u
partiality between her and U'm. 'T.\ -mth-ti;
lik
W
ngagement. and knew
took Mi-- .Morse to ride ; p.- never took I f.-mvb
to ride to mv knowledge : John did.ami •■arrn-d
herhon ■: 1 witness tm-ti*i- d to tin*
upan<*\
of sleeping rooms, substantially as Mr. Sihh v
did] there is a very narrow clothes press b. t wi mi
the two rooms; -m In r side the door fastnecd
with a button over Hiti; lie-mi sum on-* pa-oue night from her room to Win’s; m-xt
day I
put nail oy. r latch in her room; :,g;iin hc.-n !
bet* pass through the do<«r. tin*
ni l i,,_ht
after: 1 got up and went up stairs. ;,nd iUteiu-d
heard whispering in Win’s room; w« nt to ,|ooi
and looked in: i? was a moon-light night;
.w
two persons about the bed; couldn't hear wlia*
was. said
while listening; spoke to Ifa
about it next morning; asked what the imi-.was over my heal: asked if she knew I wm-u; :
told her 1 was up; sin* -aid nothing in rcp’\
told her she might Jeep with mv little
below; she never again slept up st’a rs; t
before this that ! -poke about ilaiinuh's coming back; never ditlatt rwaid.
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Here-

came in and talked with us; he was constant
:n manifesting atfectioii, and I believed him ;
; 1 think now that lie was >jneer<
Win. -.1 '<1 no more during the sumun-r about
his future arrangnunN; ho had ihanged his
mind :i!»out takimr the old plan*: ho said there
"'i !
manv :vpairs In ho d'Hic if undo him
di-o.M.-raovd.
Wm. sai,| hi" father always wautd him to invo tin old place if it would d
and
u
l:o
:i!d
:I not
help him t anodnu* when ho
-•••»'• down.
At ono iim<‘ ho told
trot r- idy
ni“-‘1 h:ivo l■ on thinking of making I'athor an
its Own Reward.
He stiid, lie had been
offer" i >aid ‘•what is it."
thinking ol t *11 inlt his father, it In-would huv
The New York
of the tho •*dohn l1'm plaoo and put him up anew
house,"!; tie- ..Id grandfather's jihiei
mother
tells the
suminor, that ho would take i1 ."
lie said if lie
and
vouches
for
its
truth
story,
will do so 1 will lix up the old house s,, Unit we
A small
a friend of mine, was
can live in it thi< winter."
Tlie next time I saw
an
examination
of
Id's him ho i:d In- had undo up his mind, lit* did not
scholastic attainments, and to show his want the old phn-o and thought he should go
away to another place til! his father got tho
wrote the sentence,
moans to help- him to anothor plane.
I lirst
is its own reward.”
nn It* known to H in. that I had oommimioafod
him on his
our engagement to mv friends; in Oct. Aug. and
and
I still dissented from Sept. I lived at Mr. Siblov’s ; Win. carried me
the sentence as incorrect, inasmuch as homo oeoasionally: staid with mo every timo
“Virtue”
sustained the
in hut onoo, then Ins folks wore gone and ho was
to go right haek.
In July he spent the
accorded in this instance obliged
my
most of a day withnieat my father’s; loft Mr.
to
•Sihlev’s about the middle of Sopt.; was at home
said young
I guess a little over a week when Mr. Sibley eame for
it’s about
for
don’t seem to me; I went back with him and staid throe days.
in any
I was down ’Win. carried mo home; on tho way home he
reward.
said to mo, “I wish we could he married this
to
Island with
last summer, fall;" said lie had always thought when wo did
and I walked off down the beach
my- get married we would go by ourselves; we
self, and away off across the creek on to shouldVnjoy ourselves betterthan wo should with
folks. I told him for my part I should
Burnham's
shiny, the old
Move live in tho family till ho got his house built
and it was a
watch
as not. Ho said lie was afraid every thing would
chain, and I was tickled most to death. not be pleasant to take mo into the family.
I
about
When he loft said he would bo over the next
honest, and
the owner wasn't day. Sunday; he did not come: saw him after
my chance of
that occasionally; he always had some excuse
very strong, I did go up to a house and for not
coming; promised to come two or throe
if any of ’em had lost a watch.
I wrote him; asked him
times; but did not.
and the boss told me to why ho did not come. Tho next Monday I wont
No,
on to it, as watches and dead horses
to 1»is father's houso'to see him; was on my way
was
ashore all the time, and ho to Freedom Village; Win. was standing in the
b:mi-do'»i WaV, ruin- down i W ,ti d*> the llOUSO
had all he wanted.
was tickled,
whore 1 was.
I told him 1 wanted to speak
too, when he seen what I found, and with him a few minutes. Mrs. Sibley asked me
about 5 we started on the boat to to come in; if I would come in and wait till she
come home.
We was
up on deck got ready she would go with me. While Mrs.
was getting ready we were alone. T asked
forward, when I heard a
fat, gay- Sibley
Wm. what the trouble was; why he had not
dressed old
to a
about been over. He said, the
day before he started to
twice my size,
a
it to him for come ever; but went to the “old place" and met
his watch. I buttoned up my coat, ;ui old friend and talked till it was near noon;
and tried to get
to go to the other he went home and his folks had eompanv and
end of the boat. But no there he stuck; lie did not come over. He said “I am coming
over next Sunday if I live.”
Sunday lie rode
and pretty soon he heard the woman and
by in the forenoon with his cousin; 1 asked him
walked
He said “no, I won't stop now, I
to come in.
says
you lose
mami ?’
have not changed mv clothes.” He went home;
‘Yes,’ says she,
after dinner he eame over and stopped two or
‘lost a valuable watch and
We were in the parlor alone the
three hours.
says she.
most of the time.
“And my son” says
“found one.”
To go back a little, when'I went to see him,
So I lost my watch in about two minutes. before this Sunday, he said "I don't know hardThen says the old woman, says she, ‘Here ly what I am going to do; father and I have
a
book and re- been talking of buying John Dean's place."
my little man
Said he, “if I do I shall put up some buildings;
member and
be honest.’ And
you know the rest; I am going to do as well as I
how much do you think she gave me ?”
do.” 1 then told him“l want you to come over;
“10.”
“Well,” I
you need not be afraid; they know all about
victim of it and you don’t care.” He said “O no;" he
“No,” said the
“1 have not said anything about it to my
said,
cents.”
folks.’’ Said 1 “how do they like it;” he replied
That
virtuous
has been “not much.” T saw
by his countenance and the
so set back
his
of way he spoke, that whatever they did say, was not
favorable.
I
asked
him
the second time; he did
human meanness, that I felt called on to
recite some instance of a different not seem to care to tell me. L said nothing
more about it.
character.
I he next Sunday lie came over; we were in
1 told him how .John
one
the parlor together. Said I, “Will, do you insome time ago, on his way home
tend to he married this winter.” He said “I
from the West, laid over at the Delevan want to he and all that will hinder me will he
In the
ho rush- my folks.” I said “I wish we could he.” Said
House,
he, “where you wish so once I do twice.” I said
ed for the
train and discovered “if I
go there to live 1 should take hold and
alter
for half an hour help do the work, the same as though it was my
that he had left $1)6,000 under the
He said “I don't want you to go
own house.”
there to work, hut 1 want you with me.” This
of his bed.
That day I showed him a
was the .°>0th of Oct.
lie reversed his
at the next
set of silver my folks had bought for the wedstation and rattled back to Albany.
seemed
he
ding:
very much pleased, said “they
the hotel after a three or four were the handsomest he had ever seen.” It was
for
him
to come over the next Sunday
hours absence, he found his money safe arranged
in the clerk’s
been found alter he had an interview with his parents. He
did not come. The next Saturday I rode with
the chambermaid one hour after John’s
my sister to Mrs. Sihley's to ask her to my quiltMr.
looked over ing; on my way home met Win. in a carriage;
said,
“bet’s
see
the
I got out of the carriage and told Win, I wanted
the amount and
to speak to him; he stopped, I got in with him:
asked him if he was coming over the next day.
The chambermaid was sent tor and the
Said he, “l will if I can.” 1 said, “have you
woman
to said
Hon. John saw an
anything to you folks.” Said he, “no, I
would be welcome. have made up my mind, I don't want to take
whom any
There were very few words, but the Con- you into the family:” he thought it best to put
out his
and the marriage otl*till another fall till “I have mv
gressman
new house built.”
When we parted he got out
a $500
the
woman
gave
of the wagon, put his arm upon my shoulder
sum that was a fortune to the creature.
kissed me, and bid mo good night, said he would
of he over Thanksgiving, if not the next day.
I’m afraid there are fewer
Thanksgiving came, but Will did not. While I
the last instance than of the first.
worked iii the family his father and mother
treated me kindly. After Thanksgiving I heard
had gone to Rockland; when he came hack I
dear,” said Mrs. Bumble to her he
wrote him a letter; sent it by father.
“you must have
Jewett. We should like that letter.
Miss
warm around you in the
Abbott. That is our evidence.
of her mother
At noon adjourned to *2 I*. M.
B. mentioned the

as

promised faithfully you would com to see m**
Thanksgiving week. Why is it that you will
si»v away from me? Is it through the influence
of other folks or because you have changed
>our mind? If you have changed your mind.
I want you to come and tell me, and not k< p
me in suspense anv longer.
Yours Mill Death.
Edwin Conworth testified to h<*r leaving th
family early in the evening and not returning
that she appeared as though shell id b *en wit;

plied “In about a year. That his father wanted him to have the old place, ami t would be
ready in about a year; that he had thought of
me for a long time; that he intluenced his
mother to get tne there; he kissed me: I returned it; once afterwards he told me I might
take his miniature from his room and keep it;
I got it; he asked for mine: [deft’s photograph
exhibited to court and jury]; spoke of engagement in April, to mv brother’s wife; it was confidential; shew her the picture; went to Bangor; gone 2 weeks; on return home, they sent
for me to come to Mr. Sibley’s; saw defendant,
during absence from there; visited there, and
Win. Sibley carried me home; once spoke of
Mi<s Morse, whom he afterwards married;
said he didn’t want her at his party ; or to have
one until she was gone; he once declined to
carry her home, when his mother asked him to *,
said he wouldn't go to Rockland to bring her
nj» again: when I came back said he was glad,
as tie* tin)-- had seemed
long, and hoped we
should soon be together always; lie took me to
see the place we were to live at; lie oceasioni ally kissed me, and I occasionally returned it:
1 he treated
me* with respect: the third Sunday
j after I returned he carried Miss Morse to a
i oaptism; his mother and sister wished him to
<o, because she was homesick—so William
j do
informed me; while they wore preparing.
! William said “Won't you go with us?” I said
i yes; then his mother said “Will is going for
; Mis> Morse:” lie did go for her; I went
his brother; next day Will said “Hanj with
nah. what makes you sober?” he put his
j arm round me; In* said he went by bis
mother's request; told him I wanted to talk
I with him again, as we were interrupted;
next da>
1 asked him if he had been de|
me; In* said no. that lit* loved me,
i and carried Miss Morse by request ofliis motli! or; 1 believed him: lie carried her to ride affour times; once said be waI terwards three or
j going to take Mr. Dodge to Hatty, but I afier| wards discovered that lie carried Miss Morse;
j --aid he knew li didn't lo right; said lie intended to fulfil bis promise to me, and won! lift
I take le r again, except to a baptism, as he had
invited her to go: Miss Morse soon afterwards
went home to Rockland, and when she came
again, sic- was his wife: he told me he didn't
care what Ids parents said about his marving
in-*. In would have his way: in October 1 began to talk about preparations for marriage;
once he asked me to sit in hi' lap. and he put
1 bis arms around m.: said b-* wished lie could
| alwnv' have me so near; we talked of ourmar! riag : his brother was coming, and I was geti ting up, hut lie told me to sit still; his brother

Pop

An

lines written in the same
disguised hand:
“1WO HUNDREDTH PAYMENT.
I SOlld
ten dollars more; i(
you have got them
all, please advertise in the Herald “Personals.”
If not,, please advertise how
many are lost, and I will send them.”
The merchant replied, “The two hundredth payment is received. All right.
Come and see me, and your name shall
] he
sacredly confidential.” A few weeks
after this, a young man met this merchant
on the sidewalk and handed him a
copy
of the New York Ilerald, pointing out the
who have been robbed in New York, was
of Personashamed to make his ease known to the advertisement under the head
and with a trembling voice said, “I
authorities. Although his checks were als,
am the person who
wronged you while in
gone, he hoped to recover his trunks, and
been making my
he went to the depot for that purpose, but your employ, and have
payments to you until I paid the
they were missing. Some one had been weekly
there before him, and claimed them on debt, which I hope God has forgiven.”
“Never was my surprise greater,” says
his checks. The credulous Paddock had
the merchant who communicates this fact,
been completely cleaned out.
lie had
“than to stand before the individual who
lost $1,600 in money, several valuable
had for two hundred weeks, wlthont fail,
cheeks and drafts, and all his baggage.
me out of his
earnings the amount
After thinking the whole matter over, he paid
lie had taken from me; and he, one of
came to the conclusion that the best thing
whom I never had the least suspicion.”
he could do was to stop the payment on
Such an instance of continued steadhis checks and drafts and go home. 15efastness of purpose and unostentation, is
fore taking his departure he indited the
evidence of true
and thorough
following advertisement, which up to the reform. It shouldpenitence
be recorded as an expresent time has not been answered :
for
ample
every one who has, been guilty
If the lady who, being of this sin.
Confidential.
It is proper to add that this
nnxious to go to Europe, formed the acquaintman
is now in a prosperous busiyoung
ance of a gentleman from Itutlalo for that purness, and is a worthy member ot a Chrispose and afterwards robbed him, will return
tian church.
“Blessed is he whose transthe checks and drafts she took from his pocketbook, a favor will be conferred and no questions gression is forgiven, whose sin is cover“-”
asked. Address,
ed.”

Washington correspondent of the
‘Hallo ! what’.s this? “Foradvertising”?
Ximv York Herald has the following in
That's an odd charge, in a tailor’s bill.
reference to Senator Schurz’s speech You’re
cheating me !’
‘O no,’ coolly replied the Quaker, ‘that
THE DISCONSOLATE BUFFALO M Y.
against the San Domingo job :
I have charged thee the cost
!
The point the President's Iriends want- is all right.
The proprietor of the house professed to
!
ed to make, was that pending the nego- of publishing the advertisement thou just know
nothing about the matter, except
! tiations for tlie annexation of Texas.
showed me.’
that late at night a carriage containing a
Here the swindler savagely demanded :
i President
of
his
the
advice
under
and gentleman was driven to the
Tyler,
!
‘l)o you mean to say that you caused lady
Secretary of State, John 0. Calhoun, had the
private entrance, and the lady had called
publication of that advertisement?’
sent an armed force there to prevent the
for a room for herself and
!
‘‘Truly, I did,’ replied the Quaker, with that her husband was sick.husband, stating
! Mexicans from interfering, which resultthe most provoking coolness.
ed in war witli Mexico.
Mr. Paddock, like thousands of others
‘You told a
falsehood in it 1’ reling with
Thurman,

A

NUMBER 42.

I asked him why he had not neon over as Ik*
promised ho would. Said he “I don’t know.”
1 asked him what he meant by making such a
conversation as ho did to me when I was at his
father's; Said I “You know you gave me every
encouragement, that we should be married in
the winter.” Said he, “I don't know, I guess 1
was crazy.’’
Said I, “Will, you don’t deny but
what you have made promises to in*.” lb*
said “I don’t know; I guess I have not made
any,'haye I?” Said I, “Yes you have, Will, an*I
you know you have.” I asked him why he did
not fulfill the promise he had made to me.
Then there was a team came along; he said he
must go. Said I “won’t you talk with me and
give me any satisfaction whatever why you
have treated me so.” Said he “I will sometime
but not now.” I never have spoken with him,
only met him accidentally from that day to this.
On re-examination plaintiiT testified that on
one occasion, about the last *»f August, the defendant had offered her improper familiarities.
At this point she fell to weeping. Court took
a recess.
She said this was the first time sir*
ever had told this to any human being.
Nathan Barlow, the father, testified of delivering two letters from his daughter to de-

v.. loss

|

f^xrimino*!.

It

wa>

tin-

n**vt

Win's room that I fastened. it was <>n h r
:
she would have to do. if she wanted to get
|I all
in. would lx* to turn button, and take nail out
I didn’t hammer it in: she would have to walk
j some distance if sin* went to Ins room the other
way: through the press was hut a step or fw
1 didn't tell her 1 went to
my son’s room: didn’t
j go into the chamber, because it was delicate
business; went below to see my husband about
it: I ought to have gone in at once; two little

|

■

girls usually slept together

below,

one

was

absent when Hannah came bark; didn’t t«-'! lnr
that she might sleep below or up stairs, as -hpleased; it was just d days before she went
home that the night scene happened; aftei
Hannah went home, she eaiue back at my request, one day, tq help about company: never
was waked up by noise until
last
nr
da\
she was there.
Win. Sibley, sworn. Am defendant: heard
Miss Harlow’s testimony; made no contra t
marriage; there was nothing said about it l»
tween us as alleged; never at any time promied to marry her; ne\or talked of taking let
home; never intended to marry her; nde
with Miss Morse, and Hannah knew it: never
rode with Hannah, except t«* carry her honn
never walked out with her. except once to
orchard; it was about > rods from house, om
Sunday; I went out and she came out, \vir 11.• n•
being asked to; it was only time I ever wailc i
with her; she was in my sleeping room, aftt
I had gone to bed; was there two evening-;
after last time she slept below; 1 knew it w
Hannah who was there: never went to lei
room but once, when <he was -iek: >!
M
Gray was there at the time: didn't <*iPt :u:
intimacy with her then; she once spoke to m*
about marriage, when she spoke to me at tin
me to take her into m\
corner, and asked
wagon; slie said she wasn't as sin* should he.
and that to get out of it she must be mane
I said “Hannah, it can’t be »>, 1 think;’’ -he
invited me to see her next Sundav; I said 1
would sec; didn’t go; saw her next Tnc-dn\
she beckoned me out of house, and aaain -|
of the trouble she wa- in; that was before receiving letter; after talk at corner, didn't go to
see her till after tin* letter: then l went to
her; didn’t go after second letter; went ou'v
once after being told she was in trouble; ie \t
believed she was in trouble; Mr. Harlow bad
talked with me, but did not charge that I u nengaged: he wanted to know why 1 didn’t
come over; I was married Jan.20th; 1 have inproperty.
■-

Cross Examined.
At tunc* she was in my
she went homo in a week afterward; she
there also one Sabbath; sav :> wv« k> before she went home; was never in hers but
onee, when she was siek; when she got in an 1
rode with me, was last time she saw me lie fore
I went to Rockland.
room
was

Mr. Abbott read the first letter from plaintiff
defendant, as follows—
1 )kait Wir.L: Do not think hard of me because I write you this note; for if I am too
hasty in. doing so, I am sorry, and hope you
will forgive me, for I do not wish to be too fast
in this matter. Will,
you know you promised
faithfully to come and see me when I saw v»*u
last. But I have not seen you vet, and as
father was going over I would drop von a line.
Oil, Will! it you knew how bad I feel, how
much I have suffered in my mind the last week
or two, 1 know you would not, be so hard as
not to come and sett me onee, for l do not know
what to depend upon in the future, until I see
I want to see you, and I must soon: the
you.
longer I wait the worst* it will be tonne. Will,
I have thought you must have some reason for
not coming over here, after you promised me
to

If there is anything, come and t. II
to come.
know what
me, st> I shall
to
do, and
what
to expect.
Now, Will, I beg of
you to come tjns time, il you never do again.
\ou never shall bo
sorry. Come some time tomorrow, if it does not storm; if so, as soon
after as you can. I will not write any more
now, but when I see you I have a great deal to
tell you; and when I tell you all,
you will not
blame me for being in a hurry to see you.
Good bye, till I see you. From
II.

Deft's testimony here closed.
Nathan Barlow recalled by pltf. I asked Mr.
Sibley if he know that Win. and Hannah were
engaged to be married. He said “I knew he
was partial to her. but knew nothing about the
engagement.” I told him my daughter was in
distress.
Hannah E. Barlow, plf. recalled.
I have
heard William state about my having been in

His room, two night?. There is no truth in the
statement. I die! his chamber work most of the
time. One Sunday morning, I was up there
doing his chamber work and he came up, I
suppose to change his clothes; I had the work
about done, when he came in and stopped and
talked two or three minutes. He asked me if
1 had seen his gold studs. lie took them from
his box on the table and showed them to me.
1 left in three minutes.
At another time
when I was going to bed, lie had retired
before
his
door was open. As 1
me,
got to the top of the stairs, he said, I wish you
would get something more and put down to the
foot of the bed.
1 went into a closet, and took
a quilt and put on to the bed and went directly
out.
I have heard his statement indicating that
1 was pregnant by him; there is no truth in

the statement.
The testimony here closed.
Mr. Jewett, moved to increase the damages
alleged in the writ from 82000 to $5000, because
of the contumely of defendant, which is an
element in aggravation of damages.
The Court over ruled the motion, because
the plaintiff’s counsel must have anticipated a
defence, and should have provided for different
possible defences; and because there is no
• videuce that def’t it worth
any property.
Mr. Abbott then made the argument lor the
defence, and Mr. Jewett for plaintiff, the two
occupying the afternoon. On Friday morning
•Judge Di< kerson delivered the following
CJIAIUJE

of HIE jury: The case you
have been considering for the past two days is
"in- of acknowledged interest and importance
to the parties immediately concerned, and also
to tin* public, and I doubt not you have given,
and will continue to give it to the end. that
careful, impartial and intelligent consideration
that it demands at you hands.
A contract of marriage may bo expressed or
implied, and the proof to establish it may be
either direct and positive, or indirect and circumstantial.
In this case the plaintill’ relies
mainly upon an express promise of marriage ; and she has detailed to you with great
minuteness and particularity the circumstances
under which this promise was made; and she
relies not only upon the promise as originally
made, but claims that that promise was subsequently renewed and repeated, not only in
direct language by defendant, but also in outward acts which” tended to corroborate the
original promise. She has given you the time
and place and the circumstances under which
'fi>* -ays, lie approached her, when she was
busily employed in her household affairs, in his
father's house, some members of the family being absent; and she has told you what he said,
her reply to his suggestions, her doubts as to his
sincerity, his repeated declarations of his
sincerity, and his intentions towards her, and
tiie reciprocal feelings with which she expressed
herself at that time and also the seal of af(i

kxtle.m kn

fection which was mutually exchanged between
them on that occasion. She has also told you
how and under what circumstances this engagement was renewed or continued, what conversations they had at several times with regard to

tin-

proposed marriage, the places

where

they

at

letter in consequence of liis not coming ns lie
had promised; that she was very much oppressed in her mind in consequence of disappointment and rumors that were afloat; that
>hc in that letter expressed a very strong desire
for him to come and see her and explain the
It is
reason of his apparent estrangement.
suggested by the counsel for the defendant that
was
the
of
in
no promise'ot marriage
spoken
letter and that this is an important omission.
That is for you to consider with the other testimony in the case.
Then, there is anothe r letter from plaintiff to
defendant which has been identified by the
plaintiff. That letter will l e before you. It is
suggested, on the part of the pinintiif that lliat
letter, upon its face, expressed the outgushing
ot her sorrow, disappointment and intense
feelings and the anxiety that she Plight see him:
once more; that he might apologize or explain
or that if she had done anything wrong she
might have the same opportunity, and that they
might smooth the way between them and the
engagement he finally consummated by mar-

riage.

She has pinned, as she claims, by her lather, mother and sister, that her intensity ot
grief i- abundantly proved; that it is no liction

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

dence of that fact, a covert statement that there
was trouble with her, such as he says was
made known to lnm in the wagon; and you
will look at the letter. It suggests near the
close that she must see him. the longer she
waits the worse it will be for her; that when
she sees him and tells him all, lie would not
blame her for being in a hurry to see him.
You have the testimony 01 me ueiomiaiu s
witnesses, touching an alleged interview between tli«' plaintill’ and defendant at the house
of his father, in the night time, in his room.
What transpired in that room? You may find
whether the plaintiff wa> present, as testified to

waters, at any distance from the shore
—not three miles but half a mile if they
wish—for anything but shad and salmon.
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son, or whether as she
she was not there. It is hardly within the
human
bounds of
nature, to have charity enough
to believe, that either party honestly mistakes,
if she was there, unin regard to that matter,
der those circumstances, must she not remember it to ibis day ? And, if lie was there under
those circumstances, must he not remember it r

How black and criminal must be the heart that
come into court and testify that -he was
there, or not there, contrary to the truth.
Mr. Sibley testilied that lie heard a noise of
some one passing over his room into his son's
Mrs. Sibley testilied that she
room one night.
heard it, and the next day put some additional
the
door oi‘ plaintiff's room, and
over
fastening
that on a subsequent night, sir heard a noise,
that aroused her from her slumbers; that she
went up stairs and listened, heard whispering
in his room; looked in and saw two persons
there, and the next morning she enquired of

would

can.

A young grass widow in Missouri was divorced on Saturday and married another man
tlic next

day.

St., Boston,
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Love

Litigation.

and

says,

lias lovo become in a

degree mercenary ?

Has Cupid left the search for hearts and
taken to purses ? Ts good, old-fashioned,
honest courting a thing of the past, in
which all the dross of self was melted and
burned away in the crucible of lovo? Is
there no more to be seen
"Love’s miracle,
The giving that is gaining?’
These are serious questions.

They
spring the

touch tlie source from which
and

beauty

poetry

of

life,

that relieve its

dark pages of toil and anxiety and trouble.

plot

rienced

like; suspicion
plant suspicion;
will lie met by plot.
Out of these cality,
will

all will

a

in the

storm

snow

a

few weeks later.

a

pare with New
—An

same

lo-

For all that

tried

recently

was

County,

to

determine

whom should fall the loss of

a

in

upon

quantity

|

of coal, de-dinod for Skowhogan, landed
1 from a vessel at Cardinal1 and washed

While no right minded person will
hold thattho base ami wanton trifler with
a
woman’s affections ami reputation,
sliouhl not be severely punished, care

from the wharf

remedy will

by

a

freshet.

The future

he to semi the coal to Ilolfast,

where freshets don’t

happen.
—Referring t<» the European plan of j
and not a mercenary trading upon spuri- meals,
adopted on the eastern boats from
ous sniveling.
And more than ordinary Portland, the M-.ciliallepuhlican puts j
caution is needed where a powerful advo- this conundrum—
cate makes such cases his specialty. The
What is thi- European plan; i< it that the j
passenger- gobble and guzzle beer, porter ami
tongue of eloquence and the power of other
intoxicating drinks like Europeans, at i
beauty in tears, are often too much for their tables
AVon't (’apt. J leering entice that quill
erring reason and wavering judgement.
Young men will soon begin to ask driver on hoard, and put him through a ;
-liouhl be taken that the ease under conin each instance is genuine,

sideration

whether there
ments

are

Whether
are

last

not two sides to this

breakfast .J

matrimonial engage-

—The Maohias Republican says that its \
party ‘‘acknowledges the law of (rod to
lie the supreme law of the universe.” i
(Had to Jioar it. That party has long j

on one

side and loose

on

ellter. Are practised coquettes,
dangerous in bright eyes, round cheeks,
dimples and smiles, to bring men to their enough striven to -how that the Ethiopian
feet, hold them by enchantment, and ran change his skin, contrary to Scripture. !
dismiss them imperiously for higher or
on the steamer
—Last we -k a
tiie

richer suitors, and never be called before
twelve good and true men to account in

court, jury, spectators and the
general public, would bo convulsed with
laughter. And yet bronzed and bearded
men have gone
through life, covering,
like the Spartan boy, the arrow with their
cloaks. Wandering ships in far seas, the

upon,

arenas of the
world, and the savage
wilderness, have known men carrying in
their beaus the sepulchre of dead and
buried hopes, ruthlessly murdered by fair
bands. And tip from the turf of battlefields have looked manly eyes from which
tiie tender grace of a day that is dead had
never

departed.

Without presuming to censure the recent verdict, for the trial was undeniably
a fair and
open otic, it is still held by

j

j

j

little good to the plaintiff's. Courtship
and marriage will not lie abolished thereby, for those institutions lie too deep in
the needs of human nature to perish from
such causes. Cut there is thrown over
the beautiful and holy manifestations of
love the sinister garb of
legal cunning
and the taint of avarice.

Voting.

The upper branch of the Pennsylvania

Legislature

has passed a bill which authorizes the cumulative system of
voting
in all the boroughs of the commonwealth

elections for members of town councils.
In boroughs wherein the number of such

members is now fixed at five, the bill requires that six shall hercaUer lie elected.
Voters may then either distribute their

ballots among six candidates, or cumulate
upon one or more, as they shall choose.
This bill, should it pass the other branch
of the

Legislature, will permit a more
general testing of this particular plan of
minority representation than has hitherto
been possible.
This is the plan devised by ex-Senalor
Buckalew of Pennsylvania and it has not
been thoroughly tested at several
town elections in that State, where it was
provided for by special legislative enact-

only

cry

Argus.

time.

an
Investigating Committee, ami the testimony given day after day reveals a

fearful state of

and

is it not:’

One of the butchers testified

—A

has discovered

a

road

brass kettle mine near

to the Adirondack^.

on

liis wes-

more can we

liven with the

ask5

running

recent interview between the Boards

a

Directors. No one who heard him
could doubt his sincerity.
It is within our
knowledge that after the road from Au-

1

e

ot the

Central,

Avill be secured to

der this lease.

u-

un-

But business must be cul-

tivated, and our merchants must use ac| tivity and enterprise, as successful business men arc
everywhere obliged to.
Some talk has been made to the effect
that the lease gives the charter to the
Maine Central, and that, Avitli it in their
of new

terminate, by power
issues of stock, the lease, itself.
can

This is all untrue. The tease provides
At the public reception in 111
that they shall have the right of needful
tin;
PresiSaturday
dinnnpnlis
evening,
dent was welcomed by (lovernor linker, corporate action for purposes of extending
the road only, and not that they shall
and responded as follows :
Ladies and (ienlleinon,—T thank you
for this cordial greeting, which 1
When I left
assure you is unexpected.
Washington it w.as with a view of going
to St. Louis without stopping by the
way,
but on meeting your distinguished (inventor at Pittsburg, he requested me to
remain here to-day. That 1 consented to,
expecting to see lint people ol Indianapolis turn out to greet your Senator but not
ox-peeling a greeting to me. 1 therefore
leave him to thank you in more impropriate terms than I could do if 1 were to

ture

have the charter. It avc want the road
extended, and they are Avilting to do it.
Avlty should avc object? And as for termination, llic lease provides that nothing
of that kind shall be done

except by

eon-

sent of the company, ns now imi^l Utih 'f.
Coming to the concluding reason—that
no

other course than to lease is

practica-

ble—we need say no more titan that we
have before given the facts that sustain
this

position.

The company is without

to pay its indebtedness, to put the
road in order, or to provide rolling stock.

means

These facts are

puted,

so

that

unchallenged
no more

than

a

and undis-

simple

al-

them is needed.
'The above statements cover all the
essential facts in the case.
They are
plain, and may be soon at a glance. (>n
the one hand, we have an income to the
company of $,"0,000, with a well managed road, fair rates, and every advantage
lusion

to

:

and facility to be expected. On the other
English. 17,102; Marshall we
plunge into perplexity, care, debt and
which
Jewell, 47,450;
gives English
a majority of 25.
There was a manifest final disaster. Can any one hesitate in
error, giving English two too many in respect to the course that ought to bo
Somers, which if the legislature corrects
pursued?
will reduce his total to 17,490.
.las.

E.

The attention of the Trade is directed to the
advertisement of Messrs. Hyde & Co., one of
the leading Fancy Goods Houses of Boston.
They have a full supply of the latest novelties
in Toys and Fancy Goods of every description.
Buyers will do well to call on them before pnr-

cliasing

ebewhere.

admirers

were

nuieii rejoiced loj.nov.

among us once more.
A block of granite,

he

was

weighing

one

hundred tons, was laid at the new Post
Office, Wednesday morning. A large
number of spectators witnessed it.
Democratic

Address.

April
Congress In \«• ju1

Washington'
The Democrats in

issued the following Address
TO TIIE ri.oui.i. OF Till:

I

SITED >r\TI

ing the war the Radical Administrations
have c\pended
)*m),<Me»,oO<) for ordinary pur]loses alone, being within iS-dOjioii
ot t lie aggregate amount spent for the
e in war, and in
same purp
peace during
lie* s.'veid v one \ ears proceeding June do,
Isdl, not
imling in either ease the sum
paid upon tic |.rineipal <>r interest of the
dehl
If i I rilling with tie* intellipublic
gence ol tic p«• i• ji!i• for the r.nin a! Ie:ul'irs to pretend that (his vast sim has been
honestly expended. Hundreds of millions
jd1 it have l.ei n wmtonlv sipiandcred.
he expenditures
ihe Government fur
the fiscal year ending June .hi, lsbl, were
only Sii-j.iioo.ooo, while for precisely the
same purposes tin* civil li-t,
army, navy
pensions and Indians, -In 1.i.hh),imio were
expended during the fiscal year ending
June ;e>. Is7*>.
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Our

u
presence and ofiieiul duties
Washington have enabled us to boeoim
fully acquainted with the actions and de
signs of those who control the Radical
parly; and we feel called upon to utter a
few words of warning against the alarming strides they have made towards centralization of power in the hands of Congress and the Executive. The time and
attention of the Radical leaders have been
wholly directed to devising such legislation as will in their view best preserve
their ascendancy, and no wi<e. restraintimposed by the Constitution have cheeked
their reckless and desperate -aree,.
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A great tire occurred at South l'oston,

estimated a! about *7.",.000.
occurred
time

first.

Another lire

Thursday evening, which
promised to be as destructive,
A store

on

at one
as

the

Lewis wharf, used

by
hulling

Jarvis A Co., for the purpose of
gusta to Skowhegan came under it-; present management, all previous cause of and cleaning rice, caught lire, it is supcomplaint concerning tariffs was removed. posed by spontaneous combustion of a
There can be no doubt that all the busi- quantity of rice hulls, and gunny bags.
The mill has not been in operation for
ness
advantages which avo could reasonably expect, even if avc controlled not only some two months past, and, there was no
ourownroad but the nortliAvard extensions stock in that part of the building. There

tern tour.

heartily

ing some friends for a shout time, h w.itiiouglit at one time that slu: would n. r
visit Poston again, and many of her old

ders to kill

rii:i:s.

possession they
President Grant lias started

Gharlotte Cushman is in the cilv. vi-it-

s

ot

nourishing town, and preparations
are. being made to work it.
The Portland Argus shouldn't make
fun of our local breach of promise case.
It is a very serious breach that requires a
siiOoO plaster.
Portland oilicials go a-gunning after
doves about the roof of the City Hall,
and do if at night, too, so that people
can’t sleep.
—The Machias Republican calls the
New York “abastard, Ishmullilish paper.”
Now let the Sun rise again if it dare.
Kale Field lectures in Portland, May .‘hi.
She is smart, and. like Murray, has been

wonderful voice.
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1..* i.».» stern, and no
tortile assertions made
I'V the unscrupulous Radical leaders, that
iho great Democratic and Conservative
party ot the Cnion has, or can have, any
sympathy with disorder or violence in anv
part of tin* oounrty, or in the deprivation
of anv man of his rights under the ('on
st it ut ion.
m can

too
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i- is tu protect and perpetuate the
rights
'vhieh every treeman cherishes; to reviv,
in all hearts the hading of
friendship atfeetion and harmony, which :ire tin' best
yurantei's of law and ordei ; to throw
nr >nnd the hnmldest citizen, wherever he
may he. the protecting .rgis of those
-iteguard- of per-.nial liberty wliieh the
fundamental law- ot the land assure that
we inv .ke tie aid
|;
| men in the
work <<i pe.e e and re- meiliation.
We
invite tln-ir generou*
co-operation. irres
peetive o| all termer dilVcivnee.s of..pin
ion, so that the har h voice of discord ma\
ho relieved that the new and dangerous
sectional agitation may he cheeked; thft
the hu; dens ot taxation, direct or indirect.
may he reduced to the lowest point eon-i lent with :.rood faith to
every just national 1 'hliy.itiini. and with a -trietl\ eeo
m a ideal elm in id rat ion ot tin < iovcmnient.
and that the Stales miv he restored ill
their inte^ritv and trite relation to onr
i eder it I nion.
Generalities.
Two Missourian*- e-ui/hl a Imr-e thief :m l
d him
Ili- frieml- eaii/li! and h:m/e.|
ili .‘ii
lie m
Th
h iii.:v I lii- IidemI-. and
now win! i
to hinder tie- 1'. S. troop- from
'.ui mho ii,,.
pi/.im.h r th. Klu-Kliiv hill
name,

•

ot theMachias Cnion

correspondent

Y.UUOUS ITEMS.

language of proscription. W
entreat our fellow-eittaens in
.ill p:i:-( of the lrnion to spare no efforts
to
maintain peace and order, careful!v
pi"toy.t t11<* rights < f every citizen; to pivrve kindly
relations among all men.
end to diseoimh.mar.ee and discourage
any violation--of the rigid of any portion
cd the people, secured underthc Constitution or any amendment
tin

-iiy

earnestly

Piek-pockcts are very plenty with us
just now. The Police have made several CKXTilA ia/.I.i> '111.I I A KV «it>\ I.UNMKN I'
important arrests, but there are plenty at
la I. us in conclusion
earnestly heir you
large yet, for almost every day there is not to aid the present attempts
ot the lt idreported at the stations cases of poekcl- ical partisans to stir up strife in the land,
to renew the i
ues ot
war, or to obstruct
picking.
the return of peace and prosperity to the
Mile, Nilsson seems to have the spirit
Southern Slates, Because it is thus that
of speculation. Not content with her inthey seek to divert the attention ot the
vestments in the West, she has purchased
country from the corruption and oxtravathe live story granite building, Nos. It
ganeo of their administration of public
and Id Otis St. in lioslon, with H':! feet affairs. and the dangerous and prolligate
attempts the; are making towards the
ofland, lor which she paid the niee little creation of a entrali/.ed
military Governh.
sum
of $1:10,000—nil mad'
her ment.
Ill the live y airs of peace follow-

The President of the United Slates has
that Mr. Craig, one of the inspectors of
been formally introduced as a eandidate
cattle, sent a sick animal to him with or- for re-election.
Declarations of hU seliish

•

case

lar steamboat commanders received with due
ceremony a handsome tribute of respec t from
some friends.
We rercr to the happy presentation through Rev. Mr. Gibbs of an elegantly
wrought gold watch and chain, valued at about
$100, to Capt. Win. E. Dennison, commander
of the steamer City of Richmond. Capt. Dennison received his friends at his residence on
Munjoy, and in excellent good taste acknowledged their inuniliccnce. The event was also
marked by the jollity that reigned around the
delicacies spread before the guests. We need
no further assurance that the watch is
a superior piece of mechanism than Unit it came
from
Hie jewelry Store of J. A. Merrill &
and
we
Co.,
know it linds a worthy gentleman as
possessor.
I roll land

We have

in its present half equipped
|
condition, and at cross-purposes and misunderstandings with the Central, \v, see

proved try.
Senator Morton followed the President
eminently practicable and productive of
the most beneficial results.
It is the with along speech on political topics,
nearest approach to a satisfactory system chiolly relating to the history ami acts ol
for ensuring representation to the minor- Gen. Grant’s administration.
ity that has ever been reached. The new
Returns of Connecticut Elections.
Constitution recently adopted for the State
of Illinois provides for a similar
of
plan
IIautfokd, Conn., April 21.
The canvassers who met to-day to ofvoting.
lieially canvass the return# of the vote for
A Fi.kasant Occasion. It is with pleasure Governor and
other State ollieers, will rewe note an occasion
transpiring here last eventhe legislaing ill which oue of New England’s most popu- port the following figures to
v.

present

as quick as possible, and that
supporters have been eelioed by subsidized
sull’ering even then, in his hand, presses, and tin* discipline of the parly
Irom having killed the ox. Such things has already made adhesion to his personal
fortunes a supreme test of political fealty.
are almost beyond belief, and
yet they The
partisan legislation to which w»* remust exist, or so many reliable men would
fer was decreed and shaped in secret
caucus, where the c.vtremest counsels ilml testily to them.
a
1111
BOSTON OlliJ.S IlIi.LI
\xi> noum.vi. ways dominated, and was adopted by
subservient majority, if m»t with intent,
SoiUXir.,
certainly with elVeet, to place in the handThis would seem to put in end to the
tin' largest and fino-i public school build- of the President
pow'U f*» command hiprospects of extension to those town
dedicated on own renomination, and to employ tieing in tlie country,
With a road terminating at Burnham. condiarmy, navy, and militia at his
Wednesday morning. A.prayer was made crelion
as a means of subserving his p.
nected with the Central, and antagonist ic
hy tin lo r. W. II. Cudworth. He was smial ambition. \\ ith tin' id experience
toil,and run 1 iy the; city of Belfast, we are followed
hy Alderman J. 11. Jenkins, in of the last two years, so disappointing to
dead before we have scarce breathed
remarks in behalf of the city government, the hopes and gemg’oiis confidence of the
at all.
With the 1’ittslield road built and
with
and the keys wore given to Mayor Hasten, country, considered in connection
the violent utterances and rash purposes
leased, we can roach those towns as well President of the
School Committee, who of those who control tin* President's
policy,
us though their road came to
Burnham, in turn made an address, and
presented and it is not surprising that the graves!
led
we ratify the lease otl'ered us.
provi
for
the
future
the keys to Rev. Henry Rurroughs, chair- apprehensions
pcae.- of the
That the interest ot the city of Bellas
nation should he entertained, at
tineman of the Normal School Committee.
when labor is depressed and •verv m
dictate a lease to the Maine Central is in
Mr. Hut-roughs followed with an address, terial interest is
palsied l,y
our judgment unquestionable.
With the
and Iransfcreil the keys to Mr. E. Hunt,
!A \ V 11« >N
rates of freight and fare provided for.
the head master, where they will remain.
Public offices have
multip)i« >! '•••they are, so lhaL they can work no harm Mr. Hunt
rejdicd in behalf of himself and yoml all precedent lo serve as instrument
to the business of the Civ. we are in a
I5^rinids associates, thanking the city govern- in the perpetuation of power.
situation of ns much advantage as though
is tli1* only lost ap)>]it*<l to tin- didriment, for the ample means of instruction ship
Imtion of this va«t patronage.
avi- had built all the northward connections
Honesty,
it had provided.
A pleasant episode was fitness ami moral worth are
openly disof the Maine Central for the purpose of
lite presentation of a fine ehromo litho- credited in favor of truckling submission
bringing business here. All the advantgraph of the head of Beatrice dc Cenci. and dishonorahle compliance : hence enormous defalcations
ami wide-spread e<>rage that could possibly accrue to us as the
hy the hoys of the High School, to tin*
nearest winter harbor to the regions
ruption have followed as lh*1 natural e.msenior lass of ladies in the Normal Seined.
i»y
se.pienee of this pernicious system.
reached by the connections, we shall lnve

What

j

at

ments, but it has in

at the

First we have the State Constables before

Thursday morning, originating in Whittaker & Co.'s k'm.liing wood factory, on
wharf.
Tin* establishment toConley's
the foreshadowings of a large business
with its contents was soon reduced
from the interior. Customers from regions gether
j that never before readied us are se *n in to ashes. The llames soon spread to the
adjacent wharf, owned by Jonas Pitch,
! our streets, who are
beginning to learn
which was heavily stocked with seasoned
that at Belfast they can buy and -ell to
and then to tin yard of Rogers
lumber,
It' the ‘-attachment’* icustom- advantage.
i-cln. the
Importers in the northern
llrotlu rs. which was also tilled with dry
er" may of cour>e “order." The figure is a won
towns
are
that
articles
of
learning
heavy
j and aibought. [Watorvillo Mail.
A strong east wind was prevail| Send ’em over. Eastern Express, <’. merchandise can lie had by wav of Bel- lumber.
at the time, which drove the sparks in
ing
fast,
and
As
an
cheaply
expeditiously.
j (). 1). 1 bmdle carefully.
instance of this, we can state that the rail- and about the piles of dry lumber, makI lev. W. A. Ik Dillingham, an I’nivcring the efforts of the fireman almost hoperoad freight on corn, plaster, lime, A
salist preacher and republican politician, |
less.
A block of tenement houses near by
forwarded in the month of April from Beldied snddenh* of pneumonia, at Sidney,
lire, and some fifteen or twenty
caught
fast
to
has
alone,
amounted
to
Skowhegan
j on Saturday. He was speaker of the j
families
were turned out of doors,
poor
j House of Representatives in is do. Mr. | nearly $900. Skowhegan is but one of
!
towns that will look to Belfast for some of them losing nearly all their housemany
1). was 17 years of age.
their supplies. The policy of the Central hold goods. The destruction would have
—Col. Z. A. Smith takes leave of his I
| Somerset friends in a well written valedie- i road, under its present management, is to been much greater if the heavens had not
dovelope to the utmost the business of the poured out the blessing of a torrent of
He goes to Portland to assume
tory
j
that it reaches, by a broad and rain, completely drenching all combustiregions
J editorial
management of the Portland J liberal policy,
believing that it can achieve ble material, as well as the firemen, ami a
Press.
the best results to itself by such a fours1, ei'owd of spectators—who w re all wet to
j
I —llangor votes to-day on the questions it doesn’t want and doesn't mean to have their skins. For over an hour there were
wo acres of wharfage one mass of llames,
of aid to the Piscataquis and the Winter- a soured and irritated
population alon g
port roads. Creat exertions have been j its roads. All this was explained in a flic lire bunted with intense brightness,
The loss is
make to secure an aiUrmative decision.
most convincing manner by Judge lticc, lighting up tin* whole city.

many thinking persons that suits of this
kind do harm to the community, and but

Cumulative

exciting Boston

“Knights of the Golden Star” gave a
grand ball in Fancuil Hall, at which
about 200 couples were present. They
kept up the festivities until a late hour.

the

Boston, April 2:'., ls7L.
liUIBBKV AND BAD MEAT
fire

dinner in their armory, where
cVe., followed. In the evening

a

speeches

*

A lady was urged by her friends to marry a
widower, and as an argument they spoke of his
beautiful children. "Children” replied
the laiiy “are like tooth-picks—a person wants
own.”
tier
Maple sugar is wortli only about six cents a
pound in some parts of Vermont.
two

the official report of tin Secivlarv oi' t1'
Treasury, it appears that : |b r the d- 1
tion of all proper credits, many mila-aiof dollars remain due from e\-C\dlcebe-s
of Internal Revenue, and that improper
diligence has ever been used t<> collect
them.
Reform in the revenue an lti- d
systems, which all < xperienee demonstrates to he necessary to the frugal administration of the (Iovernmont as well
as a measure ot relief to tin* oyerburdened people, lias been persistently postponed
or wilfully neglected.
Congress now adjourns without having even attempted
to reduce taxation or to repeal the* sharing imposition by which industry i• •rushed
andimpov(»rished. TheTr -asnry
is overllowing and an exeess of eight"
millions of dollars of revei m d admit t. d.
and yet instead of some mrisn.v
present relief a barren and delusive r.•solution is passed by the Senate to r>odder
tlie tariff1 and excise systems hercaftei.
as if the history of broken pledges and
pretended remedies furnished anv better
assurance for future legislation than experience has done in tin' past. The shipbuilding and earning trades, once the
sources of national pride and prosperity,
now languish under the crushing load of
taxation, and nearly every other busine-.
interest is struggling without prolit to
maintain itself. Our agriculturisis. whihpaying heavy taxes on all they consume,
either to the Government or to monopolists, Is ml the prices for their own pr- »du<‘t
si» retlueed that honest
labor is denied its
just, reward and industry prostrated by
invidious discriminations.
,,

VNN'IIIII.ATION nv STA'IT.s.

Nearly •_,i)i),0o0,0<>0acres <>1' public lands
which could have been reserved for the
henelit of the people, have been voted

away 1o great corporations, neglecting
our soldiers and enriching :i handful »f
greedy speeulators and lobbyists who
thereby are enabled to exercise (he nm-a
dangerous and corrupting inlluenee uver
If the
the State ami Federal legislation.
career of these conspirators he nm cheekwas a large
the
of
rubbish
which
quantity
ed tin4, downfall of free government r infiremen found very difficult to manage. evitable, and with it the elevation ol a
The adjoining store was used as a bonded military dictator on the ruins of the lbof passing
I’nder the
warehouse, and contained properly of puldic. enlbree the pretence
Fourteenth Amend
laws to
great value. The roof was at one time on men-t, and for other purposes, Congress
lire, hut was extinguished without much has conferred the most despotie power up
loss. The damage to the buildings was on the KxeeiltiVe. and provided ollieial
which the liberties ofthe
about sHo.noo on which there was no in- machinery hy
people are menaced, ami the sacred right
surance.
of local self-government in the State is
nvrxTF.n norsR.
ignored if not tyrannically overthrown.
Modelled upon the sedition laws >o <>di
in 111 i city, ill the wo si end, is a house
ous in history, they are at variance osh
inhabited by a willow lady, which is said all the sanelilied theories of our instituto have yhostly visitors, in the shape ot a
tions, and the construction given by tie
Radical interpreters to the Fourteenth
man and woman, who formerly occupied
Amendment is, to u-e tin language «»f tin4
the liotisi
They trouble no part of the eminent Senator, Mr. Trumbull, of Illihouse except the cellar and attic. Their nois, 4i.Vn annihilator ol States.1'
Fmler
ghoslships must cither want light in their lie4 last enforcement bill the F.xeeutivc
at his discretion may thrust aside the govunearthly abode, or not want the inhabi- ernment of
any State, suspend the writ of
tants of the house to have too much of
habeas corpus, arrest its (}o\ erm>r, or disit, for candles put into t ho cellar have been pose of its
legislature, silence, its judges
spirited away, no one knows where, and and trample down its people under the
armed
heel
of his troops. There is nothlamps left there have been broken. The
left to tin4 citizens or State which can
ing
in
awe
of
her
much
lady does not stand
All is changany longer be called right.
unearthly visitors, for she has held verbal ed into mere sufferance. Our hopes for
redress are in the calm good <en-e. tin4
converse with the spirit of the man. and
sober second thoughtof the American peospeaks of them with great freedom.
ple. We call upon them to be true to
SIXTH KF.UIMKNT OF MASS.
Tin:
themselves and to their past, ami disrenames and minor didefencelebrated the tenth anniversary of their garding party
ces, insist upon a proper equalization ot
on
I’.altimore,
Wednesday power, the restriction of Federal authoripassage through
last, by a parade through some of the ty within its just limits, leaving to States
over domestic atfairs which*
principal streets of Boston, and a dinner that controlto their
is essential
happiness, tranquillity
in the old cradle of liberty, Faneuil Ilall,
and good government.
where speeches were made by several dismen, and music

HATRED OF Tin: SOI TII.

by the ShawKverything that malicious ingenuity
mut Band. Among Iho pleasing incidents
could suggest has been done to irritate*
ot the day was the presentation to the
the people of the Middle and Southern
comrades, of the only son of Coporal States. The
gross exaggerated chargSumner Needham, born on the 19th of No- es ot disorder and violence owe their orito
the
mischievous
minds of political
vember succeeding the death of his father, gin
in the Senate and House of Repwho was killed in the streets of Baltimore. managers
resentatives, to which the Kxecutivo lias,
The boy was received with enthusiastic we
regret to say, lent his aid, and thus
applause, and a collection was taken up helped to inflame the popular feeling. I n
all this course of hostile legislation and
amounting to $150.
of conciliation,
On Thursday another anniversary was harsh resentment, no word
kind encouragement, fraternal fellowship
celebrated by the colored citizens. The has ever
been spoken by the President or
passage of the fifteenth amendment was by Congress to the people of the Southcommemorated by a parade ot colored ern Steles. They have hern addressed
tinguished
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passenger

Cambridge jumped overboard near
and tried to swim ashore, but
dollars and cents for the damages ? Why Hampden,
back by a boat from the
was brought
should not John In* placed to best advanThe chap swallowed more
steamer.
before
a
with
his
dollies
tage
jury,
good
water than lor a long time previously.
on, Ills boots blacked and his hair parted j
—•■The Lewiston Journal displays a line-lookin the middle, and relate that once, while !
inguirl in :i sowing machine advertisement. < ’an
lie was hoeing potatoes in the south lot. j a customer order a machine with that attachwliat
is the figure?"
meat
and
[Lelfast
Mary Jane came to ids side, tenderly Journal.
stole her arm around his waist, called
him a darling, and asked ii lie would be
liers. Why shouldn’t John be affected to
tears, and wipe ids eyes before the jury ?
Should such an experiment be ventured

against ratifica-

and St. Albans Railroad Company, held on tin*
7th instant at St. Albans, .James Fuller. Ar*-hibald Linn and Franklin 1L Webber were chosen a committee to solicit subscriptions for the
stock of said company, and to see at what rate
the road can be leased when constructed and
made ready for the rolling stock.
If a suiliei* m
number of shares are taken up to make the
amount $100,000.including $10,000 to he taken
by the town of Ilartland. it is in eontemplat ion
to construct the road to Ilartland village without delay, and afterwards extend it to St. Albans. when additional stock shall he taken up,
which may he deemed sullieiont to pay fur the
extension, without serious embarra---m nl to
the company.

England.

action

Somerset

greater falling off than the

last one.

matter.

to vote

ourself to doubt that the

permitted

never

makes life desirable, the West can't com-

abundant crops of old
bachelors, and forlorn maidens. And, to
be practical, the next census of Maine
come

will show

citizens to instruct the

tion, have been abandoned.

They go deeper, and ailecl the well being
of society no less than the prosperity ot
fever and ague.
Wheat and corn can be
the state.
If breach of promise suits arc
marto be the penalty of refusals to stand and raised, for which there is no paying
heat
deliver the heart at demand, cold calcu- ket. We once nearly roasted in the
of a Wisconsin September, and expelating and mercenary motives will beget
the

a

hoops,

Beaton.

Correspondence of the Journal,

corruption, blackmailing,
bribery. While wo are still laboring
with our indignation, that sueli things are
good sense of the Mayor and Aldermen
those in authority, another
would impel them to this course, and wo permitted by
ment shall be consummated, it will doubtcase of treachery, or something akin to it,
are glad that they are to be supported by
less prove to be a final and satisfactory
is brought to our notice. The death of a
the sober second thought of the people.
settlement of this long-pending quarrel.
in Brighton, last Sunday, from
butcher
A full consideration of the case in all
Canadians will no doubt object to it, as
poison introduced into his system from
its bearings cannot fail to convince any
being onesided, in that the best fisheries reasonable man that the lease should be the carcass of an ox, which he had dressed
arc on the banks oil'New Foundland, and
for the market, and the developments
ratilied, for the following reasons: First,
oil' Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
out at the. < 'oronor’s inquest conbrought
bo
for
the
it will
advantage of the JSclfast
coasts, and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
the
practice of certain butchers in
& Moosehead Lake Road. Second, it will cerning
caused a feeling ot horror
lias
Brighton,
for
the
be
advantage of the city of HalA correspondent
The ox
SnocKixo Ai l Alii.
land disgust throughout the city.
fast and its business interests. Third, it
at Jonesport writes the particulars ot a
had either died, or been trampled to death
the
is
only available course left open to
fire and loss of life which happened in
i while Vicing transported from Albany to
us. The last reason given of course must
that town on the 23d. At two o’clock 1’.
Boston, ami then had laid until deeouipocontrol the others; but a brie! examinasiiion had commenced.
It was bought
M., while the family of Capt. J. W. l)ristion of the first two will show, onsidered j
ko were in the kitchen, they discovered
i by a Bologna sausage maker, by name
lroui
the
that
are
conclulast,
apart
they
that the barn and shed adjoining were on
Auguste Weils, carried to a slaughtersive reasons for the course named.
lire. Mrs. Drisko at once screamed that
I house, and dressed by one of the emIt is for the advantage of our road to
her little boy, four years old, was in the
of flic establishment, the man
accept the lease, because the rental of ployees
barn.
He had a slight
Every effort was made to diswho has since died.
is more than it can earn by any
$36,000
The house
cover him, but without avail.
scratch upon his cheek, and using the
possible combination of oireumotanees.
was burned, with all its contents, except
from a lease to other parties J towel, that had been used in washing
such as could be hastily saved by the resulting
of the animal, from time
than the Maine Central Iload, or by run- | down the sides
neighbors. The (lames burst in upon two
to time, to wipe the perspiration from his
it ourselves. Xo sane business men
ning
young men who were clearing out a cham- would
lace, he became innoeulated with the
pay the rental named, and open
ber, burning them very seriously. When
I
from the carcass. Shortly after
with the Central mad, even poison
competition
the lire had burnt out, a few bones and
the seratch became inlKmed, his head and
if they could furnish the security Jo make* j
the buttons from the child’s clothes weie
to swell,and after lingo*their lease good to us. The proposition j body commenced
found in the ashes. The mother is alI
a few days ho .tied, his body turning
to extend the road to the towns above in- iug
llcr husband.
most crazed with grid,
black. The testimony before
volve a great amount of labor and care, completely
; tlie Coronor’s Jury, reveals the fact that
Capt. Drisko, is away at sea, and expect- even if it be
More than that,
possible.
ed home in a few days.
there are several butchers who are in the
the towns of Ilartland and .St. Albans are ;
habit of buying (load cattle and dressing
moving to build to Pittsfield on their own | them for (lie market. That
which looks
—When land can be purchased in the Aroos;
and
to
lease the road,
charter,
arranging
took country for titty cents an acre, it would
too had to sell is used in making Bologna
seem to l"* the height of foolishness to emiwhen finished, to the Maine Central. The
grate to the West, from whence New Engsausages. Only think ol it, ye lovers of
landers are constantly returning homesick and following paragraph shows what is going
;
Bolognas! that sweet morsel you are rollforward—
disappointed. [Kennebec Journal.
about in your mouth, is made of putrid
i
It is foolishness *lo go there anyhow.
The Maine Farmer says, that at a meeting of ing
l
Land is abundant and cheap, and so is tin; hoard of directors of the Pittsfield, Ilartland ar.d diseased meat! A pleasant thought,

Administrators. Executors alid Guardians

43“ Horace Dodd, 121 Washington
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

mooting of
municipal oilieers
call

In return, Canadian fishermen, including
Nova Scotians, etc., may enjoy a similar
privilege on our shores. If this arrange-

desiring their advertisements published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

by Mrs. Sibley and her

individuals,

an

SIMPSON.

II.

43* S. M. Rkttengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
hers; the tears; the grief; the sleepless
37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
nights; the mental wanderings, as she claims, and
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
Agents
and
she
of
the
suffering'
testifv to
intensity
advertisements.
savs the letter is the result of this suffering.
4®*S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
the
defendant’s
counsel
bn the other hand,
St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
gives a different explanation; that this letter lor this paper.
was a part of the scheme, concocted by this
43* T. C. Ev ans, lot) Washington Street, is an
plaintiff to entrap this young man and compel authorized agent for this paper. 40 Park
tar Hf.o. 1*. Rowell & Co.,
Row, New
him. against his will, either to marry her or to
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
pay her a large sum of money, and that in the
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
letter itself there is the strongest internal eviattention.

to"pre-

Two letters it seems were written by this
plaintiff to the defendant, and one has been
proved by parol evidence of its contents, on the
part of the plaintiff. She says she wrote that

THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1871.

WILLIAM

Letter From

been

of

different times expected to reside, the prothe plaintiff'concerning the n oise, and if she
jects he had in view, such as building a house
was up there.
at one time, at another repairing the old home- knew, that she, Mrs. Sibley,
The plaintiff testilied that Mrs. Siblev did call
stead of his grandfather for their reception, at
another time purchasing another farm, where her attention to the fact of the noise: that she
that she did not, but that Mrs. Sibley
they were expecting to live, and, down as late as told her
never enquired of her, whether she, the plaintiff
< >ct. 1*09, in the same year, she testified that he
told her, that he intended to get married the knew that Mrs. Sibley was up -tail’s at that time.
What did transpire in that room? If you
coming winter. She has also testified to you
with regard to the suspicions which she, on come to the conclusion that she was not there,
certain occasions, had entertained with regard then that alleged circumstance can have no
weight in your minds except, perhaps, to disto hi- relations to another, and how persistently
and unqualifiedly, lie denied all foundation for credit the 'witness who testified that she was
there.
If you find that she wa> there, what insuch supposed partiality, and he apologized to
li« r for having shown another voung lady the ference arc you to draw in regard to it, touching her credibility and this contract of marriattention whichsl.c claimed as belonging to her;
that this familiarity was carried to that extent, age? Was she there for the purpose of setting
a trap for him. l<> lay the foundation for a charge
that he insisted upon her seating herself in his
him. that she was in trouble,
lap; that she did so, and that while they were to be madeheagainst
must marry her, or was she there
and that
:!i<tc engaged in conversation, connected with
their proposed arrangements for marriage, one
by their mutual consent and satisfaction, and in
of the family entered the room and she, out of consequence of his having promised her beforehand. repeatedly, that lie would marry her;
a sense of propriety, desired to sit in a chair by
herself, and that he remonstrated and desired was she there for this fraudulent purpose, or in.
her to remain, and said to her that he did not consequence of her love and affection for him.
are if the family did know it.
And in conse- and his promise, that whatever might betide, she
should be his.
quence of his suggestion she did remain in that
It has been suggested by the counsel for the
-dilation until some member of the family
plaintiff and it i- good law, that where a party
ame in and engaged in conversation with her
promises a. woman t" marry her and thereby
and him. She has told you how soon it was, a
wins her affection-, and obtains control, not
month after the alleged engagement, that she
communicated knowledge of it to her brother's only over her affections, but over her person,
his suggestions in conse.Mrs.
and
she
has
also
told
wife,
Harlow,
you ami she > ields to
the preparations she herself had made, and quence, solely ol the power he has acquired over
that wen* made in the family in anticipation of her. by reason of his promise, that m that case,
it a woman yields and is thereby seduced, that
this event, the weaving of blankets, the making of quilts and comforters, the preparations is a matter, not in justification of the man, not
of beds and bedding; the purchase by her pa- in condemnation of the woman, but a matter to
rents of a set of silver forks and spoons, de- be shown in aggravation of damages, that the
plaintiff is entitled to recover, if those la- ts are
^ieried as hei marriage present.
foil ml to exist.
\\ it!) what feelings ot disappointment and
Mie :iiso uad iii" picture: uni ho direct iior to
mental suffering ^lie learned that lie was not intending to fulfil his engagement: with what ef- take it, or did she take it without conferring!
forts 'lie pursued him personally and by letter with him: And, if lie did suggest to her to
take it, would you regard that as any very
i*» induce him ;<> return to her and explain to
her if his mind had changed, or at any rate to strong indication of an intention of marriage’:' !
So, gentlemen, you will take the testimony. ;
.me and see her once more, that she might
have a conversation with him and learn the
give it your most careful, impartial and intel-j
ligent consideration, with the desire. solely, to i
cause of his estrangement, you have heard.
1
Mo>t of this testimony is derived from her arrive at the truth, to ascertain whether or not
own statements alone.
She does not pretend this defendant did promise to marry this plain- j
till’. If you lind he did not promise to marry her. :
that a>ide from the interview that she had with
him in his lap, in the presence of a member of neither by express words, nor by circumstances |
sufl'naent to prove an implied promise, your ;
the family, that any person was present and
heard any conversation that took place between verdict will be for the defendant. But, if, on j
her and him in regard to the engagement. And the contrary, you lind that he did promise to
if may be proper for you to distinguish, in con- niarrv her, your verdi. t should be lbr the plainsidering this testimony, that which depends al- lift,
And, she i> entitled to recover, if at all. the
together uiion her own oath, and that which
depends partly upon that and upon the testimo- damages she has sustained in consequence of
ny of others, or wholly upon the testimony of the injury to her feelings, her mental sutiering, i
her loss of his society and the. pecuniary assistothers.
ance and support she might reasonably have
A contract, to he binding upon the parties,
|
must be reciprocal, it requires the assent of both anticipated to receive in consequence of the j
minds, the plaintiffs as well as the defendant’s, alliance, and also, if there has been any lalsr j
and if the defendant i*- liable at all it is in con- and unjust imputation cast upon her character,
'ei|iiene<‘ of his own express promise to her, or bv bis denial upon oath, of any agreement to!
marry her. and any intention to niarrv her. or 1
of his declarations ami acts toward and concerning her, from which a promise of marriage any defaming of her character, by the false tes- j
timony which he has introduced, then that |
may be fairly inferred.
It does not follow that the defendant prom- may lie shown in aggravation of damages: and i
ised her, and made a contract of marriage an ith you may also take into consideration the blight,
her. because she supposed that lie intended to if any, this disappointment may have had on*
marry her. She may have supposed that lie in- her future prospects of marriage. Von cannot
tended to marry her, and she may or may not exceed in your verdict, the stun of >'2.000.
have had sufficient foundation forthat supposiAfter being out two hours, the jury returned
tion. Her friend' may have supposed that she a
verdict of 82000 for the plaintill".
was engaged to him, and the preparations for
marriage may have been made with thatundcrFiuday, April 21.
'tamling, and he may have been entirely ignorant of any such intention on bis part.
The following divorces were decreed by the
The defendant says that this statement of the Court—
plaintiff and her witnesses, so far as they reClara H. lNtes lihl't. v>. dames B. Kstes.
late to the contract of marriage, are not true,
Divorce decreed. Lihl't. i" have custody of!
and lie generally denies unqualifiedly all knowlminor child.
dge of any promise and all intention on his
Mary F. Iticliards, lihl't. \> 3Ia\bcrrv liieh- i
part to marry her. And although his attention ards. Divorce decreed.
was not called particularly to all the circumKmoline Brown, lihl't. v>. Jonathan M. !
stances testified to by her showing an she claims
Brown. I>ivoree decreed.
a promise on his part, yet he does
deny that he
Isabella "White Flanders, lihl’t. vs. David P.
ever made any promise on any occasion,or that
Flamlcrs. Divorce decreed.
he ever intended at any time to marry her.
Charles A. Sabans,lihl?t. y>. Louis:: J. Sabaiis i
The burden of proof is upon the plaintiff to
Divorce decreed.
show by a preponderance of testimony that the
>Iarv J. Wentworth, lihl't. v>. Freeman.
defendant did promise to marry her. "Hence, it
Wentworth. Divorce decreed.
becomes necessary for you to look into the
Tlie Brand Jury came in, and returned ten hills
other testimony of the ease, and to consider ot indictment as follows: Fraud,
2; compound
who i* corroborated on the one side and the
larceny. J: house of ill-fame, 1; common seller,
oilier, and where, finally, the balance of testi- 2; tippling shop. 1; single sale. 2; assault and
mony is whether in favor of the plaintiff or
battery, 2: and were then discharged linallv.
otherwise.
On Monday, the 21th, Judge Dickerson*left
What attention did lie show her? Did lie for Wiscassct. to hold the term in that
walk out; did he ride out with her? take her to county, while Judge
Cutting came here to sit
parties, or other places of amusement, or social during the r« mainder of tlie term. This aror public worship?
Did he carry her home, rangement was made in consequence of the ex.md if so under what circumstances: in conse- ported trial ol certain eases of the B. A: M. 1,.
quence of his attachment to her, or for other lL B., in which Judge D. is a Director.
ronsiderations? Consider the length of time
Tuesday, April 2.j.
that elapsed from the time when it is said that
Melissa B. Brown, lihl't. vs. Win. J. Brown.
the engagement was made to the time of its
Divorce
decreed.
Lihl't.
to have custody of
he
and
see
what
is
to
have
termination,
proved
minor child.
done in respect to her; his language; his deDavid
(i.
lihl't.
vs.
Austin,
Mary F. Austin.
portment toward her, in her presence, and Divorce decreed.
oncoming her in her absence.
Annie
Dickey, lihl't. vs. Dickcv. Divorce
The father of defendant denies ever having
had any knowledge or suspicion of any engage- decreed.
Julia E. McKinney, lihl’t. vs. Thomas Mcment until Mr. iiarlow notified him.* He had
observed one act of partiality, spending with Kinney. Divorce decreed.
John (i. Bolcrson, vs. Josiali X. Wliite. Acher some two or three hours on the Sabbath,
tion ot trespass on lands in Waldo. Verdict for
iii't before this conversation took place, and the
defendant.
that
on
that
testified
occasion
lie
defendant
Francis Ilowe vs. Irvin ( alderwood. Suit for
went at the instance and suggestion of the
restating from alleged neglect in servplaintiff and remained in consequence of her damages
invitation and request and by previous arrange- ing writ of attachment. Verdict for defendant.
Hubbard
for plaintiff. McLellan and Boyle for
Then there is the testimony of the
ment.
mother of the defendant and of one of the defence.
The breach of promise case, Abby F. Perkins,
brothers, denying all knowledge of :«iy partic- of
Belfast., vs. Francis Farnham. of (’astine. is
ular intimacy between them indicating an enfor Thursday,
assigned
of
intention
or’an
marriage.
gagement
The
suits against individual suhscrihors to
11 may be said that it would hardly be likely
railroad
stock
are marked for trial, and will be
under
these
man
that a young
circumstances, taken
up towards the close of the term.
paving his addresses to a girl employed in the
house, about the domestic affairs, would be
likely to communicate it to father or mother,
Singular Accident.
or be very demonstrative in their presence, esptwially if he had reason to believe that the paNorth
Adams,
Mass., April 23—On
rents would be hostile to any such arrangeafternoon a serious accident ocment. He has also testified, that he occasion- Friday
ally rode out with another young lady and that curred at tlic first enlargement of the
he subsequently married her. Who iseorrobo- Hoosae
Tunnel, killing four men and
ruted, tin; plaintm or me ueienuantr
wounding, another. The drillers and
In judging of testimony, it is important to
rockmen iiad left, their work
being finishconsider the minuteness of detail with which
The holes were charged fora blast
it is much less difficult to ed.
witnesses testify,
in:tko up a short and consistent story, than one and all of the fuses but one connected
extending over a considerable time and involv- with the discharging wire, which hung
ing many interviews and circumstances. Who from the roof of the tunnel,
nearly readihas been most particular and exposed herself
ed the track and still unconnected with
or himself to contradiction, if the statements
the
At.
this
battery.
are not true, the plaintiff or the defendant?
point lightning
struck the track at the mouth of the turn
Your attention has been called to the interran
the
track, and, leaping to the
view upon the highway, when the plaintiff and nel,
up
her brother’s wife were traveling, and she expendant wire discharged the blasts.
pressed a great desire to see the defendant, and
met him and alighted and got into his carriage,
Fearful Inundation in Louisiana.
and had a conversation with hifn. She admits
-he was very anxious to see him. Her sisterNew Orleans, April 24.
in-law expresses the same view. What is the
Assistant State engineer Hatch, writing
account given by these parties of that interview
in the carriage? Plaintiff' says—
yesterday from Bonnet, Carre crevasse,
I Here the Judge reads stenographer’s report says it is now from (itX) to GoO feet wide,
the
of this interview as testified to by
plaintiff and a vast volume of water rushes through
with a roar like thunder,
and by the defendant, and continues.]
pilling itself up
in the middle in form of an
arch, of which
So you perceive, gentlemen, that in respect
the
centre
d
five
or
six
feet
to the same interview between these parties,
higher than
1 he torrent has cut its channel
there is an entirely different account given by the sides.
them; the one, that the engagement was spoken through the front battuse fifty feet, while
of and the promise of marriage renewed and
steadily, foot by foot, the great levee crum
the parting affectionate, with a promise, on the
bles in'.o its boiling waters. The closing
part of the defendant that he would visit her
of this crevasse is beyond the range of
t he next Thanksgiving. On his part there is a
very different account. It is that she was in
possibilities, so the next thing is
were
not
as
I
that
they ought to vent, if possible the widdening of the
things
trouble,
be, and she suggested that the best way to get 1 breach. A continuous body of water exout of it was to be married; he, at the same
time denying that there was any foundation for tends from here to Lake l’onchartrain,
such a suggestion, saying that she did not want and for many miles above and below.
him, and suggesting, jdkingly, that she was The disaster is great and deplorable, and
fooling him at the same time. Who was right is beyond the reach of remedy, as every
in regard to that conversation? Judge you as
one who has seen it admits.
best you

The Railroad Lease.
Among the disputed matters that have
the
Commission,
by
High
adjusted
Public sentiment lias settled down upon
in session at Washington, is that of fishtlie belief that the lease of our railroad to
The basis is simple and satiseries.
the Maine Central is to be ratified. The
factory. American fishing vessels are to
to receive counter propositions
plans
be permitted to fish anywhere in Canadiand to
from an association of
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of the earth, the mercury will remain at
tin; same point the year round, in winter
and in summer, showing that the inlluema*
of the sun does not reaeh below that depth
It'We carry the thermometer liltv feet lower, the mercury will rise on decree, ami
will rise in the same ratio tor every ti11\
It '"in he easily ealeu
teet we go down.
lated at what depth all know: snhstanees
will melt. This wouhl mat exceed titty
It will thus he s.cn that the crust
miles.
is
c>£ solid part of the earth
exceedingly
thin, in proportion to the diameter; not
so thick as an egg-shell, in porportion to
the size ot the egg. With a crust so thin,
constantly cooling, and producing a pressure
upon the internal mases, it is not
strange that the bed of oceans should In*
elevated in a single day, and whole cities
have been sunk in the same space of time*.
The side* of a volcanic mountain once
broke away, and the livid masses Hewed
out, forming a river twelve miles wide,
which in its course, melted down six hills
f»O0 feet high, tilling up valleys (500 feet
deep, and spreading over a surface ot
1,100 square mile
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entertainment at W .-aumk. ig Hall, on Saturii'
Veiling next, Tie- tragedy of The <ix
beg!v* of Crime will be performed, to conkid' with the lai e of Toodle.-. The eompany
i- in first rate
training, and an excellent eveni ii
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satiiucl MilHouse. agent lor
Y., j> selling :i

n-.

m

our

of

I otic in that line, from

an

apple tree

to

a

<tra\v-

lb
-Ill I',000 trees the tirst week,
demand increases. Persons interested
fruit raising should look over his stock.

'"■IT>

uiie.

oid th<
in

Ftusi S.\t.Mox. On Friday the first
dinwn of the reason, a beautiful Xi-h.
weighing
twentv-two pounds,
taken in the weir of
Atwood (iilmore.on the eastern side of the
n'\ci
It was served up l»v Mr. bobbins, ot tin
American House, on Monday, on which ocea-ion a good main prominent citizens ua rc init'd to put their legs under the
mahogany of
mine host.
1 Hr:

proper tli;it

I! i-

relating

:T:tm

we

to t!i.*

-Inuld .-ay that tlu- tele
death oi' :i voiine woman,

ntioned last week.
tint drlayrd through
line h\ win, h it aim*. The
h'spatrli Wa- l>l t f IMIV «»t ■: j>C IS( Ml, all' 1 was
:
1.
It -atur hy flit* AVr-tern
prniuptU 1«1
I tinm line.

un

:<n> fault of Hit■

1

lh>

h-lrian. who walked between
lioeklan 1 la-t summer, is here
•;/mi, mitl on Mon.lay undertook the h at of
live miles in ;>u minutes—or five linn
Hmii Ik.- Telegraph
Building to th<- jmu lion of
I'Uivh ami High streets, ami h a. k.
II
wa'1:1,1 >i‘ an a ir\ cost nine, ron-i-tim: of dioes,
pantaloons ami hal tviih
A- liund. the run
iipital .,i minutes.

flii'

iiy

At

|"‘

an.I

the annual

meeting of the
lie- Belfast. Savin-- Hank, l.eid
April I'.Mh. tin- following «»ilieers

Corporators,

-I

WVdne.-day,

eliosen,
\i/.
A a Failure, N. F. Houston, dolm (i.
Hiniiks, W. n. I*oor ami C. B. lla/.ritine,
I rn-t.-es.
A-a Failure, President: Jolm IF
1
>uimbv, I reasurer and Secretary. \niount of
deposits at date. Cl!to,000.
A

ronmiunnatinn

in

tin*

were

Herald
tatt that the mv.-lerioiid:.-appi;araiire of one
Ciii ney from
Fineolnville, whieli ha- been extensively i. iivnkated, i- nothin- extraordinary.
Hr is -imple minded,
will.possible reason
!<>: any one i«. kill him. and doubtless wandered
•

Cannlen

ul.

F-lward ."imonton. F .p, formerly of this
ily, now loruted at Saint Paul, Minn.. lias
l l. d tin- rral estate business to the
prartire of
iw, a will l,i' >*
n h\ liid.
1 le < an oiler
I'l' iidi'l indin riin uts to p iioim d imy to in-

1

.•

capital,

Ve-l

\\ il-i.i:

I

uii]'any,

tin ill.

in the ea-lcrn
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state,

travelling tway. They
\i-it Belfast very -ooii. with a line

i.»
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x

eiiery. ami

variety

-Teat

a

o|

altrartion-.
Jir-t week in May will he one of-rent
Ma-oiiie interest, a- tin* tirand Lod->* meets in
Portland.
I'nkei- will l,.> issued from the
1 hr

Pailioad

tli
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iv,

■
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|

f.,r

a

Hill. i:-p, of Fwtrr,

F. \V

few day
.Mr.
ago.
the Somerset load, st
of

tanee

lli»*

-age to

pa-

laml. ami return at any tiinr. for

S ;

Hill, who

P..;-|-

:.o,

Belfast
ITc-idont ol

wai-

in

!y ad v i-e- thr aeeeptendered l>y the M tine

lone

h*a-«

eiitral.

«

Soriier i11•
Mn rial.

■•.

!.:i;

In llii>

I it

and shivery,

it i-

whirling .•! i.lwill I.,- more kimlh

In*!,

with

i’ r.li ij*s

May

Dandelion ^nriis ar»* in season now. to lIn1
I*■ lie'll! ofth">e who like to |>ut their piteh-forks
into that ki11< 1 of fodder.
W*N

a\

art

la.

a

indebted to rapt.

just arrived

Lusher. of Sell.
Maml, for a

from Turks’

hit' of papers from that

plan*

fveniu«? scrciri'lis of IVo^s hi\** lviiua. and
ill" >olt airl plaititivt iioJ«* of iriir mosquito
ill he heanl.

"it

w

h

1.. appointed Postmaster at j
I'lae. of \V. M. Driflin, rc-hmed. ;

f. f rye ha-

Morktoii.

in

Ilazeltine ami family returned on
I iioxlaj' from a winter's soi turn in Florida.
Ih

*

The Tax

Burden.

ll«m. .lolm Brooks has r<eently made an
aiih* sj■ t*i*t■ 11 m tin- I’. S. lions.• nf Kepre-entatives. upon tin- revenue and expenditures ot the (io\ermnenl.
He shows that
<
'engross ha- decided to raise S 100,000,(11'h)
more revenue lor the fiscal
year than ineeessary for the support of the (ioverninent.
lie arrives at this conclusion by
<
oinparing the tarill’ and t ax receipts lor
t icfirstthreiMjiiarters ol the current liseal
\« ar whicli will end June Jo, ls71, and
•
-timating the receipts lor tin* fourth
quarter, making a total lor the year as
follows ;
I roni custom*.$199,N02,231
I- lorn international revenue.
1 34,231,032
from sales of pul.lie I unis,
I.970.251
oi
from premium sales
.in,
0.915,755s
I rom iniseellaneou-,
2(1,400,411

74
so

05
7:’,
00

Total.
$309,5592,295 Os
the expense for tin* fourth
quarter the total expenditures of the fiscal
>ear will he as follows :

Fstimating

iv il ami
miscellaneous.$5l,0s9,292
I'remium on bonds,.
s.240,470
War Department.51.221.220
Navv Department.
is.703.177
....

Indians.
I Vnsion-.
Interest oil pul.In debt.

....
....

SO
09
15
SI
7,993.209 32
.‘52.071.022 13
1 15,000.000 (Ml

Total.>'271,521.999

2(5

Air. Brooks shows that the tarill bill of
year was a fraud, largely increasing
the duties ot many articles.
He also
hows that a large surplus is a constant
to
In
IKtjO the
temptation
extravagance.
expenditures of the Government were:
for civil and miscellaneous,
$27,970,434
War Department.
10,409,707
Navy Department. 11,514,901
I ist

....

Total,.$55,991,105
Mr

Brooks thinks the annual expenditures of the Government could be reduced

$220,(‘.90,905,

To

as

follows:

its ;; l/aiis of expenditures of
..
V.M .*0 per rent, lor increase of

I;»k«•

!*01,10;>

population.
lor depreciated
Add 10 per

1(>,730.340

miry.

7,207,251

in

•

Total,.#70,038,705
28,344.202
pension*, as expended in ls7n,
Kor Indiuns, as expended in 1x70,
0,107,938
Interest oil public debt,.115,000,000
l

or

What

should he expended in
ls71-2,.#220,090,905

lly abolishing

all internal taxes

The Mind governs the muscles through the
Nervous system,asjthe telegraph apparatus is influenced by a remote operator through the wire.
The President at once issued a proclama- It the mind is impaired by age or other causes,
the sympathetic nerves become debilitated, and
tion convening the Senate on the 10th of tlirough the nerves the muscles of the
Stomach,
-Mav. The outrageous Ku Ivlux bill was Liver, Heart, Lungs or Genital Organs become
weakened, and disease in the form of Dyspepsia,
passed in the last hours of the session. Disease of the Heart, Weak Lungs, or General
Debility follow with their accompanying trains
Xone of the reforms so loudly proclaimed ot
evil. Fellows’ Compound Syrup ok
Hypopiiospihtes restores tone to the mind,
at the beginning of the session have been
tin* nerves and the muscles. In this
way it
carried out. The duties on coal and salt overcomes
disease.
remain as they were, and the most that
Ilenne’s Pain-Killing Magic Oil is excellent for
has been done during the session has been sore
throat; its use seems to cure canker sores
! personal wrangling and a disgraceful in the throat and mouth. Tt is useful to cure
any kind of pain. Try it freely.
row over the San Domingo question.
"Wd w Have You Taken fok it!” .said
Washington, April 21, 1871.
Mrs. Laura Thompson to her friend Miss Lake,
TIIE COMMITTEE ON SOUTHEKN OUTltAOES.
referring to a sick headache with which the
The joint select committee appointed to young lady was continually afflicted. “Oh,”
said Miss L., “I've taken cathartic pills enough
visit the Southern Stales ami investigate to load a cannon.” “Discard
them,” said her
the alleged Ku ivlux outrages lias
agreed friend, “and trv my medicine, Plantation
Hi nuns. Pile i- the cause of your difficulty;
to meet here on the 17th of
for
the
May
and I know from experience the Hitters are a
purpose of organizing. At a prelimiuarv
certain cure for biliousness.”
meeting held yesterday a proposition was
Miss Lake adopted Mrs. Thompson's advice,
made to appoint a sub-committee of seven and was cured within a fortnight. She is now
to start at once; but this was
disagreed at the Metropolitan hotel, and will confirm this
to. because the most of the members of statement.
tin* committee desired to vi-dt their homes
oppression alter eating, headache, and nervbefore going South.
ous
debility, arc the effects of indigestion.
One, or two at most, of “Parsons' Purgative
Decision Revekskd.
Pills*' will give immediate relief.
file Supreme Court, it is understood,
Fon Neuralgia.
Immeasurably the best
lias reversed the decision of last year on
known cure for neuralgia, rheumatic pains,
Hie Constitutionality of the legal tender heada«he> and
ailments ol that nature, that has
net.
The fact will be announced, but the vet been brought to public notice, is Briggs*
opinion will not be promulgated until the A-llovantor. This valuable compound is prepared by Dr. .). Hriggs, the celebrated chiropoCourt reassembles in May. The Judges
dist, and like his corn curative is an undoubted
were Chief .Justice Chase and

Congress finally adjourned

except

distilled ami fermented spirits and
tobacco, and adjusting the tariff to a revenue basis, the
country would bo greatly

on

relieved and the revenue would still be
ample to meet the necessary expenditures
nt the (lovornment besides a contribution
of 25,turn,iMltl to the
sinking fund, for the
payment of the principal of the debt.
These estimates of what might be done
are fair and within the mark,
I,et us see
what will be done.

The Whig says that one of the business
of llangor who has been in trade
seventeen years, loft town Wednesday
morning on the Maine Central Railroad
the first time that he ever rode on the
men

on

dissenting

sucesss.

.Justices Clifford, Field and Nelson.

Piles! Dr. »L Briggs'unrivalled Pile Remedy is mild, soothing and reliable for Internal
external, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It affords immediate relief and rapidly cures the
most distressing cases, except those requiring
surgical operation.

Washington, April 2d, 1x71
The Joint High Commission
Held a long session on Saturday, at which
it is understood that the Sail Juan boundary question was finally settled, and in
a manner
very satisfactory to the United
States. The British Commissioners are
now only awaiting final
approving instructions from Rondon, and upon their
receipt tlm ditl'erent protocols thus far
agreed upon will be consolidated into
one treatv.

Few individuals are aware that the deseases
of the feet, if not fatal to one's life are certainly
as annoying as can be. and the
remedy is simple and sure; the corn, bunion, or inverted nail
must be skilfully and carefully treated, and the
pain entirely ceases. The best way to obtain
tlii- relief is to burchu.se a box of Hriggs’ Alleviator or Curative, can be obtained at any druggist store. Sold by Richard H. Moody, S. A.
Howes & Co. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Scarsport,
Roberts & Hiehborn, Stockton, Mudgett &
Sibly, Prospect, J. W. Seavey, Frankfort, and

TAXATION'.

Congressman Cox made a terrible raid
upon tin; republicans on the tariff,taxation
ami class legislation.
The basis of liis
speech was a resolution reciting that the
sum annually raised lor taxes should not
exceed $250,000,000, and
condemning
the policy of
Secretary Boutwell in tax^
the
to
ing
people inordinately
pay otf immense sums ot
the public debt. Cox
took the ground that the radical
majority
in the House, while
professing to reduce
taxation, had actually increased it. on the
tariff, for instance. $b,ooi),Ooo. In this
way, ho said, they undertook to cheat the
people. Kelley, Coburn, (larlield and
other republicans attempted to
reply to
t'ox, but he routed them at every point.
Mr. Kelley jumped up to defend Boutwell’s debt-paying high-taxation course.
He admitted as the head of the
high tariff
interest that $75,<'>00,000 of taxation could i
be reduced, and then leave $25,000,000 a I
.fear to pay off the public debt.
Mr. I
Brooks, of New York, interjected the per- |
tincut inquiry: ‘-Why not do it now?”
Mr. Kelley
significantly made no reply.
Mr. Coburn
charged that the Democrats
voted in the last Congress against free
A
ships.
perfect storm of denial came
h’nm the Democratic side.
Mr. Kerr and
"titers said the statement was
false; and
Mr. Cox produced the (Hobo to show that
but fifteen Democrats voted
against free
ships, and said that tiie Republicans, who
bad a majority of over two-thirds, could
have passed it it
they desire;! it' every
Democrat had voted against it. By this
time nearly the whole
Republican side
were on their tent
lustily bawling, "Mr. 1
Speakerbut Mr. Cox drove home the
blows thick and fast. There were men
on the other side said he. take
Mr. (iartield, for instance, who spoke well of free
trade and reduced taxation, but
always
managed to put the knife into them. The
Republican party, he declared, could not
a en
go In-lore the country except under
lie head of pig-iron ;
they had even introlured bis, Cox’s, resolution in the Senate
Umost verbatim, but it was all a system
■I
humbuggery. for they had no intention
if doing anything.
“till.” said Mr. Cox.
miking earnest gestures in the very laces
it
the Republican members who hud
locked lo the Democratic side, "you are
;i
while.I
lhe Speakers j
sepulchre."
oav‘‘l rained blows. Conger, of Michi“I withdraw j
gan, called Cox to order.
the words,” the latter
replied, “1 withdraw the whited, because you are a colored
sepulchre.” The Republican Mr.
Myers of Pennsylvania asked Mr. Cox to
explain why the Democrats had voted
against the proposition to reduce the
revenue nearly seventy millions in the
last Congress. Mr. Cox said the reason
had been given, and would be found in
the exhaustive speech of Mr. Brooks, of
New York, who showed that the reduction was taken from classes without taking any ot the burdens from the masses,
ami that the tariff feature of that bill in
etlccl in-, reaped instead of reduced taxation.

|

all

druggists generally.

lniuS.

Moss Fa kink from pure Irish Moss for
Hlane Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, «&c,
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food in the world.
Sea

UELIivI

IMIICKK

(IIKIIEXT.

Corrected

Corn

Weekly for the Journal,
I»kLi'ast, Wednesday, April *■.*»>, 1S71.
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UANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING,
WHITE-WASHING, ENAMELING
AND

Parlors and

AXII

ITS

All work done In tile best
leit on Slate promptly attended to.

1I>

Sliop over FRANK II. KNOWLTON’S Store,
HigTi Street,
Belfast. Me.
3m35sj»

A pi il Jitth.

Ask for Dr. Clarke’s Skerry Wine Bitters.

liarles It. aii.l

■

front their ancestral town of

llartlaud,

to

in-

vestigate the attractions of Ballast. Not lining
of that branch of Hie family whereof David
sings.—“the hart that pantetli after the water
brooks"—they partook of stronger beverage
cut up sundry antics, and were
brought before
dodge Patter-on. The magistrate invited them
to deposit s.i each, tint they couldn't
re-pond,
and were sent to jail.

1

F ranee.

and

_

year/10"™0’

PORT OF

HELFAST.
arrived.
Sch C. II. Dyer, (Br.),
Johnson, Wind-

ApriJ 19.

sor, N. S.

Discovery. It is
also a great blood purifier and strength restorer
or tonic, and for “Liver Complaint” and Costive Conditions of the Bowels it has no equal.
All Scrofulous and skin diseases, as Pimples,
Blotches, Salt Bheum, Erysipelas and Eruptions, yield to its wonderful properties. Sold
by druggists.
Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites will not only supply the waste going on in the brain, but will enable the mind to
endure a greater tax than before. It will impart vigor and promote clear conceptions to the
intellect. It will strengthen the nerves and
give power to all the involuntary as well as
voluntary muscle s of the body.
A friend of
ernmental
chest is now

who is chief clerk in the Govsays that no medicine
complete without Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. We always supposed it was
prescribed by law; if it is not, it ought to he,
tor certainly there is
nothing in the whole materia mediea of so much
importance to the soldier and the sailor as ‘"Johnson’s
Anodyne Liument.”
ours

Dispensatory,

Our modern course of living
begets a
tion of the body that requires occasional

condirelief.
The system becomes enfeebled, deranged, clogged, and labors in its task. The mind sympathizes with it and both sink, or aredepressed i
together. To]restore the vital energies,purge the j
system—cleanse the blood—take Ayer’s Pills.
lm$)
[Glasgow (Ivy.) Free Press.
“Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment” may he administered to children with perfect success, in
cases of croup, whooping cough, influenza, and
almost any of the diseases to which they are
liable.

Every family in town should keep a bottle of
Benue’s Pain-killing Magic. Oil in the house.
Directions for use will be found on each bottle.

15. C. DlXSMOltE it SON, having sold
off the most of their old slock, and reit with new and desirable goods,
would ask the people of ISeltast and the
Country around, to make them a call and
look over thch stock of

placed

SHIP NEWS.

if5. Schs Martha1 Woeks, Flowers, Boston: Mazurka, Kimball, do: Sarah Buck, White, do; Gen.
Meade, Cunningham, do; Boaz,Coombs, Baltimore;
Forest Belle, French, New York; A. L. Wilder,
French, do.
2«». Sohs Cameo, McCarty, Boston;
Nevada, LushTurks

£ 22.

The Brig James Miller (of Belfast.)
Thombs, at
York from Zaza; had tine weather to Hatteras,
since which had stormy weather; 10
Inst., during a
terrific gale, was boarded by a heavy sea, smashing
boat, forecastle doors, sprung foremast, foretopmast,
fore and topgallant yard, mainboom, tiller,
sprung
rudder-head and broke port cat-head. Since which
time had no sails set forward,
except foresail. It
was with great difficulty that we reached
port.
New

me.

JosF.iMfi

for

prices

CASH.

They

keep

jjilO.

out.

pulls

have

They

ceedingly

EXPERIENCED

his^eustomers

for whatever purpose, common;|wear|or dress, to
give us a call and take the great advantage we
offer them in this Sale, at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. The assortment is
very large and FIRST CLASS, and
the utmost courtesy will be shown
all w’ho come for inspection.
We have a few of the
CELEBRATED

that

Weed F, F,

Sewing Machines,

MISS

GARDINER

Has

of the MILLI-

PAPER COLLARS,

py to wait

on

hap-

Oni».

and bo

full line of

a

Sl'PPLV or tiOOl) BLOOD.
Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with the Pills, permeates and assimilates with the food.
Chylitlcation is
iv-w progressing, without its previous tortures.
Digestion
becomes painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand.
There is no more flatulence, no .exacerbation of the stomach. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever vet given
by an indulgent father to suffering man. Schonck’s Pulmonic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
hasten and complete the cure. It enters at once upon its
work. .Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens
the impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the
form of gatherings It prepares them for expectoration,
audio in a very short time, the malady is vanquished,
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
new, and the patient, in all the dignity of regained vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was
A

JLadies'

To despair of cure after such evidence of its
possibility
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
•sinfil. J>r. Schenck's personal statement to the Facultv
of his own cure was in these modest words
Many years ago 1 was in the last stages of consumption: confined to m v bed, and atone time my physicians
thought that J could not live a week; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, I heard of.and obtained the
preparations which 1 now offer to tin* public, and they made
a perfect cure of me.
It seemed to mo that 1 could feel
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter in my lungs, and I would spit up more than a pint
of offensive yellow matter every morning for a long time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave me, and mv appetite
became so great that it was with dilliculty that! could
Keep from eating too much. 1 soon gained my strength,
and have grown in licsli ever since.
“I was weighed shortly after my recovery," added the
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; mv weight
was only ninety-seven pounds; my present weight is two
hundred and twenty-live (2#) pounds, and for years 1
have enjoyed uninterrupted health."
Dr. Schenck has discontinued his professional visits to
New York and Boston. lie or liis son, Dr. J. II. Nehenck,
•ir., still continue to see patients at their oitlcc, No. 15
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from It
A. M. to ;> P. M. Those who wish a thorough examination with the Kcspirometcr will be charged So. The ltespirounder declares the exact condition of the lungs, and
patients can readily learn whether they are curable or

CELEBRATED

GOODS,
Retail,

or

ive

confident will find
and Prices

Styles
satisfactory.

Are endorsed and prescribed by more leading
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use.
They are

April L’G, RS71.

Spring and Summer Sales, in new and
bcautitul Designs, lresli lrom the
Mills, very cheap at

G-. R. SLEEPER’S.

A

€ISO<tlIi:T
KINU-TOSS,
BASE BALLS & BATS,
FANCY GOODS AND NOTIONS,

FIREWORKS,

UONNETS,

SOLUTION AND COMPOUND ELIXIR

A

T

A recent cold in three to six hours; and also by its
VITALISING, PURIFYING and STIMULATING
efleets upon the general System, is remarkably ellicacious in all
l»IME.4»Eft OE TOE
HLOOU,

of

EDGINGS,

HAM-

Including Scrofula and eruptions of the skin, Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, Heart
Disease, and General Debility.

BURG EDGES, INSERTINGS, GLOVES, BUT-

ONE

TONS, RUFFLFS,
&C., &C.

q. r. SLEEPER.

SANFORD’S

Line!

BOSTON & LOWELL
WEEK.

FRIDAY, April 14, the

Volatile Solution of Tar

Caution to the Public.

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

WI EE, ADA LIN E OVERLOOK, IIAV
ing left my bed and hoard, without just cause,
this is to forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her on my account,as I shall pay no debts of
her contracting.
MARTIN OVERLOOK.
:Rvd2*
Liberty, April 21, 1871.

M\

All Diteaves of the NOME, Til 110 4 1
uml LiMClH.
TIIE COMPOUND

For use in connection with the ELIX 1R TAR is
combination ot the TWO most valuable ALTERATIVE Medicines known in the Profession, and
renders this PHI without exception the very best
ever ottered.
Send for Circular of POSITIVE ( l 1IEM
to your Druggist, or to

P. HYDE & CO.,

CAMBRIDGE,
P.
Johnson,

STEAMER

K AT AHDI

N,

Capt. H. S. RICH,
Will leave Belfast (or Boston, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
RETURNING—Will leave Boston overy MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 0 o’clock, 1‘. M.

Fares and

Freight

OEO. «.

Reduced!

WIUI, Agent.

Belfast, April 14, 1871,

piiwAitn

tI24

aintoMTOw,

Attorney at Law and Real Estate Agent,
SAINT

SOLE
110 E. ->n,

at.,

fit<

New (Jowls!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within m
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tu. da.
April A. 1>. ls7l,
nil VN.N’A S. 1KIW, former widow id 1.•
Bowden, late ot Winterport, in said Counts
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
sin* may be appointed Administratrix mi
n.l J.
coast dls estate.
Ordepcd, that the said Johanna gi\. notice t
all p- rsous inti resti'd by causing a copy ot tin- m
der to be published three weeks m .van ly in tl
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast di d they
may appear at a Probate ('ourt, to be held at Bella-t
within and for said County, on the sreond I'uesdai
of May next, at ten ol tin-clock hetore noon, ana
shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer •>! n
petitioner should not be grant* d.
ASA THUKl.nl till, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest —15. P Pll-.l.l', Register.
II

SPOKES,
i/..\s

thorough-

BURGESS,

New Goods!
>

subscriber hereby
r|MIK
X concerned, that she

give- pubiic mdl 'e to all
has been duly appointed
taken upon lierselt the trust of Kxecutrix m
tin- last will ..f haiiie! ltoyeu, lat*- "1 Lincoln* dl<
in tin County ot Waldo, dccei- d, by giving bond
a
the law lireet■*. she therefore
ill jM-r-oim
pie
who are indebted to -aid di e t<ed estate to niak
immediate payment, ami tlio.-e who have any
mamU thereon, to exhibit the same tor
•;11, mei.*
toiler.
:»\vil
SARAH JAM! I»n\| \.

Corseis

and

Gioves

Hoisery,
Ilamliiirg
I'iijiir I mimiiugs,
I'lailhl Cambric Trimiiiiiius (something
entirely new,) L.tdios anti fliill
pen's Aprons, Kress Linings, liraids.

llaudki'ii'liii'ts.

-«

ami

^IMl K subscriber hereby gives publi« notie.
X. concerned, that lie has been duly appointed
and taken upon him.-elt the trust id Admini-iraim
Ol the estate ot Addison A. Moore, late ol Relfa.-I,
ill the County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs ; In* lio n-lore requests all
per-on
w ho arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to m k.
immediate piyin«*nt,nnd those wlio have any di
mands thereon, to exhibit the same fur settlement
to him.
:>w41
tiKdKUK llKMK.N WA1

Ladies and Mi>ses Kid lilmes, in
all tile

rill IK subscriber hereby gives public not ici to all
X concerned,that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon her.~e!f tin* trust ot Administratrix
ot the estate ot Mark 1’. Wentworth, late ol Knox
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by gi\ ing bud a
the* law directs; she therefore requests .,!| p, ,o.n
who are indebted to said deceasen’s -ta'. tom.it,
immediate payment, ;fnd those who have any d.
mands thereon, to exhibit the sniie lor settb’m. m
to her.
:>w tl
ItARRiKi' WKM WiUt III.

Culms ,\e.. k.

Spring

Having just returuuii trom Boston with a new
ot Spring ami Summer Milliners, he will have
opening oi

stock
an

«

Bonnets and Hats,
on*.Thursday, April ‘joth,

the Laities

to

Ncir York.

stands lti hands high and weighs lloo
pounds. lie was brought (rom Vermont
Mi
h.
D.
i, ami Ins pedigree is as follows
by
Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill, .Jr., be
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he by
Woodbury Morgan, he by .Justin Morgan. Old Morrill’s dam was by Harris llaiubletonian, Morrill
Chief’s dam was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan,
he by Sherman Morgan,and he by .Justin Morgan.
Morrill Chief’s grand dam by Sherman Morgan, .Jr.,
he by Sherman Morgan.
Morrill Chief will stand at my Stable in NOKTH

call

a

In: 1, and cordially invites
ml examine.
U. 1*. BI4i nO\l».

Church St., next door to

Hayford

SEARSPORT on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays. At Searsport Village on Tuesday forenoon, at Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coming home
through Prospect. On Saturdays he will be at Belfast.
TERMS

To Warrant, $12. By the Season, $10.
Single Service, $u. Colts holdcn lor service of the
horse.
K. W. SEAVEY,
North Searsport, April 25, 1871.
2m42*

to

FAIRBANKS &

The subscriber is still at the old

No. 3 CITY

BLOCK,

Ginger Ale, Mineral Water,

U( I.M'K liOAKlMM- I HIS < Tf\, w,.
iii session :it tin* Aldermen's mom, on .M.
day, M iy 1, I-».' li at o’clock 1’. M.t to art ii|»«ru |
S
t u i1
plications tor licenses, tor Inn 11 ol<|«
and Hilliard JSalo m. Per Older.
JOHN It. <>l IMBY, lily r|. 11.
jw 11
April 18, l.vi.

WFIFTY

K 1)

!

..

UIRLS, lO WORK IN A CLOTIIINU
Manufactory, Huston 1'rices will he paid. Fi r par.J. MARK IS, Stockton, Me.
ticulars, apply to
Stockton, April M, lsn.
;:w;i.

City of Belfast.
joint sianim.v; commiiiki.
rpm;
Accounts and <
JL tin* City ( ouncil,

CHILE SCREW WIRE,
As

A

FAST FN

BOOTS

FOR

IN It

AND

<h
on
’lainii, w in
the Alderim n s loom, on tin tir
Monday <d each numtlt at o'clock 1*. M.
All lulls against the* city must In- pi* s.-nt. d at aid
meetings, to be entered upon the Roll lor pa^m.-nt
that mouth.
1\t t >rder.
N. I
HOI'S ION, Chairman.
1m*

HEAVY'

SHOES,

ALE,

PORTER,

Cider and Lager llier
for
Bottles,
Barrels, Half

In

or

family

HOWARD

where may be found a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and style in the Market, lie invites his old
customers and all others in want of anything in the
SHOE line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock ol

Sole & Upper Leather,
Calf Skins, Splits, Lasts,
all kind

And

of

Findings constantly

Trunks, Valises,

and

on

hand.

Also

Travelling

Bags.
Jtellast, April ”0, inn.

Barrels,

or

Kegs

W. T. COLBURN.
tfli

Capt. T. K. SHUTK,
Will resume her regular trips, leaving Boston
every Thursday at 2 o’clock, I*. M., for TENANT’S
1IARBOK, LINCOLN VILLE, BELFAST, connecting with the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad,
SANDY POINT, BUCKS PORT, WINTERPORT,
and BANGOR.

Returning—Will leave Bangor Monday at 8 o’clock
A. M., touching as above.
The ALLIANCE Is in tine sea-going order, having
new Boiler, Shalt, &c., and being thoroughly repaired throughout.
38

ROSS G.

LEWIS, Agent.

OAT!
ON FEB. 20, 1871, BETWEEN THE Sanborn
House and Brown’s Corner, a Black Satchel containing several letters, two pairs of Spectacles and
sundry other articles, (the letters wore subsequently
mailed at Beliast.) The tinder will please leave the
same at Pcrrigo’s Otlice, Telegraph Building,
3w4l*

PAUL, Minnesota.

Special attention paid to conveyancing and ex*
amination oi titles of Heal Estate; The payment
of taxes; or The collection and investment of money ; The purchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the
city of Saint Paul, or elsewhere in Minnesota.
Owing to the great and constant rush of emigra*
tion to Minnesota with St. Paul st the centre of the
Railroad and Commercial System of the North
West, real estate in this vicinity i9 rapidly rising In
value, offering splendid inducements for the investment of capital. Money freely commands high interest, with first-class security on real estate mortFurther information given without charge,
gages.
to all desiring it.
Post Office address, 217 1-2 Third Street, Faint
Paul, Minnesota.
1124,

TOTICl!

NTHIS IS

TO FORBID ALL PERSONS FROM
crossing my land in Burnham, without liberty, us I
shall prosecute according to law.
A. T. EDMONDS.
Burnham, April 21,1871.
3w42*

TTNPRECEDKNTED

SALES!

Coin’
missions ! Wanted, AGENTS, male and female
to8®*‘lectures everywhere. One agent alone has
retailed over 8,600 at 75 cents each. Another agent
writes, “I cun make more money in this business
than 1 could on a $10,000 farm all stocked.” Address
only with stamp, WHITNEY & CO.. Norwich
Conn.
linilO*

—Large

IN BELFAST, ON TUESDAY THE 18th, A
Pocket
containing $140 in bank bills. Had
name
written in it. The tinder will be rewarded
my
on leaving it at E. C. Hilton’s Store.
THOM A
THOMAS
TAYLOR.
Belfast, April 18, 1871.
3w4l*

Diary,

Liverpool

& Cadiz Salt.

H or sale at Boston pric
by
SAMUEL ADAMS
Castine, March 17, 1871.

at

l*'. i.

Jimo li

of Belfast,

it»i:

mr, coi.i.iu tion

1
in this City,
i)K<>ro.sAi.s
received until

mi

lor this municipal mar, wi
Monday, May 1st, at <> clock, I' M
All proposals must be sealed auddeposit cd with tin
( ity Clerk on or before said date,the < on m il r*
ing the right to accept or reject as tiny may diem
tor the interest ot the City,
Proposals, to be upon tin* amount paid into t‘,
I*er Order
City Treasury.
JOHN II. IjUlMP.l City Clerk.
twit
April IS, ls71.
axes

!»r

CABLE SCREW WIRE.

-■

popular (liooil*
m

er>n lin

ure

e.

•tohl Uy
r»w3U

Notice to

Teachers,

■•EIINOVM rilOPOMIVCi
ro
teach in Heltast the ensuing summer, are requested ami not itied to meet me at. my house lor examination on Friday the Jlst or Friday the jsth of
the present month, at 1 o’clock, I*. M.
YV OUSTER I'AltK F.K, Supervisor,
lieltast. April 0, 1»71.

VI.

■>

SOLDIERS Or THE WAR OF 1012,
-A.TTE 1STTIO INI

I

HAS 1’A.S.sKD A I. A \\ «I \ I N i;
A Pension ot $s per month to the officer* and
soldiers ot the War ot isi *, who served M.xty da\
or over, and to the widows id such as leave
dn.l,
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious
band of Patriots.
1 have all the Rolls and Records cd this .service,
an i they arc not to be found at any other place m
the State to my knowledge.
1 wiil give every *<>!
dier the benefit ot my records to establish his c laim
to a pension and 1 will assist him in the prompt
and speedy prosecution ot his claim. It the discharge
of the soldier is lost, these records arc invaluable.
The fee is fixed bylaw, at
No charge made unless a nension is obtained.
Application can be made, in person, at my dice
in Bangor, or
by letter giv ing name ot Com any
Officers, date ami length ot service.
c. ■*, nnow*.
Office near I>. BlJOBl'IK’.S Book More, onjlvcndu

CIONOKKS.S

HAVE SEVENTEEN

I.ARtiK &

animals. 1 oiler
I small, full-blood and grade.JERSEYS,

some

tor sale at reasonable prices, and recommend them
as good as the best in Maine.
■»w;W
W. A. I*. 1)1I.LINUH AM, .Sidney.

use.

STEAMSHIP

mv-sum

City

pump-soled boot is more pliable, more durable, and
preserves its shape better, it fastened with

Freedom Notice*

ATHENAEUM BUILDING,

HOW ARD STREET, BOSTON.
Orders per mail or express tilled on the same terms
as ii applied for in person, All goods warranted.
Moses Fairbanks.
Levi Faiubvnks.
3ms4l
o. S. Nkalk.

in

Belfast, April I-,

lias proved superior to either Thread or IVgs.
For
all the lighter grades ot woTk it is equally applicaand
the
most
delicate
ble,
lady'.; slipper or the finest

SODA AND SYRUPS.

ALLIANCE,

stand,

High Street,

■

BEARD,)

of Belfast.

City

Block.

rpilK
JL be

Httuleri

MANUFACTURERS

1

I

ir.c(. nulikf.

INK INmiUSlONKl) IIAViNO KM. MJ( 11'!
his place ol business, respectfully announc 'S
to tin* citizens ot ILTfa.t and \icinity,
that he has added t" his -1«.*• L of
Millinery, a line of .-.mall war. <,

PROPRIETORS,

Moses Fairbanks & Co.

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers dec.

STEAMER

AND

Mala St..

A \ t

A

For INHALATION without application of UK AT.
A remarkably VALUABLF discovery as the whole
apparatus can bo carried in the vest pocket, ready at
any time for the most effectual and positively curative use in

(Successors

Sec

Capt. J.

thousand

Umosll*

And many other articles of utility, all ol which I
propose to sell at small advance, Indeed so small to
be undersold would be ruinous to the Dealer.

TRIPS PER

*en

CONVINCES !

In the DRESS MAlvIN'ti Department, we have
all the latest patterns lor Ladies’, Misses’ and Childrens’ Dresses, Over-Skirts, &c.
Soliciting a share of the patronage of the Ladies
of Belfast, and ot the Country, we oiler our (ioods
and our Labor at entirely satisfactory prices.
Rooms over II. II. EOKIJES Slice Store, Main St.
MRS. A. J
RICHARDS,
MISS. A. K. SOUTH WORTH.
.Uv-pi
Belfast, April, lsn.

Morrill Chief!

Curtains & Fixtures.

On and after

TRIAL

ALSO,

-(>—

Clothing,
Caps,

Independent

•>in:;s

Kor light and heavy Carriages.
All
ly seasom d, and lor sale low by

Catarrh, Asthma,

Cures Without Fail

GET THE BEST BLOOD.

New Cloths &

o nd

l>:i,

.lust received

R

FRENCH FLOWERS, RIBBONS, COLORED
VELVETS & SILKS, OSTRICH FEATHERS, ILLUSION LACES, IMITATION

choice assortment

a I. s o

ttrYTG'c'hie

13

ICE !

HICKOHY AND OAK

FINE TREE TAR,

L

«w4>

At u Probate Couit held .it Belfast, within .n«i t
the 4'ouuty of Waldo, oil the see. n.l in. -.i .\ ..r
Aj.nl A. I». 1S71.
0SC0K (J. WKVMOflll, Kxceutor ol t
1, lust Will of George Weymouth, late ot Moi;i.
in said Couuty ol Waldo, deceased,
having pro -e.
eil Ids tirst account of Executorship lor allow nice.
Ordered, 1'hat the said Ivxecutur, give not iet
all persons interested by causing a copv .>t tliidcr to he published three weeks siicce-- ml in III
Itepuldican Journal, printed at P.elfa-f, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be hel.j at lb It.* -1
within and for said County, on the second I n sda
<>1 May next, at ten ol the clock het.oi,«>.>1,.
and shew cause, it any they have, why the -am
should not be allowed.
ASA Tlll ltl.nl (ill, .In |y.
A true copy.
Attest—15. I*. Kiia.n, ICogi-ter.

THOMAS l.< K AN.

Rellast, March

FIRST AND ONLY SOLUTION ever marie in
one mixture ut ALL THE TH’ELVE valuable active principals of the well known curative

UN EQUALED in Coughs. Colds,
Bronchitis, and Consumption.

NEW CARPETS

Hats &

,,

AVI' IN STORK A I.AIKiK LOT OK T1IK

li«Mtilcul uud Wetlicul Hiinuc.

<

adopted to the wants of all classes and ages, tor the
Spring and Summer of 1»71. together with a very

tf-ld

A LARGE INVOICE OF

For

&

MILLINERY

April 25, 1871.

\ sdici: ri«i:vi:\Tivi:

particularly
llEWEFI^IAL TO FEMALES
Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulanthas ever before
been offered to the public so pleasant to the taste
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopeia. It
costs but a little to give them a fair trial, and
EVEIIT FAMILY illOLLII HAVE
A BOTTLE.
.IAS. A, .JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
105
& 107 N. 2d st., St. Louis, Mo.
Laboratory
For Sale l»y all llrii^dupi anil llealerii.
:imos34sp

HATS

Bonds.

Grold. stud.

Phy-

For Fever and Ague. Intermitlants, Biliousnes
ami all disorders arising from malarious causess
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and in case of Indigestion are invaluable. As an
Appetizer and llccuperant and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance tailed
in producing the most happy results.
They are

Would announce that they have purchased the stock
ot MILLINERY and leased the rooms lately occupied by MMS H ILL, and that they have just
returned Irom Boston with all the New Styles of

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR

THREE

ISITTttie*!

DRESS MAKING.
Co-partnership and New Goods!
Mrs. A. L. Richards k Miss. A. F. Suiilhuorlh,

lost.

Bel fust,

flu

New

PURCHASERS OF

are

iowanee.
Ordered, That the said Guardian gi\« notice to
persons interested by causing a cop\ of thi .n.h
to be published three weeks
successively in Ho
Republican lotirna! p itilI at It.-It r, that th
,r is. I
may appear at a Prol ate Court, to h.- hfast, within and lor said County, oil the second
Tuesday ot May next, at ten of th. el«.ck h. ho
noon, a ml slow cause, it any they ha\>, whv t*.
same should not be allowed.
ASA I'll UK 1 .Ol *.11. Judge
A true copy. Attest—IS. 1*. 1«'iki.i>, K.-gl-ter
i!

thickest, coldest, clearest ami purest ice ever
gathered in this ov any other locality—frozen ex
pressly to order. I shall be happy to supply customers regularly and in any juantiiv’.

tfld

o

M

County

presented his

M

ALBERT C.

Woodward,

<

\

ICE !

rj

llellast, within and
the second T
-.1

nt min
.lames
I*, ton.
ot Pi.,
ot Waldo, deceased, having
fir>t aeeounts ol Guardi in-u.ip ho

or

lyriois.

Ill

at
ou

UINGSltUliV ..’d. tluardian
heirs of
N. Pend
WII.1,1AM
late
peel, in aid

J. Conaut (Postmaster of
Koeklaiul) an.I wife,
1 K Kimball anti wife,
William Me Loon

l; ..Li

Probate Court held

a

the County ot Waldo,
April A. 1>. hs?l.

Ai.r \ \'.\a:
ai.vi: i- sold by all
i>i:ai.i;b.-' in .ui;!>irm:s.

DH. E. F. GARVIN'S

Sacks

at Wholesale

•»:*

place,

NEW DISCOVERY

MILLINERY

Style.
DRY

At

Henry Ingraham and

1'tlt up in l:
:i! DO conts nu ll. Prepare.I
WVYKB. ami put up by L. M.
’■>' MISS ('
ROBBINS, Wholi*.-:xlo :uul Retail Drug'14'l.st, Rockland, Ale*. A Trial Box sent five
[.t
ipt of AO,.I .;i\
by L. M.
Tin

Conn

ot

—

TO THE AFFLICTED.
Il your Pruggist is out of tin- Salvo, ami neglects
to
suppli.-.l, soiel seventy-live t-nU as directed

k‘>BBI\S

Probate for the

At a Court of Probate, lu-M at Itelfa.-t, within ... t
for the County ot Waldo, ou the see.md Tuesda
ot April, A. D. lsn.
l |)on the foregoing Petition, Ordered, 1 hat th
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, !
causing a copy of said petition, with tin-* ot
thereon, to le published three weeks sm-eessn... .1
th.- Republican Journal, a paper printed at Ih lia
that they may appear at a Probati- Court, to be li- |..
at the Probate Ollice in Ih Hast aforesaid. ...
l.
second Tuesday of May next, af ten «., i.., k m the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any the. have, \\i,
the Same should not be granted.
AS A fill RUM 1,11. Ju.lj.
A true copy. Attest IJ. P. In n Kegi-u r. :v\ »

T II K

pat-

and Garments of the Latest

The

JOHN

(>.

Francis Cobh,

of

GREK1.Y, Administrator

the estatof Alexander Dow, late of
ihi
Palermo, in
County, deceased, respectfully repres. nt- that the
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased ar>' not
sufficient to answer his just debts anil charges
Administration, by the mi <>t fcwu humlr. •! ai.i
flftv dollars.
\ViiKKhi'out: your petitioner pr.i v your honor ;
grant him a license to sell and convey so much
tlic real estate of said deceased, including tin
version of tin* Widow’s dower thereon, as u,
satisfy said debts, and incidental charge-* d adinn
istration.
JOHN GKIT.l.Y,

.(■•mi 1 lJerry,
V«'m. II Titcmnh,
Mrs. Charles Snow,
Mrs AK-x. Snow,
l>r E. 1’. Chase a.xl wife,
.! Wakefield uml wife,
M’m. Ueattie and wife,
Jacob Shaw and wife,
John S. Case anti wife,
II. W. Wight anti wife,
W (). Fuller and wife,
Thomas Colson and wife,

lhu.^

a

April 11, 1871.

terns for

The

CUTTER, HYDE & CO.

outer.
Rev. W. () 1 loliinn,
Rev. Joseph Kulloeh,
Kev. George Pratt,
lien. J. I’. Cilley and wife,
(.’apt. .1. Crocker and w ife.
Capt. David Aines and wife,
Win. Wilson and w it;-,
K K Snear,
A S. Hu e.
Geo W. Kimball, .Jr. (Mayor
of Rockland) ami wife,

54 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

MRS. FOWLER
lias

for

Remember the
sure to give us
CALL.

it

Horsey

ers.

ItEUIML''

work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated and
mucous deposits in the how ls and in the alimentary earn* I are ejected.
The liver, like a clock, is wound up. 1c
arouses fr.nnits torpidity.
The stomach acts responsively,
and the patient begins to feel that he is getting, at last.

large assortment, A

in

her

custom-

CONSUMPTION.

Tj the Honorable Jltd"e
of Waldo.

Spokes! Spokes!

friends and

The Mandrake Pills are composed of one of Nature’s
'">• -t cius—llie Pedophillum l'eltatuni. They possess all
the Idood-seareliing, alterative properties of calomel, but
unlike calomel, they

at wholesale.

nrv. r..

BUR< i ESS.
Belfast, Maine.

PHOBATE NOTICES.

We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Mi.-s Sawyer for many years, and helievt her to he
Christian lady and a skilful nurse, and having
used her salve in our families, it give.- us great
pleasure in saying it is the best general medicine
we have ever used :

nkhple

II

STINO

Clothing,

or

the best in use, which we offer in the
above sale.

NERY and will lie

a'
72 MAIN ST.,

anus

<

Cloth

i YrtlO AND SEE.

complete
in all departments.

charge

AERERT

a

I.eailder Weeks.
Hon. X. A. Burpee,

believe the best In this part of the State and
only ask a trial to make others believe the same.
We iuvite every one in want of

stock lelt which will be sold less than
cost,

Orders by Mai! or Express, solicited and will
prompt attention.
FOIt HALE 111

receive

I’oR Honsr.u and Cattle. —Fe
Sores or
Bruises on Ilorses or Cattle this‘Salvo if invaluable,
and has astonishing efleet in curing scratches on
horses. This Salve has worked its own way into
notoriety, and is a safe and sure rentedj for all the
above ailments.

Joseph I'arwell,
C R. Mallard.
Kphraim Barrett,

we

A httle of the old

prices.

un-

CUTTER,

big

a

lot of MENS’, HOYS’ & YOUTHS’ summer Shoes, ami are selling them at exlow

GO

der the management

away, fir

he JSeawei d Tonic and Mandrake l’ills are the first two
" capons w itii which the citadel of the
malady is assailed.
Tv. "-thirds of the cases of consumption originate in dvsl'Vpsia and a functionally disordered liver. With this
condition the bronchial tubes “sympathize" with the
stomach. They respond to the niorbilic action of the
liver. Here then comes the culminating result, and the
.‘.citing in, with all its distressing symptoms, of

sTOiillCIi

will be sold at the same rates, during the next
days. In addition to the above, we have
OOO of nice foreign and domestic goods
for our CUSTOM D EPAR T M K N T.
which we offer at a large discount
lrom former prices, and warrant
every garment to fit satisi'ac
torily to the customer or
no sale. Our Custom

Department

II. II. JOHNSON

and avail'd themselves of Ids wonderfully efficacious
diein. <, they would not have fallen.
J»r. s-hi-nck has in his own case proven that whore< v.
;.uilieieiit vitality remains, that vitality, by his inediim-saml Ids directions for their u.-o, is quickened into
h ■ahhful vigor.
In this statement there is
nothing presumptuous.
To the faith
f the invalid is made no representation
that :s n<>t a thousand times substantiated by living and
visible works. The theory ot the dire by Dr. Si henck’s
medicines is as simple as’it is unfailing. Its philoa«>pli\
requires no argument. It ia self assuring, self-coii-

THE

Flannels,
Stockings, &c.,

before making any purchases, as they are
satisfied that they have the best assortment ot everything in their line, ever offered in this city, and which they will sell
the lowest

■-

day.

Findings, Trunks, &c.,

at

im.
me
are ot I a *;«• size and 15*-t
Quality of White Rubber, and .n -ceiired to tln-ir
.Shattfl in the most permanent manner,
by tin* Moulton Process.
-Jd. The SPIRAL COGS used on this Wringer
gives the utmost ease ami steadiness in uorkiu.
and will not throw out of gear.
:M.
1 he ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adjusts this Machine to tubs of any size or thickm?*
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
4th. SIMPLICITY,STRENGTH, ami REALTY
are combined in this
Machine, with all the requisites
of a first class Wringer.
Prices as low as other standard Wringers.

—

71 Main St., Belfast, Me.

in*

NO

Shirts,

made with tlie famous Cubic Screw Wire,

OPENING!

as

Drawers,

his STOCK is

TREATMENT,

LEAVE

such

Leather,

which never

i‘Hi:Vi:\TTVE,

shiemics

sa.

nishing goods

Boots & Shoes,

SPRING

■

common

Shoes,

Sch

Karl, Ferguson, Boston.
SAILED.
Schs M. W. Drew, Perry, Jacksonville,
April
Abby Gale, Ryan .Boston; Jack Downing, Patterson
Rockland; C. II. Dyer, (Br.) Windsor, N. S.
20. Sch Martha, Weeks, Dutch, Sullivan.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:

you have a salve combining soothing and
healing properties, with no dangerous ingredient. A remedy at hand for the many pains and
aches, wounds and bruises to which flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad edi ct, but always relieving
pain, however severe.
It is prepared by Jliss Satct/cr, who has used it
iu her own extensive treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases for which this salve is recommended are. Chill,lain*. lihunnattein, Piles,
Scrofula, Ohl lrlcy:, Suit Bhcum, Strains, Burns,
Sores,
Pi,,,pirn, Ert/sipelax, Sore
Ki/r*, Burlier v It /,. /)< a 'ne</toil., IHnej-icornts.
Corns, Bites
Insects. Cano rs, Toothache, F
w ho, Sore
Hippies, Hal,Lo ss, Stroll, n Breasts,
Itch, S aid II,a t, Teethinj. Chapped Hand-,.
Scalds. Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cra> k.
Ups, and
Sores on Children
It never fails to cure Rheumatism if
properly
it
applied. Rub on Well with the hand three times
a day.
In several cases it lias cured palsied limbs.
For Piles it has been discovered to he a sure remedy. Persons that have been atllieted for years
have been relieved by a few applications. For Frysipelas it works wonders, allaying the inflammation
and quieting the patient. For Chapped Hands it
produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt
Ilheum obtain this Salve .and apply it freely, and
they will find it invaluable. It is good in cases of
Scrofula and Tumors, ('tm.rs have been cured
with it. The best Salve ever invented for Suollen
Breast and Sore Xi/.j,les. Noway injurious, but
sure to afford relief.
Sore or JIV«V Byes
Rub it
on the lids gently, once or twice a day. Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a p oee of cotton.
For Felons this is superior to anything known.
For Ij.nplis tliis a ts 1 ik.• a charm. For Burns
and Sothls, apply the Salve ;it otiei and it gives
immediate relief.
For old Sot; s, mm y once a

fevt-r

Boots,

Island.

er.

their entire stock of

Cloths, propose to sell them from lO
to 40 per cent, below what they have ever beeu
offered in this Market. They will sell good,
durable SUITS of heavy CLOTHING for
$». Good all WOOL CLOTHS,
from VO cents to $1.00 l>er
yard, such as has been previously sold from $1.00
to$l/-5iperyard. A
large lot of fur-

DIED.
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aae,
must be paid for.}
April 18, Col-'.Rlllus.(>il“orcJ aged 83

out

Ready Made Clothing

T.Gilrain of Boston,
Ellsworth, Me.

FOR

l'<>r Coughs, Bronchitis and Consumption, in
I)r. Pierces’:-

beiug desirous of closing

no0?.'Bernard H.

to Della S. Mullen of

Maine,

HERSEV 4 WOODWARD,

April 15th. Mr. Fairfield Cole to
Shaw, both of Wlnterport.
In Rucksport, April
17th, Mr. Geo. O. Gray, of
San Francisco, Cal., to Miss Emma
F. Grindlc, ol
bedflwick.
East Boston, Capt. James H. llerriman of
0.^n.
btockton, Me., and Mrs. Annie M. Colcord of Sear?port. I Maine papers please copy.
Brewer, April 23d, Mr. Elisha Dunbar of Searsport, to Miss Maria S. Curtis of Brewer.
*

St,, Belfast,

HERE

Wlntorport,
,..ln
Miss Eliza C.

Informs

Bismarck has stated that even if the
French should pay the first instalment of
the indemnity immediately the torts northeast of Paris would not he evacuated till
the final treaty of peace is concluded.
The negotiations at Brussels make slow
progress. The French are trying for heller conditions But
Germany is indexible.
There is nothing important from Paris.
The directions for taking the medicines are adapted to
the Intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions,
Fort Valerien continues to cannonade
ami kind Nature w ill do the rest, excepting that in some
cases the Mandrake Pills are to be taken in increased
Nouilly, Cliohy and Porte Maillot. The
di isos; the three medicines need no other accompaniments
firing is slow and deliberate, and some than the ample instructions that accompany
them: First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most
shells tall within the ramparts of Paris,
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
i lie army ol the
despairing at once be of good cheer. Good blood at
Assembly is being con- the
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated.
tinually reinforced. It is reported that
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gone
in consequence of difficulties between the !
Dr. Selienek's medicines arc constantly kept In tens of
Prussians and Communists, tiie former,
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
who still hold St. Dennis, stopped at that
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, may be
point all supplies for Paris from the North. regarded as a prophylactcric against consumption in any
i>f its forms.
I’hn insurgent batteries continue to
reply
Price »»f tlie Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
to the fire of Monte Valerien. but their
a bottle, <>r $7.50 a half dozen.
Mandrake Pills, 25 cents
1
sale by all druggists and dealers.
a box.
lire is treble and ineffective.
GEO. O. GOODWIN it CO., Agents, Boston.
I

it* early stage*.*:, nothing equals
Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical

54 Main

MARRIED

lu

second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
mom. .until they get well; it is almost impossible to precut taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but it must
be prevented or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the
fail and winter season, are all wrong. Phvsicians who
recommend that course lose their patients, If their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, because
they are in the house
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the
loom as much and as fast as the strength will bear, to
get
circulation
of
blood.
The
rpagood
patients must keep
in good spirits—be determined to get well. This lias a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great point to

.John A. Itunlbrth
were brought before the t »nrt,
charged with
artillery practice with slunos. the windows of
Charles It run'll being the target. Charles was
acquitted and .lolni lined one dollar and costs.
tilth. Shepard [Iart and George Hart, came
(

SPIRAL GEAR.

And take no other. See that the portrait ol Dr.
Clarke is upon the label of each bottle. No other
le*enuine. They arepuerly vegetable and will not
intoxicate.
tfap

The

ported for the Journal.

OIL.

m.inner,

oo

whose death
there was no oilier reason than the neglect ol' known
and indisputably proved means of cure. Those near and
dear to family ami friends are sleeping the dreamless
.• lumber into which, had they calmly adopted

WRINGER.

RELIANCE

O—

Many a 1mman being has passed

RELIANCE

made a

By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.

ir,AS

Belfast Police Court.

Sitting-Rooms

Specialty.
WITH “MACHINE," IN

GRAINING

Consumption.
riKI]

H

SALVE.

O F

VARNISHING.

$2
G.00

SPECIAL NOTICES

MISS SAWYER’S

Painting and Papering Front Entries,

j

ITS

GRAND SALE

HOUSE PAINTER,
rAPKR

j

—

road.

M. A. CULLNANi

the 20th.

ITIOR

A

VALUABLE

CONSIDERATION'

1

1
hereby relinquish to my son Frederick A. YVescott, the remainder of his minority. Shall hereafter
claim none of his earnings and will not be responsible for any debts of his contracting after this date.

CHELSEA YVESCOTT.
YVitness—K. A. YVESCOTT.
Clouldsboro, March JO, 1S71.

keag Bridge, Bangor.
Bangor, Feb. go, 1871.

STEKEOSCX)PES

small harm tor bale.

VIEWS,
Ai.nnis,

W1: OFFK li FO It SAL K 111K
Eastern sections ol lot No. I--', in
the first division of lots in SearsThis section will extend
port.
from the bay to the northern extremity of said lot No. 12, embracing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It, contains about
acres, and is
well watered. On this lot is an
i^ortii 01 uie
Orchard ol Young iippie lrcos.
bay
road is one oi the linest building spots between Belfast and Searsnort. This land is about throe miles
and
about two miles from
Iroin Belfast bridge,

i’ll

E. & H.
591

FRAMES.

tTaNTHONY

BROADWAY,

& CO.

NEW YORK,

PHOTO LANTERN 8LIDK8

JEN NICHE I). HOUSTON.
SARAH J. HOUSTON,

OR A l* I IOSCO I'KS,

NEW VIKWS OF

YOSKMITE,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
501 Broadway, New Youk,

trio

Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,

W & M. H. L. R. R. Co.

l.Mpouters

and mani faoturkrs ok

PHOTOGRAPHIC! ntll'.ltltl.N.

IIK STOCKIIOI.DEKS INT1IE AIIOVE mimed
art* hereby notified to meet, at the !

H
Company
Court House in

ROMOS,

Invite tin* attention of the Trade to their extensive
assortment of the above good*, of their own publication, manufacture anti importation,

Searsport Village.
For Terms Apply to us on the Premises.
hiearsport, April 3,1871.

dmoa’t.i

•linos*!

Belfast, on Wednesday May 3d, 1871,

at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following articles, viz:
Art. 1st. _'o see what action, if any, the Stockholders will take, concerning the contract lor a Lease, of the road, dated
June 10,1808.
To sec whether, and upon what terms
Art. 2d.
lho Stockholders will lease the road.
Art. 3d. To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Ter order of Directors,
•►OilN II. (JUIMIIY, Clerk.
II. &. M. I.
It. It. Co.
:’.wPi
Belfast, April li>, 18:1.

Plows! Plows!
RECEIVED A LARUE LOT OF
ley *V llanMon

JUST

Plows &

(

llu«.

hiltivat.ors.

tine assortment of Nlmvelw, Hoew, tf aTurku, and a good variety of Farming Implements in general. For sale at the lowest market
Also

a

nur«

prices, liy
No.

I

April

<><»

II, I- I.

A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.,
Ilrlhul, Mr.

Hail. Nl..

Jill CO

The

Family Quarrel.
Frou the

Hi
<Moilir. my love. i> it you that I see
A march in* around with this “suffrage"
A swingin' your anus ana ;t scrapin’

throat
A'-ii'in* the

vour

inin

>!IE.

M ill it', mv dear,
you know it i' true,
Mulli** has never been ugly to you,
1" i" it tliat nurses you when you are >ick.
A'though you are cross as the very old Nick?
If you see. if you hear.
It i' true, it is*clear,
.w.

lj'ii

much better girl than you married last
year.

Hi*.
I married an angel born of the sky,
In light, and its truth, and its love in her eye,
T in* -ong of the seraphim swelling her throat.
I>111 now r am deaf with her right to a vote.

why, if you can,
If you ran. if you can.
1 iind her at last but a “feminine man !”
me

-HE.

Willie, you know, when you fell on vour
knees
I then had the power to “veto" your “please
‘Noted in favor.” >ou promised so brave—
Y <u promised so humbly to be a meek “slave.”
Tell me why.* if yon can.
If you can, if you can.
That now I am not oven “equal” to man!
He.
Mollie. my bird, had I seen you just then.
Astride of tliis hobby, abusin’ the men.
A 'awin’ the air, and a scrapin' your throat.
And a screamin’ like mad of vour “right to a
vote."
You'd have had, do you sec*.
Do you see, do you see.
No ghost of a chance to say, “veto” to me.
<»,

J

She.

My

lord, he would keep

master and

slave.

A

meiuiin

A

luggin* the baby,

in#

socks till I sink
a

me

a

the

grave,
rookin' the meals.
in

With three babies more clinging close at my
heels.
1 declare, that is llat.
That is flat, that Is flat.
No tyrant would ever he “equal" to that.
Hi*.
It’s no easy
I'o pay for

thing
the

to earn money for broad.
roof which may shelter the

head,

easy thing, if 1 recollect right,
no easy thing just to stand up and tight,
I declare, that is flat.
That is flat, that i- flat.
Mv better-half never was “equal" to that.
FtIf-

no

"Mi:.
''

dear, I do wi-h I had been an old maid.
worked at <ome place where fair wage-

Had

were

paid

hiarried an equal instead of a brute.
-end to the wars such a brave substitute.
Hut alas or my fate!
But alas for my fate!
I'm ground to the dust “for the good of the

<

>r
I'd

Slate."

II
Mollie. I’m glad you are not
At work at some plan* where

«>

paid:

li

••iquai."

von were in\

be,
d

en

me

v.»tc lor
1

a

an

old maid.

good

wages i-

how 'twould

I know

tight, and then—substitute

j
j

Then alas for my fate.
Then alas for my fate.
To be ground into dust for the good of the State!
>11K.
Now

Willie, you know you’re my joy

pride,
I

never am
So
tell

happy unless

at
have

and

your side.

rights.
truly,
just
Hut the needle o* day and the baby o’ nights?
.Now between you and me.
Just between you and me,
I- it dreadfully wicked to wish to be free:
me

women no

I Ik.
Now Mollie, my
clare.

dove, from my heart

I

de-

They only are married who everything share;
The toils' of the house, the toils of the street.
Must ever keep step to our'heurfs double beat.
It’s lo\

Now between you and me,
Just between you and me.
in’, not votin’, that makes a man

“tree.”

Si ik.
t *t supertine speeches I've had quite enough.
I'll listen no more to vo.ir soft-solder stuft*.
Will you go to the polls ami vote like a man
For the Sixteenth Amendment?
111:.— I don't think I can.)
Then off go*
my ring.
From voiir house I take wing.
You ugly old brute !
Hi;.—You silly young thing.)

Good-Night.
iood-night.dear friend ! I say good-night to thee
Across the moonbeams, tremulous and white,
l’ridging all space between us, it may be.
Lean low. sweet friend ! It is the last goodnight:
<

For lying mute upon my eoii'-li and still.
The fever-flush evanished from my fare,
I heard them whi-per softly. **Tis IIis will

Angels will give her happier resting-place I"

And so. from sight of tears that fall like rain.
And sound of sobbing smothered close and

low.

I turned my white face to the window-pane,
To sav Good-night to thee before I go.

do
The conflict with the billows
And yet, if I could touch thy
I think it would be easier to

Good-night, good-night.

I

end,
dark and high :
hand, my friend,
not fear the

die

:

If I could feel through all the quiet waves
Of my dark hair, thv tender breath atlirill,
I could go downward to the place of graves
With eyes ashine and pale lips smiling still;

The Great Remedy For

Mi may it he that if, through all the strife
And pain of parting, I should hear thv call,
1 would come singing back to sweet, sweet life,
And know no mystery of death at all.

<

he.

It may not

night

1

RHEUMATISM !
WIKTG’S

Good-night, dear friend, good-

MyalgieLinimen^MyalgicPills

And when you see the violets again,
And hear, through boughs with swollen

buds
awhite.
The gentle falling of the April rain,
Remember her whose young life held thy name,
Villi all things holy, in it's southward flight.
And turn sometimes from busy haunts of men
To hear again her low Good-night,Good-night!
Hew Long It Vos.

Myalgia is derived from two words, one meaning
and the other pain or pang, it therefore
j muscle,
pain.
| means muscle
|
Among the medicines for Rheumatism, WIXC’S

jI
!1

MYAI.CIC LIXIMKXT and MYALCIC FILLS
stand far ahead of all others, none even approximate a

rivalry.

The TAIN of Rheumatism fade:- away by the use
of this Liniment so rapidly and so permanently that
| everyone who has used it, is astonished at its salutary ell eets.
The MYALGIC TILLS restore all the secretions,
I and cleanse the blood, making a complete cure and
a return ol the disease,
I
'fry them. Sold
by all Druggist s.

Chicago correspondent sends us the
following: 1 luring a recent trial before
.Justice Dougherty, it was thought impor- preventing
j
tant by counsel to teterminc the length of
time that “djquarters of beef,
and
i
Wing s Adhesive Phenol Saive,
hogs,
shucp” remained in an express wagon in Is put up in
rolls, titled for family use, and no family
front of plaintiff’s store, before they were should be without
it. Its healing properties are unA

Hcln

j

"clearing

'' a

Tell

o.

A correspondent from Stone Fort, Saline county, writes that on the morning
of March GG that community was thrown
into an intense commotion by the intelligence that an entire family, by the name
of Dakins, had been murdered last nisrlit,
at a point some three miles southeast of
this place. The writer says: As soon
as I heard the news I mounted
my horse
and visited the scene ot the tragedy, a
small log hut of one room on the land of
Mr. Jerry Foly. It stands in the midst of
a small
of, I should judge, an
acre and a half in extent, surrounded on
all sides by almost unbroken forest. It
lies about three hundred yards from the
county road, from which it is reached by
a bridle
path. On reaching the hut I
found about a dozen men of the neighborhood. all terribly excited and looking the
horror each one felt. Dismounting and
hitching my horse. 1 entered the hut, and
hope that it may never he my fortune to
look upon a similar spectacle. On and diagnnaliy across some old <juiks and blankets stretched upon a rude framework in
the corner to the right hand as you enter
the door was the body of a woman of apparently thirty-four or thirty-five, with
her throat cut and hacked in a fearful
manner, the jugular veins, windpipe, arteries. everything being severed, and the
head only held to the trunk by the verte- j
braes. There was a deep incision across
the palm of the light hand, as though a j
sharp knife had been suddenly drawn
through the clenched fist. Several deep
and long cuts were upon her shoulders
and breasts, but nowhere could be discovered any stabs, showing that the murder was not committed with a sharppointed instrument. Near the fire-place
with her head partially in an old skillet,
lay a fair-haired little girl of ten or
twelve years ot age, with her throat cut
from ear to ear. In the corner farthest
from the door, and on the same side of
the room where the woman was lying:, on
a
pallet evidently where the children
slept of nights, la}’the bodies of two little boys, one across the other, aged respectively about seven and live, both
with their throats cut. On the floor near,
and partially under the bed where the
woman lay. was the body of another girl i
apparently not more than three years old,
her head nearly severed from her body. J
Sncli was the horrible spectacle that greeted my sight on entering the hut. The
floor, the walls, the few articles of furniture, everything in and about the miserable apartment were deluged with blood.
From indications the woman's struggle
for life must have been protracted and furious until she succumbed from the loss
ot blood or a disabling stroke of the instrument of slaughter.
Woody tracks on
the door-sill, and a trail of blood loading
in a north-easterlv direction from the j
house, pointed out the course of the nmr•hirer's
flight. Pursuing parties started
on the trail, lint did not proceed more
than one hundred yards before they came l
upon the sequel and end of this terrible i
tragedy of the night. The body of an infant of not more than a year old lay partially clasped by the left arm ol' a man. !
it having shared the fate of its mother,
who
brother and sisters.
The man,
was no other than Dakins, was also dead,
with a gaping wound across hi- throat.
His blood- stained shirt, pants, and a razor lying near the body, where it must
have fallen from tiis hand the moment
after inflicting the fatal wound upon his
throat, proclaimed him to lie the author
of the wholesale butchery of his family,
despatching his own guilty soul to the
other world swiftly after the shades of
his victims.
As the man died and left no sign, the
causes that led to the commission of the
murders can only lie conjectured. The
Dakins had been living bore only about
six months, having come, I understand
from Jefferson county, and little or nothing is known by anyone here ot their former history.
Dakins was about lbrty-two
or three, and in the habit of drinking to
excess.
When under the influence of liquor he was in the habit of Speaking of Ills
wife in very gross and uncomplimentary
terms.
More than once. 1 am informed,
he lias asserted that he left his former
home to break off a criminal intimacy between his wife and a neighbor, and on
several occasions ho has been heard to express doubts o| the paternity of the children. The. supposition is that the poor
wretch, from long nursing of his jealous
fancies and brooding over his real or imaginary wrongs, and moved doubtless by
whiskey (as lie was in town during the
alternoon drinking pretty freely), in a moment of insane fury committed the rash
acts which obliterated his entire family
and led him to suicide.

idee,

with your “light to a voter”
I!' 1 see, it I hear,
11 is true, it is clear,
’t ou’i'i* not the >ume girl that I married a
year.
N
l

An Illinois Tragedy.
C.trbondAlc, .III. Now F.ru, April

taken away by the defendant. The wit- equalled by any Salve ever before in use. Its adhesive qualities are such, that it cannot be washed off
ness under examination
was a German,
of exposed surfaces, like wounds on the
&c.
whose knowledge of the English language It immediately sooths and removes the hands,
pain of an
was very limited; but he testified in a inflamed Sore, and quickly puts an end to all symptoms of malignancy. Try it and you will never be
very plain, straightforward way to have g willing to be without it.
weighed the meat, and to having afterWING’S PHENOLINE,
ward carried it out and put it into the
Is an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, free
aforesaid wagon.
from stain, and its healing properties are such, that
Then the following ensued :
if once one becomes acquainted with them, they will
Counselor Enos—“State to the jury how always keep it on hand.
For Chapped Hands, Pimples on the Face, Sore Lips, Sore Lyes, and Lesions
long it was after you took the meat from of
Cutaneous and Mucous surfaces, it is the most
the store and put it into the wagon, before
positive cure. Among all the medicines for Catarrh,
it was taken away.”
nothing approaches the benign action of this apIt quickly restores the glands of the
Witness—“Now I shoost earn! dell dat. plication.
mucous membrane of the nasal cavities to a normal
I dinks’bout twelve feet.
I not say near- and In althy action, No family should be without it
a single day.
Full directions accompany each artier as dat.”
Counsel—“You don’t understand me. cle. Sold by Druggists.
llow long was it from the time the meat
Tlic Great
For Pain.
left the store and was put in the wagon
It has a wide range of application. The sure and
before it was taken away by the defendmost immediate relief from pain. Indispensable for
ant?”
Colds, Cough, Diarrho-, Dysentery, Cholera, &c.
Witness—“Now I know mot what you Made expressly for those who want the best, and
I)cr vagon he vas back up know after they gettoit. None others need buy.
ax dat lor.
have it, whether at home or
Kvery person ought
milder side walk, and dot’s shoost so long abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March
30,1871.
as it vas.
You dell me how long der side
lyr3S
valk vas. Den feet? Dwelve feet? Den I
tell yon how long it vas.”
Rare Chance for Sale
Counsel—“I don’t want to find out how
wide the sidewalk was, but I want to
know” (speaking very slowly) “how-

lliug’s Cathvlicon,

Keincdy

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND !

long—this—meat—was—in—the—wagon

—before—it—was—taken—away !”
Witness—“Oh, dat! Veil, now, I not
sold any meat so. I all time weigh him ;
never measured meat, not
yet. Hut I
dinks ’bout dree feet.”
[Here the spectators and IIis#Honor and the
jury smiled
audibly.] “I know not, shentlemans,
how is uis. I dell you all I can, so
good
as

I know.”

Counsel—“Look here, I

want to know
it was before the meat was taken
away after it w'as put in the wagon ?”

how

long

IN

SEARSPORT, ME.

rPIJE WELL KNOWN, Nearn|iort lfou««»,
-L throe stories high, finished in Modern Style,
and containing .‘{5 or more large and convenient

rooms, is now offered for sale. Attached is a Stable
nearly now, 40x70, both House and Stable abundantly supplied with water. The LIVERY STOCK,
8 to 10 Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Robes, &c.’
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the
place
is situated in the central part of Scarsport, at the
head ot Penobscot Ray. one of the most beautiful
bays in the world for fishing and sailing, which
renders Searsport a line summer resort, one that
has already become very popular with the
traveling
public, and whose patronage is constantly increasing. Fine roads allbrd every facility, for pleasure

Witness—(looking very knowingly at driving.
Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily
counsel)—“Now you try and get me in a within
six miles of Railroad communication with
scrape. Dat meat vas shoost so long in daily trains for Boston and Portlaud. One of the
tier vagon as he vas in der shop. Dat’s most desirable locations in Maine, 1 or the Hotel
and summer
resort, sold on account of business in
all 1 told you. Dat meat vas dead meat, Calilornia
demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
lie don’t got no longer in den dousan’ attention.
Full particulars as to terms of sale
&c., on appliyear, not mooch.”
cation to the proprietor.
Counsel—“That will do.”
W. 11.
MATHEWS, Searsport, Me.
'The New York World says the following are among the leading candidates for
A X
the Democratic Presidential nomination :
Governor Hoffman, John Quincy Adams,
PLeduced
(leneral W. ,S. Hancock, Governor English,
ESI III! WALTllAM WATCHEH
Michael C. Kerr, M. C., of Indiana; Thom~J in Solid Coin, Silver Hunting Cases lor $15.00.
as A. Hendricks, Charles Francis Adams,
As there are twenty-six different quuulities of
Senator Thurman, General Frank P. Hlair, Wai.tha.m Move.mknts, persons at a distance
Robert C. Winthrop, Governor Haight, of about to purchase a tine movement, will do well to
send lor my Price List and Descriptive Circular beCalifornia; .Justice Stephen J. Field, Jus- fore purchasing elsewhere; anti see for themselves,
tice David Davis (a quasi Republican,) that they can save money by buying of me. Remember 1 sell a (Jenuine Waltham Watch for $15.00.
George II. Pendleton, George W. Cass, of Personal attention given to Fine Watch Repairing,

SlI-COBD IS ALL NUMBERS,
From No. 8 to No. 100 inclusive.

Pennsylvania, and Thomas W. Garrett,

President ol the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

and satisfaction warranted. Chronometer and expansion Balances put into plain Balance Watches to
order.
E. R. PIERCE,
•RvlO
Winterport, Maine.

BY

NILE

NEW YEAR

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY

E O Ft

All ealers in Dry Goods and Notions,
100 Eminent. Divines
Pronounce the

Explanatory Bible

COMMENTARY
40 wtSKs mm'mimi

THE AMERICAN RURAL HOME from April 1,
is? 1.—A Flr»t-cla«N* Eiglit>page. Agricultural and Family Weekly.
Sp. cimens
Free.
HOPKINS & WILCOX, Rochester. N. V.
Ml PERU HOOK.
IEW
ATORK ILLI MTIIATEB:containing IS
Illustrations of Public Buildings Street Scenes, and
Suburban Views. Elegantly printed on Tinted Paper, with Map and Inscriptive Text. 1 vol. Svo.
Price 5«) cents; 6 copies lor $2.00; 12 copies, $i. Sent
tree by mail to any address of receipt ol price.
D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers, N. Y.
1

.11 OAT

—

A. A. Firt IB'A

Family Pliysician

OO pages;
DR.
by mail
all disease* of Hie
sent

to cure

Write

complexion.

free. Leaches how
person: akin, hair, eyes,
711 Broadway, New York.

Man His Own Painter,

Every
It

to

IIouso, Farming Tools

your

Wagon

or

need

Painting, send for 4,Kvi-:ky Max his own 1’aixtto mix and do all
kk.” It tells you how pB
of
■ 1 draining, Whitekinds
Painting,
1 I I in English.
washing, &c., in I*la
and Grain at home
Boys can learn to paint
Books sent post-paid lor 6" cts, by A. GILMAN.
Box 298. Lewiston, Me.
(State whtre you saw this.)
If K 11 H l \

HOI

F.

M

a continuof the same.
Having just taken Stock, this firm
has resolved to keep one of
its members in the Boston and New York
Markets most of the time, conse-

C ourt

hqiiiire, BoMon.-lup t on the Luropoau plan. Rooms, $1 per day 1or each

quently we are receiving
Large Invoices of Goods
by every Steamer, intending

DR.

to close them out at tremendous Low
Prices.

<

observation.

AFFLICTED AND I NTOKTINA I K.
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepivi-cntations,
fal.-e promises, and pretentions of

Dress Goods.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE Ql'ACKS,
who know but little of the nature and character id'
Special Diseases. :.nd le-s to their cure. >ome <
r roliege-.
Dibit lorged Diplomas of Institutions
which never existed in am pot of tin- world; ot e
ers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, Imw obtain* d,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to tur
thcr their imposition assume names of the eelebra
ed physicinns long since dead. Neither be deceived b\

Those in want of Goods in this
department will find it for
their interest to examamine the Goods,
as we have made
them
EXCEEDINGLY CHEAP.

Kid Gloves and all kinds ot Cloths and
removes Paint, < Ireo&o, Tar, kc.,instantly
without the least injury to the finest fabric. Sold
Fit A
bv I>ruggists and fancy Goods Dealers.
(i!tAN I 8APOLIKNK CO., 3h Buic’.ay dt., N w
York, 10 La dalle dt., Cliidugo.

quality,

Ud11 T11K

VEG 10TABI.10

j

u

—

remedy lor Coughs, Colds, ConNothing better.” Clti.ki: Buds, x Co,,

The old standaril

sumption.
Boston.

A16, how made in

\e;

VtN

Particulars

1

hours, without drugs
F. d.u;i:5 Cromwell.

10

cents.

Conn.

(

of

Alpacas.

OTiO.V

PUBLISHED BY THE

j
j

gn at

need of the present

HUMAN

works on Plnsiology ever published.
nothing whatever that the Maukikd on
SiN'.ni:, ol Either Sex, can either require or wish
to know, but what is fully explained, and many
matters of the most important and interesting
I here

u

Should occasion require you to purchase
A. Falmesiock's Y:-ni)itii;?i*. he purlieu
to see tl.at tk' initials are ]].
A. This istlie article that 1ms been so

Favorably Known Since 1829,
And purchasers must insist
if they do tint wish to have
forced upon them.

Agents

on
an

Inn in?? it
imitation

Just

! Head This l

\1TE WILL P4V A«-CYI* & SALtin OF $:*0 I»EII O FFIt ami
>>
E\|»e!>««•*,or allow a large comaii-'ion to sell our

and wonderful inventions.
NKR & CO., Marshall, Mich.

Address M. \YAt«-

new

£-_‘5u per month.
Employment for ai«
business new, honorable and permanent.
\ddress
with stamp. F. A. Wm.dkon, Waterville, Me.

Sid OPPORTUNITY
Agents can make £150 per am nth selling a Pamphlet describing, in detail, S'niteel Mtate.4
known as “Greenbacks,"
'frcAnurr
Aalional

and the new 'JL'r**.**ury A'ot<*»; also the process ot making this money. Upon receipt ot bo ets., a copy will be mailed to
For particulars, address I.AIJAN
any address.
il LATH & CO., 30 Hanover St., boston, Mass.
It.ink It oUM*.

anc KS -A Victim ot early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature
decay, &c., having tried in vain every advertised
remedy, lias a simple means ol self-cure, which he

Avon!

will send free to his fellow sutlerers.
J. H, TUTTLE, 76 Nassau st. New York.

Km‘giilari<i(>*t

Address

anil

just

per

Indian

recipe; a certain cure without
supporters. Prepared and sold by Mrs. Elm s bi:i.CHKK, Randolph, Mass. Send stamp lor circulars.
Sold by all Druggists,
an

MEDICAL GOOD SENSE.
<

>.000.000
«PIES (iiIVE.V AWAY.

Containing startling valuable information. Send
stamp. Dr. Kinokt, box 35, Station, L, N. Y.

man

W.

P

the
Send

lfox •J'.HH), boston I*. ().

pamphlet,

stamp

and

woman.

MICH K IK

Counseller $•

MOM,

Attorney

at Law!

OFFICE, IIAYFOKI) HI.OCK,
tl-2

Belfast, Maine.

Inside Line to

Stan^or.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

First

THE STEAMER

City of Richmond
Capt. DENNISON,

Will leave RAILROAD WHARF, foot of State
street, every .Houil<iy, Wednendii.r. A I'ri*
•lay Kvenin^N.at 10 o'clock, or on arrival ol <1
o’clock, I*. M. Express Train from Boston.

Commencing Monday, 27th,
For Bangor, touching ai Rockland, Camden, Lincolnvillc, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy l’oint, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings at <i o'clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving at Portland
in time to connect with 0 o’clock, P. M. Express

Train for Boston.
RFor lurther particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, l?y Commercial Street, or

Cotton.

IN OIIDKU TO iT.OSK A CONtin1 Two Story llouso ami L,
ill Kockliiuil, 0:1 smith sidoot Kockland stroft, ;i<J.i*>inBoiij.unin
Km>w!ton\s, wiii bo mjIiI vorv low,
i:u- House iJUKI possession given limn, (iiau iv.
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live or
six minutes walk from the 1'ost <mice, lli^li School
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished rooms,
Cellar
numerous closets ami other convene no s.
under the whole. The house is in good repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spacious entries, above ami below, all which are elegantly papered and painted. It is cry suitable 1. >1
a private
dwelling, or tor a Hoarding House, and iconvenient for one or two ittnilics. A perfect title
will be given tree from all claims to dower. Tin
premises may be examined on application to Uenj.
K no wit on, or to

1 2 1-2 cts. in good qualities.
The great sale we have had on
these goods, prove that low prices
insure large sales.

COLLARS.

We cannot say too much in favor
of these Collars that are havingsuch an Extensive Sale with us.
Linen Finish, Cloth Lined Button
Holes, 2 Boxes for 25 cts.

Till P

PEll

WEE H.

The Favorite Steamer

LEWISTON,
“Will leave (until
H liarf, Cortland,

( Slit. CIIAS.
further notice)
every

FRIDAY

DKKKIKli,
It ail road

EVENING,

AT 10 O’CLOCK,
Or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, for
Rockand, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castine, Deer
Isle Sedgwick, So. West Harbor,(Mt.
Desert.) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Tuesday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings.
fuU particulars inquire of BOSS &
STUDICommercial Street, Or CYRUS STUDIV AM 1, !(u
General Agent.
Stl’ortlund, Feb, 25,1871.
tl if

The Sch IDA MOKTOX, ot nitons,
in.built ol white oak, nml in n<;od or-

or

Hamburg Edges.

Belfast, March 1,

at
j<. a. k.v
1*71

a

bargain.
l.m.N,

Kn'iuire

A -rent.

11-11

The

largest stock ever in this
city. We call the attention of
the Ladies to these goods, as we F K ES][ AND SO 1,11).
Received daily irom Portland, by
give them the benefit of a large
Edward
Cross,
assortment at Cheap Prices.
and for sale by the PUT,
l’ 11ST or U A
I.O,\. Also CnukerN. PickleN. heu-liup<t.
besides a good assortment of fruit and con-

FANCYGOODS.

fectionery.
Hext

It lias been our aim to keep a
large and varied assortment of
Fancy Goods, and the recent purchases have made this department
very attractive.

Court

House

Belfast, Maine.

You

Dresses,

can

ion

PI

&c.,

Without

ripping, also with the trimmings

di.'ordor-. win h wore

Kid Gloves

Dyed

or

1

Cleaned,

Steam Dye

-.

■

E. BARBIER & CO.,
Fancy Hood Store, No. 17
lyrSU

THE AMERICAN

Movable Comb Bee Hive
purchased this valuable
patent lor Waldo Countv, I will pell farm
rights with directions for making, lor $3,00 each.
Bee Keeper’s Text-Book, 141 pages sent post paid,
10 cts. Also Hives and Glass lloney Boxes for sale,
Italian Queen Bees raised from
at low prices.
selected stocks of undoubted purity, sent, by mail or
express, l’urity and safe arrival guaranteed in all
New circular for 1871, sent free.
cases.
Address
J. p. GRAY,

Having

I
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the awful consequences of Si lf-Ahuse may he it*»tually removed without medicines, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode ot cure u
once certain and eilectunl by which e\i;-\ suit', n r.
no matter what his condition may ! c. may eun
I ll IS
himself cheaply, privatelv, and mdieallv.
I.KCT'L’K!•: HIM. 1’IiON I. A lh'O.N !•» lllOl>
ANUS AND mol SANI'>.
Sent, under seal, in a plain i:\eiop-.io
dress, on receipt of six cent- or : wo postage lumpv addressing the pnbli-di.-r"Also. I>K. iT l.Y KKWKI.I *S M ire e *...i.i.
(has.

■

Si/philis “V I n. r> <i!
nil* ••limi hy it.imui.'i a |.

riage generally; ('onsumpti. i', Kpiiepsy, .mi 1
Mental and l’hysical Incap.wit v \c -1 i\ K« *; i. I 1
.1. t’l l.N l-.ltWV.Lh. M. !>.. Aut 11• ■: el'iln- '(in.u
Book,” &c.
The world-renowned author, in this :ulinir:il>!>•
.t
Lecture clearly proves from his own experience

Address* the rnhlishers.
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Refunded.

Street, Boston, Mass.
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Ii K A RE E V

X. L.

Phosphate

S

of Lime I

rrvrllE BUST 1’EKTILIZKK IN THE MARKET
E. BE A M AS’S.
:,t
2m.K!
Foot of Main Street.

i

“Buy me, and I’ll do you Good.”
DB. LANGLEY’S

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
This medicine is, without the possibility ot a doubt,
the very best remedy known lor the following and
all kindred diseases
Indigestion, Ccstiveness, Liver
Complaint, Piles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia,
l)r.:iness, Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Languor, IMsiness,
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach,
By the timely use ot this medicine the blood Is
punlied. The appetite is restored. The system is
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath
And
is sweetened. The complexion is beautified.
the general health is
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A. J. HAH HI M AN & CO.
No. GO Main St

Belfast, Maine.
tt

r.!. li.

:

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.
lyr:;»

«c»%i

r<n

iks>

j
_A.ttorn.ey

Law!

at

\/i/,ii,

N.i/A T I'AI'I,,
INC OF A Hit 1ST Mill., .1.1 p. V
logos, with lour run of Stones, two «.t ;1
French Burs, and two Holt-; it is on. of tho best
n
Country Mills in tin* State, the low. part is
strueted of Stone ami Cedar. Also <*m Saw Mill m
good repair with oppoitunities tor other M.u-hiu
all the lumber manufactured tin.Is a ready mark. at
tho Mill.
Also two Stores, Blacksmith's .shop,
House lots, Ac., all situated in the nourishing Vdluge of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or
Beltast A M. L. It. It. some six miles.
Also in tin*
town of Jackson, several lots ot valuabh timh.r
lands, most ot them containing a heavy growth
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar. 1 In abo-c
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe where
the logs may he driven at small oxpen.-e
.Most ..t
M
H
I
the land is within four miles of B.
h‘. K.
The Hemlock Bark linds a market at Fly mouth win v
Is distant about ton miles, or it F. il -t, !•'••• ; u
ticulars apply to
JOSEPH BALM Kit, .Monro. Mills or BIN.!.
tt:;o
WILLIS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
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PARMER IS TOO FOOR,
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to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute lor
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means tor providing, in the Jiouse,
a
comfortable private closet, affording conduit!
neatness and health. Brices $0 to $;{.>. Send for
Circulars to

A I
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It ESTO RE II
The best Roots, Herbs and Barks enter into the
composition of this Remedy, making it a simple
and safe, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases
of the blood.
For sale
GEO. r. GOODWIN & CO., Boston,
4iuqb34
by all Druggists.
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pu
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The location
York and Brooklyn
it
city. The Broadway stages pas- :1m licit!
three minutes besides various line-..| -ii«■< « eat-,
one of which intersects e\erv oilier route in .New
York.
It being but two blocks (rom I'ultci I rry, m.ikit
it convenient lor those wishing to .-it the
Churches,” as trom this Kerry div erge all tin- pin
in
the
of
Brocklvn.
routes
railroad
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cipal

FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE.
Will be sold very low.
!•:. li. GARDNER.
tt 18
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United Slates Hole!,
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Well
l';ithorns now cable.
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Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS

mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the atllioted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience In
the cure of diseases ot women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a few days under his treat-

spoct.

11

;

>

new

Thr Schooner M<>nnt»r, 35 tons,
o. in., :i very good vessel in every refound in mu is ami nigging, nas iso

ki'

in.

>

Box.

all treated

Dr. Dow, since ls|f>, having confined his whole attention to an office practice for the cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
< Miicc hours from s A. M. toP. M.
lyrtt
lioston, .July t*;>, 187U.
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F. P. HIESKFLI., Proprietor, Bangor, M
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(«. f. Godwin & Co., Wholesale Vgtnt-

on new pathological principles, and
speedy relief
guaranteed in :t lew days. So invariably certain is
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For sale

lMiysician ami Surgeon, No. 7 Kmlistreet, Boston, is consulted dally lor alldiseases
to the lomalo system.
Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womh, Finer Albus, Suppression,

House.

Office at It. F. WELLS’S
Main Street, Belfast.
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Ladies T

Sacks,

THE

Tli«- reputation this excellent medicine enjovs.
l- derived from its cures
many of which arc truh
marv ellous.
Inveterate
ca-os of Scrofulous di->1-0
where t!io system
mod sain rated" with
mipti- m. have hoou
1 iriliod and cured l»\ it.

inCure of Seminal Weakness, or S; rm,;.■ it!.
duced by Self-Abuse. I iivuinntury 1 ii■ 1 -i« ;i-, Imj
tency, Nervous I>ebtlity, :uid I mpt dimen!* t>> Mo
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To Females in Delicate Health.

have your

DYED. GLEANED, & PRESSED,

in Brilliant Colors on
Eor Sale Here.
The New Year will be devoted
in englarging our Stock and Trade
and for that reason have made
improvements in the store to accommodate our increased Stock.
Those indebted to us are requested to call and settle their
accounts.
SIMONTON BROS. & CO ,

Belfast.

to flic
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Dodge’s Rug Patterns.

Hayforo

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
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Country Dealers.
We arc always happy to see
SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
Country Dealers and will sell for
COMMENCING MAUCII 10.
Cash, goods at prices that will inINSIDE LINE TO THE
sure them a good profit.
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OF TIIK WORLD.
Price .jO cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
ol'sixty cents, or four packages tor two dollars, lieware of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
See
that my private stamp, which is a positive guarantee of genuineness, is upon the outside wrapper,
Remember this private Stamp, issued by the United
States Government expressly for stamping my modicienes, has my portrait, name and address, and the
words
U. S. Certificate ot Genuineness,” engraved upon it, and need not be mistaken.
Don’t be
swindled by travellers and others representing
themselves us Dr. Sage; 1 am the only man now living that has the knowledge and right to manufacture the Genuine Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy, and I
never travel to sell this medicine.
R. V. P1ERCK. M. D.
■linos'.11.)
l.T> Seneca Street, Hutlalo, N. V.

PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.
tf-’o
Uockland, Jan. 25, 1871.
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SOLD 15V MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS

corn,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent.
.‘{7
Portland, March 20, 1871.

PENOBSCOT MAGMAS.

Me.

£jj'Also needle?, oil and alllilting.- lor 1'oih
tin’.
Machines kept constantly on hand.

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.
Endless Quantities of all Linen

of The Season!

Trip

wish to inform you,reader, that Dr. Wonderful, or any other man, has discovered a remedy
that cures consumption, when the lung* are half
consumed, in short, will cure all diseases whether of
mind, body or estate, make men live forever, and
leave death to play for want of work, and Is designed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise,
to which Heaven itself shall be but a side show.
") mi have heard enough of that kind of humbug
Hut when I tell you that Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
g'tv.
Remedy will postiveiy cure the worst cases of Catarrh in the It rad, I only assert that which thouamls can testify to. A phamphlet giving symptoms
and other information sent free to any address. This

A large assortment of the Best
TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE
Make of Spool Cotton in Buff
FOR SALE AT A RARE AIN.
Shades for Basting 2 spools for
A Perfect Title Given !
5 cts.

PAPER

Karin

CAUSE

IlieskoU's
I do

Belfast,

can

AMERICAN HOUSE

Carle iV' MorisonV

Handkerchiefs sold from 8 cts. to
IvABIAlNTlOA
whole Sexual Science in
PHYSICAL
and
for

good-
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HARDWARE STORE,
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yard.
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H
Towelling at 0 ets.
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These
onlv h' obtained.
l*» .11* !•'. it any price.
suioilie-i
!.. r I"

Krom \\;ho:n

th■ name l^nrvr \n
Strut,"(not “Peruvian l*ark.“) blown in tinA S’S-naijo pamphlet s *nt free.
J. I’. DissituuS
Proprietor, 30 Dev Si New York.
Sold by all Druggists.
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Cotton Flannels
At the surprising price of 10 cts.
G F,
Good Crash

Tin:in

*"

e an v

COROIIEE!

<3-13ST och: waives
Selling at the Low Price of 12
1-2 cts.

Cure for Female Weakness.
Made from

'•

Great bargains iu this depart- J
ment. We shall sell a good yard
FISHERMEN I
wide Cotton at 0 1-2 cts. per yd.
WINES
T
A ND NE TT1.X GS,
Sold recently as a good bargain
at 1>1 cts. Extra Weight Cottons
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.
marked down from 14 ets. to 12
1-2 cts.

per

Obstruction*.—1 >r. \V. Foster's Female Periodical
Fills regulate and remove all obstructions. Nothing
injurious to health. £5 a box. Otlice No. lp.i Nassau
st., Room 14, New York City. Sent by mail anywhere on receipt of the amount.

L^IE.tlALE
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F F. I N" T S
new ease of Beautiful Prints
received, selling at 10 ets.
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In frames of the

is

character are introduced to which no allusion even
can be found in any other works in our
language, j
All ;!■.*’ New Dim oy i;u is ot the author, whose exover
perience is such as probably never before fell to the
lot of any man. are given in full. No person should
be without those valuable books.
e.xe“Vai.carle
We have received the
Hooks.
valuable medical works published by the Peabody
Medical Institute.
These books are of actual mer-s
u:
it, and should tind a place in every intelligent family. They are not tin- cheap order of abominable
trash, publisht-d by irresponsible parties, and pur>w
a morchased to gratify eoar.-e tastes, but are written by a
oc!"i
imw
responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as
a source of instruction on vital matters,
concerning
<•man
e
which lamentable ignorance exists. The important
ca
sub.’ its presented an treated with delicacy, ability,
ami core, and, as at
appendix, many useful pre]%«. til I'ciriicott **!.. tbomii
>eriptions lor prevailing complaints are added.”
All letters requiring ad\ nv mi:-* e. :p duo!
Republican I, incaster, N. II.
file author ot these books is one of the most
j !ar to insure an an<\\ r.
r.
learned :md populat physicians ot the day, and is
Boston, Jan. DTI
entitled to tin- gratit ide ol our race tor these invaluable pi eductions. It seems to be his aim to induce
nn n and u omen to void the cause of those diseases
[
to which they are uibject, and lie tells them just
lum and when to do it."
[Chronicle, Farmington.
Maine, Sept. ?, 1 >•>*.*.
Either book sent by mail oil receipt ot price.
MAMTA<TUI!:i> I’.V
N. P>. The author of the above named medical
works is tin* ('hie Consulting Physician of the
lYabudv Medical Institute, and is so constantly em49*6end for I’rict-List. ''in:; : ISul(imor<>. ?B«!. ployed in consultation with invilids lrom ail parts
of the country, that he lias no time to attend to
; mere business details. Therefore all letters should
; be uldres-u'd to the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTl,1 < > 1 I N
l'OO II,
I 1! 1'K, or Dr. W. II. 1*AUKEIt, the Medieal Assistant of Pie author, and his Business Agent, who,
| as well as the author himself, may be consulted on
all diseases requiring skill, secrecy and experience.
I
1-N\ tOL.VRLK S1-; 'RE< Y AND Cl.AKITN RELIEF,
|
IiHl.i’AST.

BROWN COTTONS
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THE GREAT
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ordinary
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DRINK,

12TS0LD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS.
lyr.'JO

the author
has just published a new book, treating exclusively
of NEKYol S ANP MENTAL DISEASES,
la'o
Price i?l.t»o, or sent free on receipt o!
pp. cloth.
s:: lor the other two books, postage paid.
These are beyond all comparison, the most extraa

m

>

The Seiontille
>n which the,
entre of the :•
in nig a clear

San Franc:
and 32 and SI Commerce Street, New York

Everybody.
Flattered by the reception of, and great demand
lor, tin above valuable and imely treatise, and also

to meet

the W orhl to be the

of

from minute Cnt-ial l‘i bblr.-,
1 Mum,
.ieriv their mum
hardness a tut brilliancy.

Y!-.'

Druggists and Gen. Agents,

A Hook for

This department will be found to
contain all the Leading Brawls
of Bleached and Brown
COTTONS.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1*71 1 yr.
Look at our Prices of them. The
THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. !.. DIN
rpo
JL particularly invites all Eadies who need Mid
at his Rooms. VI
popular Bleached Mill Cotton, 14 trul Surgical adviser to call
Endieott St
Boston, Mass., which they will timl
cts, sold recently at IS cts.
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR. DIN having devoted
twenty year- t'.
BOOT B. BLEACHED COTTON this
particular branch of the tteatment of all disease- peculiar to temales. is now fenced*d by all,
at 12 1-2 cts.
Sold everywhere (both in this country .and Europe.; that he
1le. -p
dv
all other known praeticiuners in the
at 14 cts.
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are
with the e.\p;u
We have most all the different pose ot removing allprepared
<h Piii'.
disease-, -,.eh
weakness, unnatural sup}; ressions id.-rm urnm h
that
Brands of Bleached Cottons,
from
the womb, also discharges which tl
The 1
bid -tato of the blood.
fully
wo intend to close out cheaper ! prepared to treat in hi- peculiar1 th imdi•: ?h.
all disea
callv
and
\.
-urgidlv.
| and
than ever sold before.
they are respect fully invited to

public,are jtron, mired

gr*.■:ii-i un<lir

arc

>

fvrry Woman.
Entitled SEXUAL P11YS10LOC.Y OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman tiikatkii ok
Physk.h.odh ally and 1'a ntoi.ocicA i.i.y, from
Ini an (A to Old Am:, wi.h elegant IllustiiaI'tvi: liM.KAviNs.
:i.>" papcs, bound in beautilu!
French cloth. Price $ J.00.

the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
be the disease.condition or situation ot anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must lontain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Dit. L. Dix.No.-J1 Endieott Street, Bos-

tap1 ieians

<

pages, bound in cloth.
A Rook for

;
charges are very moderate. Communie.! ior.s
crcdly contidential, and a 1 may rely on him with 1

d LOTIIS.
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that it is contained in their nostrums, .-o tht the
usual lee" nmv be obtained for | >11« d!y curing,
or
the dollar," or traction ot it.” may be oiuainial tor the nostrum. It i- thus that m;-.:\ arc <1,
ceived. also, and spend large amounts tor exp' Tint cuts with quackery.
DR. DIN'S

N« -T

••

>

keep our usual Large
them, as well as all

grades

v

BALSAM.”10/D

PULMONARY

these

NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance ot the Quack Doctor.
No. 4. Bulfineh Street, Boston.
iky
knowing no other remedy, he re ies upm
and gives it to all his patients, in Pilis, Drop-, fke..
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, adds to
Pi:. XV. Ii. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
his so-called Extracts, Specifics, Antidole. Nc.. both ;
rtdyinu upon its effects in curing a few inn hundr. !. ! .1 h-dicr.l /: now ledye for everybody.
copies
it is trumpeted in various wavs throughout t'>.«■! in»i; j
sold in two i/C'irs.
but, alas! nothing is said "f the balance. -.mu- ot
to
A
Rook
even
and
a.re
b
it
for
Tlan.
whom die, others grow worse
linger
and sutler for months or years, until relieved or j
Tin: science ok i.h i:. >k SKi,pr:;ENERcured, it possible, by competent physicians.
VATION. a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cnr.’«it Exit masted Vir.vi.i v. Pkkm atcuk DkBUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
j ini: In MAN. Nkkyoi s and Piiy>i< vi. DebilNotwithstanding the foregoing fact- are known to ity, 11 vrouio.Ni'iaA, and all other diseases arissome quack doctors ami nostrum-makers, yet, reing lV 111 tlie E Elions I'F Vol TU; OK THE IND1Sgardless of the life and health of others, there are ! «
in
.-i; Excesses of nature years.
This is
those among them who even perjure them-' has. !
indeed
a hook fur every man.
Price only £ 1.00 •->.'<
contradicting giving mercury to their patients. or

we

THEY ARE

FANCY

*<
Mil'*' f Poor Itiiin. W lii-Kc'
andRefuse Liquor**
;;
Dude-.
me
cncd to please tin; taste, called
.1
Restorers,” &c., that load the t i»•;.•
ers,”
drunkenness and ruin, but an* a true Medicine,mad
from the Native Iloots ami Herbs of California, free
1 hcv are iho
from all Alcoholic Stimulants.
GREAT BLOOD PIRIFIER and A LIFE
!
GIVING PRINCIPLE
p rfeet R. novab-r
Invigorator oft ho System, carrying oil' all poisonous
matter and restoring the Mood to a h. althy con iiii en
No person can take these Hitters accordin to •!
tion and remain long u:.w 11.
1
8100 will be given for an incur1sKe n
the. bones are not destroyed by u in m
j> :s n
other moans,and the vital organ wasted 1- > -ml the
point of repair.
For IiiHnmnin t ory and Chronic KlieiiinufMin nud Gout. Dyspepsia or 1 ndige-t ion,
Bilious, Remittent and Interniitieni i-Vveiand
IHseast-N of lit* IMood. Liver. Iv idut >
!*■ en n
t
lllndder, these Hitters ha\
V Dinted
ful.
Such Diseases ate cans. >1
Blood, which is generally produced b> d'm:n at
of the Digestive Organ*.
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION. Head
ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach,
Bad taste in the Month, B.lions Attacks Palpitate a
in the
Pa
of the Heart. Inflammation of the Jar
regions of the Kidneys and a lmndr. d •'her ;\,;:du:
a.
of
are
tho
Dys;offsprings
•i'mptoms,
They invigorate tho Stomach and stimulate the torpid liver and bowels, which render the::: -f i.ne ./lulled
•.
a-,
efficacy in cleansing the Mood of all im;
imparting new life and viu r to the whole
T
tt
FOR SKIN DISElSFS.r ;; t
B
’s.
Rheum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pu mi.
]' y
bunclcs, King-Worms. Scald-Head,I
clas. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the kki:., H
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever
:n.
:..im:r
are literally dug up and carried o
•„ of me -/stem m.
short time by the use of these Bitters, n-. 1 >t t'
such cases will convince the most lucre dul us ofr
curative effect.
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you f ! its
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples. Eruptions or Sores cleanse it when you find it obstruct'. I
f
and sluggish in the veins; cleans it wh*-n
1
the hi
and your feelings will tell you when. Kpure and the health of the system will follow.
the
in
and
other WORMS, lurking
PIN, TAPE
system of so many thousands, are effectually desir.-;.
ad car. ..ly
ed and removed. For full directions,
the circular around each bottl ', print' 1 in f ur 1
guages—English, German, French and Spnui.-i:.
J. WALKER, Proprietor. R. TI. M- DoNAU) & C
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Works
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MOST PERFECT

Biters

through false certificates and references,and ricom j1
mendations of their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them or who. hesid s. 1
to further their impositions, copy from medic:! j
hooks, much that is written of th qualities and ef- ;
frets ot different herbs ami plant-, and nserilmail
the same to their Pills, Extracts, specific--. \c.
:.u
most ot which, if not all, contain !M. :vum.
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything." i
kill more than is cun d." and
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injur'd tor life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCl'nRS AND
■ •(
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Popular Medical

Which :ti\ ii»
h
j b' all liui

huve

j

Scientific and

■

beaver"mohairs.

('leans

!

M \NlI

E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y

J

enoqual.

IT IS llli: REST AIM It I E IN THE MARK El.
PR* (i. SMITH, Patentee, Proton .Junction,
Mass. Prepared only by PROCTER liROTllKKS,
Oloma-ster, Mass, The (Jenuine is put up in a pan*
nel bottle, made expressly for it, with the name of
j
tiie article Mown in the glass. Ask your Druggist 1
for Nature's Hair Restorative, and take no other.
j
S*r Enclose a flirt »• cent stamp, and send lor “Trea- j
tiseon tit Human Hair,” which is worth $500.uO to I
any person.
OmostiO*

I \

proudly refers to Professors and re ; ..-table l’hysidans—many of whom consult him in critical c..s>\-,
because of his acknowledged .-kill and reputation.
attained through so long experience, practice, am!

Arc still the favorite Brand tor
our customers, and as we
cannot find their equal
for cheapness and

FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE

an

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

K#'\Send

I

■

REMEDYrX

BLOOp PyRIFIE

I

a
«

.-

riioifi V* MSB .4»K EtULLERM.
No Cords or Balances used. Price Lists and
lor the Trade. Send lor Ciretr =r.
S. HARTSHORN, l;u Broadway, N. V.

JHE .GREAT

*

Transparent and clear ns ervstal, it will not soil
TWENTY YEARS
the lintst fabric—perfectly SAPH, CLEAN and Ef'
I K 1 ENT—desideratum^ LON Li SOl'OH 1' FOR
s. a fact *o
engaged in treatment of Special 1'i-v
AN I> FOLND AT LAST :
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, MerIt restores and prevents tie* Hair from becoming
chants, Hotel Proprietors, ,vc.. that he is much rc
<>ray imparts
soft, glossy appearance, removes
commended, and particularly to
l tandruir, is cool and refreshing to the head, checks
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
th< Hair from falling ofl, and restores it to a great
x11 nt w In n prematurely lost,
To avoid and escape imposition of fori ign and naprevents Headaches,
tive quacks, «jc*re numerous in Boston than in other i I’ur- s all Iltimors. cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural Heat.
AS A PRESSING FOK THE HAIR
large cities,

!-

NATURE’S

cir utal
for

Contains no LAC SULPHUR—
No SUGAR OF LEAD
No
LITHARGE-No NITRATE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
froo from the Poisonous and
Health-destroying Drugs used
in other Hair Preparations.

1

ADVERTISING IN ROSTOV.

ut

n

IS Till-: ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE rilYSU

?

a

A

boldly assert?, 'and it cannot bo contradicted, except by quacks, who will savor do anything, men 1
perjure- themselves, to impose upon patients.'1 that i

person. Located in the merst central and
convenient part of the ci: y lor business
men or pleasure seekers.
JSARNKY HULL, Proprietor.

Mod.

WHAT ARE THE

H
A
<
A

secure

he

\
Bear testimony to t
ful Curative K.K •:

H

1>H. L. Dt.Vii

ance

the Best. 1,-100 profusely illustrated Super-Royal
octavo pages.
Experienced Agents Wanted.
S. s. SCR AN 1UX & co., Hartford, Conn.

i>

fi
<1

I’lUVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Endicotr Street, ISo*ton, .tia'i,
is so arranged that patients m*vt r sec or hear each
other. Recollect, tlie only entrance to his office is
UXo. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his

Stock tfc Low Prices
Enlarged
shall
we

Hundreds cf Tics.

M
1

an

for SI'ill T JS PRICELESS !

’•Dr. WALKER'S

RESTORATIVE!! VINEG-AB B:

HABITS,

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS:
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions end ail diseases of ;
the Skin: Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the .Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weak*. -es in ;
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
both sexes,singleokmakried.

For the generous patronage received from the public the
past }_ear we extend our
sincere thanks and
trust that with

It!

Money Cannot Buy

A GREAT

FAIR

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

SImonton Bros. & Co

m ns m t

WALTHAM WATCHES

3?rices.

Sewing

J. & P. COATS'

FOR

NATURE’S

OUL/

an

FOR

Hand and Machine

WILL UK FOKb'EI 1 LD 13V Du. L.
DIX if failing to ri r in less time
any other physician, more effectually and j>ermanently, with less restraint from occupation or k->;
exposure to nil weather, with sale and pleasant med-

THE

Jbberfisements.

WANTKII!
AS AN EDITOll, OK ASSOCIATE K.OIIOK,
Good references givi'ii. Aildrcas \. \ /.
Journal OHke.
r.clla-t, Maim
m:

i. [rot-:,
at Law.

HAY FUR II BLOCK.
All business entrusted
lb*.-I
prompt attention,

ipiin'd.

Belfast, Maine.
to bis care will meet
ot reti-rencca given

with
it i»*
1PM

